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P E E R  C. ERRBLAND 
PANE, HAMBLEN, COFPIN, 
BROOKE & MILLER LLP 
701 E. Front Avenue, Suite 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-0328 
Telephone: (208) 664-81 15 
Facsimile: (208) 664-6338 
ISBA#2456 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOh'NER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA BACKMAN. ) Case No. CV 2006-00365 
husband and wife, ) 
) DElXh'DANT GRANTS' JOINDER 
Plaindffs, ) lN POST-TIUAL BRIEF OF 
) DEFENDANTS SPAGON, LLOYD, 
vs. ) JOHNSON, MILLWARD, 
) ZIRWES, BESSLER, MCKEMVh 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA X. SPAGON, et ) AND PEM) OREILLE VIEW 
al., ) ESTATES PROPERTY OWNERS 
) ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Defendants. 1 
COME NOW, defendants Christopher E. Grant and Susan R. Grant, and join in defendants 
Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, McKenna and Pend Oreille View Estates 
Property Owners Association, Inc.'s Post Brief filed by Scott W. Reed in conjunction witk: this 
matter. 
DEFENDANT GRANTS' JOINDER IN POST-TRIAL BRIEF - 1 
DATED this && of September, 2007, 
 BY -
PETER C. ERBLAND, 
Attomey for Defendant Grants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY tha  on the ? b c f  September, 2007.1 caused to be- serbcd a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed t c  the 
following: 
Jeff R. Sykes Brcnt C. Featherston 
Richard L. Stacey Featherston Law Firm, Chtd. 
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP 113 S. Sccond Avcnuc 
960 Broadway Ave.. Ste. 500 Sandpoint, W 83864 
Boise, ID 83706 
.S. MAIL $ 4 % ~ ~ 0 8 )  263-0400 
FAX 10: (208) 336-9712 
Scott W. Reed 
Attorney ilt Law 
P.O. Box A 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
.S. MAIL 
FAX to: (208) 765-51 17 
DEFENDANT GRANTS' JOINDER IN POST-TRIAL BRIEF - 2 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner j ss 
FILED I / -  l q -D7  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
BACKMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
1 
1 
1 CASE NO. CV2006-365 
vs . 1 
1 MEMORANDUM 
JAMES and LINDA SPAGON, KENNETH and ) OPINION 
PRlClLLA LLOYD, BRUCE and DEBORAH ) 
JOHNSON, THOMAS and DEBRA 1 
LAWRENCE, KEVIN SCHRADER, WESTON ) 
MILLWARD, PEND OREILLE VIEW ESTATES ) 
OWNERS' ASSOC. INC., GREGORY and ) 
THERESA ZIRWES, CHRISTOPHER 
BESSLER, ROBERT and LYNN WALSH, 
) 
PATRICK and MICHELLE McKENNA, 
CHRISTOPHER and SUSAN GRANT, 
Defendant. ) 
CLAIMS FOR ROAD ACCESS 
This is a case for a road easement for access to the real property owned by the 
Plaintiffs Backman. The Plaintiffs seek road access based upon claims of prescriptive 
easement, easement by necessity, and private condemnation. In that sense, the case is 
relatively straight forward. 
However, the factual background is quite complex. Evidence regarding the 
history of access roads covers more than seventy (70) years. Depending on which route 
was discussed, most of the east half of Section 7 would be or could be impacted by one 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
BACKMAN V SPAGON 
BONNER CV2006-365 
or more of the proposed routes. The number of parcels of real property potentially 
encumbered by one or more of the proposed routes could be as high as twenty (20) or 
more. Furthermore, while the asserted legal theories are well recognized in Idaho case 
law, the application of the theories in this case is different, in that the Plaintiffs have 
proposed an analysis where the route would be established, not by either a prescriptive 
easement, easement by necessity, or private condemnation, but, by some combination 
thereof, applying different theories to different portions of the route so as to provide the 
entire road necessary for access to Backman's property. 
In the post trial briefs, plaintiffs have limited their road access claims to Turtle 
Rock Road (and extensions thereof, referred to as the Upper Road, the Middle Road 
and the Lower Road). See Exhibit A, attached hereto. Plaintiffs Backman claim a right of 
access to their one-hundred acre (100) parcel to serve five (5) single family residences, 
one residence for each one of five (5) separate parcels of twenty (20) acres each. 
The Backman claim is somewhat complicated by a cross claim filed by defendant 
Schrader against all the other defendants at the time of trial. Schrader currently owns a 
twenty (20) acre parcel that a prior owner, Randy Powers, had owned together with the 
one-hundred (100) acres currently owned by the Backmans. The one-hundred twenty 
(120) acre parcel previously owned as one parcel by Powers, had been owned by a 
common owner since the U.S. patent. Powers acquired the one-hundred twenty (120) 
acre parcel in early 1994. Powers sold the twenty (20) to Puryears (Schrader's 
predecessor in interest) in 1995. Powers retained the one-hundred (100) acre parcel 
now owned by Backman. Powers sold the one-hundred (100) acres to Backman, in 
February 2005. In the cross claim, Schrader seeks the same easement route (Turtle 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
BACKMAN V SPAGON 
BONNER CV2006-365 
Rock Road and one or more extensions) and for the same purpose (one single family 
residence for one 20 acre parcel) as does Backman. The Court allowed the cross claim, 
but only to the extent that Schrader's claim was based upon the same evidence and 
theories as Backman. If Backman can prevail on the claim of a right of access to the 
one-hundred (loo), based upon an established right of access to the one-hundred 
twenty (120) when Powers bought the one-hundred twenty (120), then Schrader would 
be allowed to make the same claim for his twenty (20). 
Following a four (4) day Court Trial, including a view of the property by the Court, 
and following post-trial submissions from counsel, the Court took the matter under 
advisement for purposes of rendering its written decision. 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
In a very general sense, the properties in question (both servient and dominant) 
are located in the Syringa Creek drainage. Syringa Creek drains southerly down a 
mountain side north of Sandpoint. Along the base of the mountainside, a public road 
known as Baldy Mountain Road runs westerly from Sandpoint. The Syringa Creek 
drainage is therefore located on a southerly exposure of a mountainside, over looking 
Sandpoint, Lake Pend Oreille, and the Pend Oreille River. The property in question is 
located north of Baldy Mountain Road, and is fairly high up in the Syringa Creek 
drainage. 
Historically, the Syringa Creek drainage has been the site of logging operations. 
Logging operations date back to the days of Humbird Lumber prior to World War II, and 
continued up through the logging operation of Randy Powers in the 1990's. It was an 
attempt of Mr. Powers in the summer of 2004 to reopen a previously used logging road 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
BACKMAN V SPAGON 
BONNER CV2006-365 
to order to gain access to his one-hundred (100) acre parcel for logging purposes which 
precipitated the lawsuit in question. 
For purposes of this lawsuit, the Syringa Creek drainage lies within the east half 
of Section 7 and the west half of Section 8. Syringa Creek flows down into Section 7 
from Section 6 to the north, and then drains southerly across the east half of the 
northeast quarter of Section 7, entering Section 8 near the shared quarter corner of 
Section 7 and of Section 8. Syringa Creek then drains southeasterly across the 
southwest quarter of Section 8. 
The Backman property lies within the northwest quarter of Section 8. The 
Backmans own the one-hundred (100) acres, constituting the south half of the 
northwest quarter of Section 8 (eighty (80) acres) and the south half of the northwest 
quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 8 (twenty (20) acres). 
However, as a historical matter, the property also includes twenty (20) acres 
owned by Kevin Schrader consisting of the north half of the northwest quarter of the 
northwest quarter of Section 8. This twenty (20) acres, combined with the Backman 
parcel, is the entire one-hundred twenty (120) acres that had been owned by Randy 
Powers, and that had been previously owned by a common owner since the U. S. 
Patent. 
The one-hundred twenty (120) acres had been owned by Humbird Lumber 
Company prior to 1943. Randy Powers acquired the entire one-hundred twenty (120) in 
the northwest quarter of Section 8 from the Shamrock Investment Company by warranty 
deed recorded January 25, 1994. Powers conveyed the twenty (20) acres in the north 
half of the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter to Schrader's predecessor in 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
BACKMAN V SPAGON 
BONNER CV2006-365 
interest (Puryears) by the warranty deed dated May 10, 1995. Powers conveyed the 
remaining one-hundred (100) acres to Backmans by warranty deed recorded February 
11,2005. 
At the time of trial, Schrader filed a cross claim against all other defendants, 
essentially seeking the same right of access across the parcels of all other defendants 
(including himself) to his twenty (20) acres that Backman was seeking for the Backman 
one-hundred (100) acres. The Court permitted Schrader to file the cross claim, to the 
extent that Schrader was relying on the same evidence and legal theories which 
Backman would be presenting at trial. 
The Court permitted the last minute filing of the cross claim because any 
evidence submitted by Backmans as to events prior to Powers purchase would apply to 
the entire one-hundred twenty (120) acre parcel, including the twenty (20) now owned 
by Schrader. Any differences between the claims of Schrader and the claims of 
Backman would arise out of any rights allegedly established or preserved during 
Powers ownership of the Backman one-hundred (100) acres. While such rights might 
not apply to the Schrader twenty (20) acres, in terms of allowing the cross claim to be 
filed, the Court concluded that the evidence at trial would not change, and that the 
defendants would not be prejudiced in their ability to resist any efforts by Schrader to 
essentially "piggyback" on the Backman claims, as long as Schrader's claim was based 
upon his parcel being part of the one-hundred twenty (120) acre parcel dating back to 
the days of Humbird Lumber. As such, Scharder's claim is a kind of "lesser included" of 
Backman's claims. Huclhes v Fisher 142 Idaho 474,484 (2006). 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
BACKMAN V SPAGON 
BONNER CV2006-365 
Up until 1943, Humbird also owned an adjoining one-hundred twenty (120) acre 
parcel located in the east half of the east half of Section 7, consisting of the southeast 
quarter of the northeast quarter and the east half of the southeast quarter. Humbird 
never did own the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 7. This one- 
hundred twenty (120) acre parcel has been referred to as the "Modig" parcel, conveyed 
by Humbird to Lewis Modig by warranty deed dated December 22, 1943. Defendant 
Exhibit H. 
All of the defendants are owners of parcels of real property located in the east 
half of Section 7. All defendants are owners of single family residences, and access to 
their respective residences is from Baldy Mountain Road by way of Turtle Rock Road. 
Turtle Rock Road intersects with the public road of Baldy Mountain Road in the 
southwest quarter of Section 7. All parties have stipulated that the owner of the property 
in the southwest quarter of Section 7 which is encumbered by Turtle Rock Road (which 
land owner is the City of Sandpoint), has agreed to permit whatever right of access 
Backmans may have to use Turtle Rock Road, as may be determined by this case. 
There was considerable testimony at trial regarding an existing road consisting of 
Redtail Hawk Road and lnspiration Way. Redtail Hawk Road intersects Turtle Rock 
Road near the north line of the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of Section 7 
(the northern boundary of the McKenna and Bessler properties) and proceeds northerly 
in the west half of the east half of Section 7 until it crosses into the east half of the east 
half of Section 7 and turns into lnspiration Way, near the southwest corner of the 
Spagon property located in the southwest quarter of the northeast quarter of the 
northeast quarter of Section 7. lnspiration Way then crosses the east half of the east 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
BACKMAN V SPAGON 
BONNER CV2006-365 
half of Section 7 and enters Section 8 in the southwest corner of the Schrader twenty 
(20) acre parcel. 
Although the Redtail Hawk Road route provides a currently existing road upon 
which an ordinary passenger vehicle can drive from Baldy Mountan Road across the 
east half of Section 7 and access Section 8, Backman abandoned any claim to access 
over Redtail Hawk Road at the conclusion of the trial. At noted above the only route 
upon which Backman claims any right of access is exclusively founded upon Turtle 
Rock Road and its three extensions - Upper, Middle, or Lower Road. 
The issue is therefore how can Backmans, located in the northwest quarter of 
Section 8, establish a right to cross the east half of Section 7 and get in and out to and 
from Baldy Mountain Road, a public road, using Turtle Rock Road and Upper, Middle or 
Lower Road. 
In order to gain access to the one-hundred (100) acres, Backman relies upon a 
claim of a right to use an existing road known as Turtle Rock Road. Backman then 
claims that various extensions of, or branches from, Turtle Rock Road, which extend 
into the west half of the northwest quarter of Section 8, are legally available to 
Backman. Turtle Rock Road, as it presently exists, generally follows the route of the 
Syringa Creek Road as shown on the 1966 U.S.G.S. map. Plaintiff's Exhibit 43-4. 
The Upper Road is basically a route that follows the Syringa Creek Road route, 
as shown by the 1966 U.S.G.S. map, northward from the current termination of Turtle 
Rock Road near the Millward residence. The Middle Road branches off Turtle Creek 
Road at a point between the Millward and Grant residences (in the southeast quarter of 
the northeast quarter of Section 7). The Lower Road branches off from Turtle Rock 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
BACKMAN V SPAGON 
BONNER CV2006-365 
Road just south of the Johnson residence and proceeds northerly into the Grant parcel 
where it crosses Syringa Creek, and then proceeds easterly into Section 8. 
Turtle Rock Road encumbers ownerships of McKenna and of Bessler (southwest 
quarter southeast quarter Section 7); of Lawrence (southeast quarter southeast quarter 
Section 7); of Lloyds and of Johnsons (northeast quarter southeast quarter Section 7; 
and of Millward and of Grant (southeast quarter northeast quarter Section 7). (The 
parties have represented that Lawrences have agreed to provide the requested 
easement, and Lawrences did not appear or participate at trial.) The Upper Road 
crosses the Millward and Spagon parcels, as well as the ten (10) acre parcel of 
Schrader in Section 7. (The Upper Road also crosses the Rogers parcel, but the parties 
have represented that Backmans have reached an agreement with Rogers for a road 
easement). The Middle Road crosses the Millward and Grant parcels. The Lower Road 
crosses the Lloyd, Johnson, and Grant parcels. 
According to the Meckel survey (Plaintiffs Exhibit 46), Turtle Rock Road may also 
encroach upon the parcel owned by defendant Zirwes in the west half of the southeast 
quarter of Section 7. Also named as a defendant is the Pend Oreille View Estates 
Owners Association, Inc. (POVE). Zirwes, as well as other land owners in Section 7 
who are not named as parties, are members of POVE, and, as members, have an 
interest in the roads maintained by the POVE, including Turtle Rock Road. Other 
landowners in the east half of Section 7 who are not members of POVE, and who are 
parties to this litigation, also use the roads (including Turtle Rock) of POVE by 
agreement. 
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Historically, logging operations on the one-hundred twenty (120) acres in 
question in the northwest quarter of Section 8 have utilized various routes across the 
east half of Section 7. 
Topographically, the ground in Section 8 lies to the east of Syringa Creek, and is 
considerably steeper and more rugged than the ground in Section 7 west of the creek. 
Evidence of old logging roads and tracks prior to WW II included a 1933 photo showing 
roads or tracks lying west of the creek. Plaintiffs exhibit 42, Plaintiff exhibit 43-0. There 
was some evidence there may have been logging operations of some sort, possibly by 
horse, east of the creek even before WW II, but that evidence was somewhat equivocal. 
However, after Humbird sold its ground in both Section 7 and Section 8 in 1943, and by 
the years immediately following WW II, logging operations had created roads or tracks 
which were crossing Syringa Creek from the west and leading to the higher ground east 
of the creek, including Humbird's ground in Section 8. Plaintiffs Exhibits 42,43. 
By 1966, various undefined logging operations, combined with random public use 
for outdoor recreation such as hunting, berry picking and the like, had established what 
the Court has designated, for purposes of this litigation, as Syringa Creek Road. The 
Syringa Creek Road is documented by a U.S.G.S. 1966 aerial photo. Plaintiffs exhibit 
43-4. The road generally runs north-south in the east half of the east half of Section 7, 
and lies to the west of Syringa Creek. In the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter 
of Section 7, the road turns easterly, crosses the creek, and enters the northwest 
quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 8. The Syringa Creek Road turns north, 
crosses back into Section 7, and then proceeds northerly into Section 6, the section 
north of Section 7. 
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With the decline of logging as the dominant North Idaho activity, and given the 
proximity of Syringa Creek to Sandpoint, by the 1980's, large landowners, including 
lumber companies, began to sell parcels in Section 7 to private individuals or 
developers who were interested in building residences. In the 1980's, Dr. Lawrence 
purchased the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of Section 7, and erected a 
residence sometime later. 
By the 1990's real estate developers were acquiring parcels in the east half of 
Section 7 for purposes of residential development. The defendants are purchasers of 
some of those parcels. Some of the defendants are members of the Pend Oreille View 
Estates Owners Association (POVE), a homeowners association created by one of the 
developers. The other defendants are not formal members of POVE, but can use the 
POVE roads to access Baldy Mountain Road. 
While residential development began to occur in the east half of Section 7 in the 
1990's, there was no residential development in the northwest quarter of Section 8. 
However, when Backman purchased the property from Powers in early 2005, Backman 
purchased the property because he believed it had deeded legal access, and the 
purpose of Backman's purchase was for residential development. Backman divided his 
one-hundred (100) acres into five (5) parcels of twenty (20) acres each, and advertised 
the parcels for sale. 
There is no deeded legal access for the one-hundred twenty (120) acres. Powers 
belief that there was legal access is based upon a legal description in a title insurance 
policy that is subsequent to Power's purchase. Powers testified he has no idea where 
on the ground the purported legal access might appear, and that he had no knowledge 
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of any such purported legal access when he bought the ground. Powers testified that he 
bought the property relying on his belief that there were prescriptive rights of access for 
purposes of logging. All parties agree no deeded legal access exists or ever did exist. 
The parties agree that, without some access afforded through this lawsuit, the 
one-hundred twenty (120) acres in question in the northwest quarter in the northwest 
quarter of Section 8 are legally landlocked. The term "legally" means that the one- 
hundred twenty (120) acres is not served by any public road and has no written right of 
easement access. The one-hundred twenty (120) acres is surrounded by ground held in 
other ownerships. Although there was some testimony that the only way to physically 
access the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of the Section 8 was from the 
east half of Section 7, the Court does not find that the evidence establishes that there is 
no other physical route to the one-hundred twenty (120) acres in question. There is 
insufficient evidence before the Court from which the Court could find that there is no 
physical way to build a road in to the one-hundred twenty (120) acres except from the 
east half of Section 7. However, there is no dispute that the one-hundred twenty (120) 
acres is legally landlocked in that, if there is another route, other than across the east 
half of Section 7, it is not only unknown as to location and cost, but it would also not be 
legally available, as such route would have to cross other ownerships, without any legal 
right to do so, in order to get out to any public road, Baldy Mountain Road or otherwise. 
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1. CLAIM OF PRESCRIPTIVE EASEMENT OVER TURTLE ROCK ROAD 
AND EXTENSIONS THEREOF 
(UPPER ROAD, MIDDLE ROAD, AND LOWER ROAD) 
As discussed above with regard to the reasons for granting Schrader's Motion to 
Amend and add a cross-claim, the Court anticipated that the evidence with regard to a 
claim for prescriptive use would focus upon many years of historical use. However, 
Backmans base their prescriptive easement claim principally upon the use from 1994 
into 2004 by their immediate predecessor in interest, Randy Powers. 
Backmans do not appear to argue that it would be irrelevant to consider the 
historical use previous to Powers. In support of their prescriptive claim based upon use 
by Powers, Backmans do make reference to historical use prior to Powers ownership. 
Nor would it be appropriate to analyze Powers use without reference to its prior 
history. One of the issues regarding the "open and notorious" element is whether the 
use was permissive. Where a use has commenced as permissive, ldaho law indicates 
that a user has to make some new and independent act of unevicocal conduct which 
would put the owner of the servient property on notice that the user no longer was 
making use by permission, but rather was using the easement under claim of right. 
Webster v. Maaleby 98 ldaho 326 (1997). 
Therefore the nature of the previous use (as permissive or adverse) of access by 
logging companies and loggers cannot be completely separated from Powers use. 
Indeed, Powers testified at trial that his use of the logging roads and trails was based 
upon his understanding that a prior prescriptive use had been established by previous 
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logging efforts in the drainage. Powers assumed he was exercising an established 
prescriptive right. 
Backmans essentially propose three different routes which they claim can be 
based upon a prescriptive use. The first is Turtle Rock Road up to the fork with the 
Lower Road, and then along the Lower Road into the Backman property. The second is 
Turtle Rock Road up to the intersection with the Middle road, then along the Middle road 
and into the Backman property. The third is Turtle Rock Road up to the intersection with 
the Upper Road, and northward along the Upper Road into the northeast quarter of the 
northeast quarter of Section 7 and then easterly into the Schrader parcel in Section 8. 
The route of the Turtle Rock and Upper Road is essentially the same route which 
the Court refers to as the Syringa Creek Road, shown on the 1966 U.S.G.S. map. 
For purposes of discussion, the Upper Road can be described as two (2) 
segments. One segment is part of the currently existing road system; the other segment 
hasbeenabandoned. 
The segment of the Upper Road that is part of the existing road system is now 
known as lnspiration Way. The other segment of the Upper Road is the abandoned 
portion of what was Syringa Creek Road. This abandoned portion of Syringa Creek 
Road runs northerly from the end of the current Turtle Rock Road to where it intersects 
with Inspiration Way (as shown on Meckel survey, Plaintiff Exhibit 46.) 
Based upon its view of the property, the Court finds that the abandoned section 
of the Upper Road (the old Syringa Creek Road route) has been quite thoroughly 
abandoned. The route is steep, heavily brushed, with deep erosion ruts or trenches. 
The route is so overgrown that it could be over looked, if one were not looking for it. At 
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one point the Court relied upon assistance of survey stakes left from the Meckel survey 
team to assure itself that the Court was still following the abandoned route of Syringa 
Creek Road. 
The lnspiration Way segment of the Upper Road is readily passable by 
passenger vehicle. To the east of the driveway turn-off, to what was once the Sowder 
house, the road is less traveled but still readily passable by vehicle. 
lnspiration Way is an extension of Redtail Hawk Road. Redtail Hawk Road is part 
of the POVE Development, lnspiration Way was a roadway apparently developed by 
predecessor owners/developers of parcels in the northeast quarter northeast quarter of 
Section 7. The owners of the property in the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter 
of Section 7 have legal access out to Baldy Mountain Road by way of lnspiration Way, 
Redtail Hawk Road and then the lower portion of Turtle Rock Road. 
(A) Powers Logging Activities 
Backmans assert that they primarily rely upon the logging activities by Randy 
Powers on the Backman property. The actual logging operation was from 1994 to 1996. 
This was an extensive and fairly continuous logging operation. Powers testified that he 
logged the ground pretty hard in that he had an aggressive payment schedule to meet 
on his purchase contract. He testified that perhaps five-hundred (500) truck loads of 
logs came out over the then existing roadway system in Section 7 from his logging 
operation. 
However, following the completion of the 1994 to 1996 logging operation, no 
further logging was performed on the Backman property. Powers did testify that in 
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perhaps 1997 or 1998 he did bring equipment in by way of Turtle Rock and the Middle 
road, and extended an existing skid trail on the Backman property. The work on the skid 
trail extension occurred over about a two week period. However, another logging job 
became available, and Powers never did any actual logging on the Backman parcel as 
a result of that skid trail construction. 
Following the 1994-1996 logging operation, the State of Idaho required Powers 
to physically close the Lower road. Powers was required to remove the bridge at the 
creek, and remediation was required because of damage done to the creek during the 
logging operation. A landslide had occurred on the Lower Road, west of the creek, and 
Powers was physically unable to access his property by vehicle via the Lower road. 
As to the Middle Road, Powers did testify that he put in a 48" culvert in replacing 
the bridge across the creek. In walking the Middle Road, the Court noted evidence that 
the Middle Road had been used for logging on the ground in Section 7, and on both 
sides of the creek. The timing of the logging operations in Section 7 is unknown. 
As to the Upper Road, Powers essentially testified he quit using the lower part of 
the Upper Road during the course of his 1994 to 1996 logging operations. Powers 
testified that when first on the ground, he did try to use the abandoned Syringa Creek 
Road route. At some point someone placed rocks in the way. After that, Powers testified 
that he started to use Redtail Hawk to access the Backman property. According to 
Powers Redtail Hawk was a better route anyway. While Powers may have used the 
abandoned Syringa Creek Road route portion of the Upper Road to move some 
equipment, his continued logging operation utilized Inspiration Way and Redtail Hawk to 
get the logs out. 
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After 1996, Powers use of the Backman property was essentially restricted to 
hunting, camping and other activity similar to recreational use. While Powers testified 
that he did go on the property to monitor the condition of the timber, Powers did not 
testify as to any logging activity actually undertaken. 
The Court finds that whatever use of the Turtle Rock Road and extensions 
thereof Powers made after the 1996 logging operation would not have been any 
different from the use of any other member of the public who was exploring the Syringa 
Creek drainage, hunting, or berry picking, camping, firewood gathering, or other 
recreational uses. 
ldaho law is quite clear that this type of continuous, open use by members of the 
public, who are trespassers or strangers to the title, does not establish an adverse use 
by a private party. Cordwell v. Smith 105 ldaho 71 (Ct App.1983). A private party trying 
to create a prescriptive right has to establish a kind and type of use different from that of 
general members of the public. Huahes v. Fisher 142 ldaho 474 (2006). Certainly 
moving in the equipment over the Middle Road to extend the skid trail in 1997 or 1998 
was different from general use by the public. But all other use by Powers, including 
visiting the property to monitor the timber, would have been no different than that of any 
other member of the general public exploring the roadway system in the Syringa Creek 
drainage. 
As such, the Court finds that Powers use of the Turtle Rock Road and its 
extensions is not of an open and notorious nature after the 1996 logging operation 
sufficient to put an owner of the servient tenant upon notice that Powers was asserting a 
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hostile and adverse right of use any different from that use by others for berry picking, 
hunting, firewood gathering, or other similar recreational activities. 
Furthermore, the Court finds that the logging activity, of a nature sufficient to 
meet the element of continuous adverse possession, was limited to no more than two 
(2) years, and did not extend for the required statutory period. 
The facts that support the findings with regard to a lack of showing of a 
continuous use of an open and notorious nature also lead the Court to conclude that 
Powers use was not an adverse use under claim of right. Certainly Powers testified that 
he believed he was following up on a prescriptive use established by previous loggers in 
the drainage. However, other than Powers assumption that there was an existing 
prescriptive use, Powers did not testify to any specific act intended to establish a hostile 
and adverse use. Powers testified that even his attempt to reopen the Lower Road for 
logging in 2004 was nothing more than what logging companies had been doing for 
years, and was consistent with his assumption that a prescriptive easement has been 
established by earlier logging operations. 
In short, if the claim for prescriptive use is based upon Power's actions as the 
owner of the one-hundred twenty (120) acres, Powers himself concedes that he was 
doing nothing different than the previous owners who had been logging the property. 
Without proof establishing the previous use as adverse and under claim of right, (which 
Powers has simply assumed to exist), the previous use is presumably permissive. 
Powers did not testify to any new and unequivocal act different from previous logging 
activities designed to put a se~ ien t  owner on notice that Powers was acting upon an 
independent claim of right. 
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Powers did testify that he was aware of a logging operation (apparently while 
Shamrock Investment Company owned the one-hundred twenty (120) acres) about six 
(6) years before his purchase. But Powers did not testify to what was relied upon for a 
right of access. Although Powers identified the forester for that logging operation, that 
individual did not testify. What arrangements Shamrock had with owners in Section 7 is 
simply unknown. Again, Powers merely assumed, as is certainly understandable, that 
he could access the Backman property using the same routes. But Power's assumption 
is not proof. 
Power's actions as an owner of property in Section 8 in and of itself, does not 
establish a prescriptive right. The actual logging activities were of insufficient duration. .'" 
The acts after the 1994-1996 logging were not of a character sufficient to distinguish 
Power's use from that of members of the public. Furthermore, without proof that his 
assumption (that there was a prescriptive right) was in fact correct, Powers was merely 
continuing permissive use. Permissive use cannot ripen into a prescriptive easement. 
Wood v. Hoalund 131 Idaho 700 (1998). 
Because of the different natures of the use, the interruptions of use, and upon the 
facts as found by the Court above, the Court concludes that Powers did not establish a 
prescriptive use based upon all the required elements of a prescriptive easement claim 
for the statutory period. 
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(B) Prescriptive Easement Based Upon Access Over Syringa Creek Road 
Given the long history of logging and of Syringa Creek Road, the Court's above 
analysis of a prescriptive easement, based upon the actions of Powers while an owner 
of land in Section 8, is a bit artificial, and somewhat like the tail wagging the dog. As 
noted above, Powers himself testified that he believed that he was simply continuing the 
historical use of prescriptive easements that he believed had been established by 
previous logging operations. If there were a prescriptive easement over Syringa Creek 
Road and its extensions as of the time Powers purchased his property, then certainly 
Powers testimony is that his actions were a continuation of that existing right. 
In the Court's view, the threshold issue is whether there was a prescriptive right 
of access over Turtle Rock Road and its extensions when Powers purchased the one- 
hundred twenty (120) acres in 1994. If so, then Powers actions are relevant as to 
whether Powers did anything to modify or abandon any established prescriptive right. 
But if the previous use was permissive, the Court has found in the above section of this 
Memorandum, that Powers did not perform acts sufficient to convert that previous 
permissive use into a hostile and adverse use under a claim of right. 
The history of use of any roads in the east half of Section 7 to reach the 
northwest quarter of Section 8 was solely for logging purposes. No residence has ever 
existed in the northwest quarter of Section 8. 
In addition to logging operations, members of the general public used Syringa 
Creek Road, and presumably, the spur roads off Syringa Creek Road, for outdoor 
recreational activities such as hunting. The extent of the use is unknown, but the 
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existence of Syringa Creek Road on a 1966 map, together with the proximity of the 
Syringa Creek drainage to Sandpoint, suggests that there was repeated use over a 
period of years. 
There was testimony that Humbird did some logging in the Syringa Creek 
drainage even prior to World War 11. However, the road was in a substantially different 
route, south and west of the creek. Exhibit 43-0, 1933 aerial photo, as interpreted in 
Folsom report, Plaintiffs exhibit 42. Exhibit 43-3 (1958 U. S. G. S. aerial photo) suggests 
that access for logging in Section 8 as of 1958 may have also come in through Section 
8. See Folsom report, 1958 drawing, Plaintiff Exhibit 42. 
However, by shortly after World War 11, the basic route of Syringa Creek Road 
had been established. At first, the route differed as to the point where it entered Section 
8, entering Section 8 at the southwest corner of the northwest quarter of the northwest 
quarter of Section 8. (Plaintiff Exhibit 43-2; 1951 U. S. G. S. aerial photo as interpreted 
in Folsom report, Plaintiff Exhibit 42.) However, by 1966 the route is that of Syringa 
Creek Road, as shown by the 1966 U. S. G. S. map, entering Section 8 at the 
' 2 "  * i '  
southwest corner of the nbrthwest quart+ of the northwest quarter of the northwest 
, 
quarter of Section 8 (the Schrader twenty (20) acre parcel). 
Contrary to Power's assumption that prior logging operations established a 
prescriptive right of access for future logging operations, defendants introduced 
evidence that, historically, most logging operations obtained permission to cross 
another party's property. Given the number of land holdings in different ownerships 
throughout vast tracts of timberland, mutual consent and neighborly cooperation worked 
well. Logging operations pretty much was all there was, and objections to log trucks by 
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owners of high end residences located deep in the woods was not only unheard of, but 
entirely inconceivable. As Larry Moody testified, "nobody ever dreamed there would be 
homes up there ever." 
While the Court finds that there were a number of different logging operations 
that extended into Section 8 which would have relied upon access across the east half 
of Section 7, the details of these previous operations are not in the record. 
At least prior to the 1990's, the Court finds that the relevant portions of the 
Syringa Creek drainage consisted of wild and unenclosed land. Prior to the construction 
of the Lawrence residence on the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter in the late 
1980's, there were no residences. Powers testified he was familiar with the ground 
P 
since his youth, and it was forest land, used exclusively for hunting, camping, berry 
picking and logging. 
Where the alleged prescriptive easement is over wild and unenclosed land, there 
is a rebuttable presumption that the use of the land is permissive. Hodains v. Sales, 139 
Idaho 225 (2003). Because the land in question was essentially open to anyone, and 
was freely and openly used by members of the general public; and because a logging 
operation, in and of itself, and particularly in wild and unenclosed timberlands, does not 
establish an adverse use; there is insufficient evidence in this record of independent, 
decisive acts indicating separate and exclusive use of Syringa Creek Road by owners of 
3' 
the one-hundred twenty (120) acres in Section 8 sufficient to, rebut the presumption of 
Y 
- 
permissive use. --I y?' 
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Defendant introduced evidence as to an industry practice of permissive access. 
However, the evidence has not been given much weight, as the testimony was not 
specific to the Syringa Creek drainage. 
Larry Moody testified to WI Forest Products logging in Section 8 in the 1970's. 
Moody logged for WI. Moody's family owned the ground in the east half of Section 7. 
(Modig parcel). Moodys were loggers. Moodys logged their ground in Section 7. The 
arrangement WI may have had with Moody's for access across Section 7 is not in the 
record, but there is certainly nothing that the Court finds sufficient to establish that Wl's 
access was hostile and under a claim of right. 
The Court finds that the existence of the spur roads of Middle Road and Lower 
Road is insufficient to establish any showing of an intent to establish permanent 
continuous access. The history of the spur road construction is vague. But, physically, 
the spur roads were on Section 7 first. Whether the roads were built to log Section 7 first 
and then extended to Section 8 is a logical assumption, but only an assumption. 
Nonetheless the record is clear that the spur roads that lead to Section 8 were utilized 
to log ground in Section 7. Where a road has been built on the se~ ien t  estate, and then 
used by the dominant estate, such common use is not adverse. Melindez v. Hintz 11 1 
Idaho 401 (Ct App 1986). The Court finds that plaintiff has failed to establish by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the spur roads on Section 7 were built first for the 
purposes of providing access to Section 8. 
There is evidence that when a private party desired to use Syringa Creek Road 
for private purposes, an easement was obtained. 
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Historically, when someone wanted to use the old Syringa Creek Road to cross 
Moodys property, they got an easement. 
Larry Moody testified that in the early 1960's the Syringa Creek Road was 
extended northerly into Section 6 for logging on BLM property. Moody testified his uncle 
granted an easement in 1964 to the BLM so they could log the ground to the north of 
Section 7. 
In June 1964, Long Lake Lumber Company (the then current owner of the one- 
hundred twenty (120) acres in the northwest quarter of Section 8) granted an easement 
to the BLM to cross the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 8 for 
logging purposes. Plaintiff Exhibit 24. The map attached to the easement document 
shows a route similar to the Syringa Creek Road as shown in the 1966 U.S. G. S. map. 
Marleys purchased the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 7 
from Moodys in the 1960's. In June 1966 Moodys granted an access easement on an 
existing road across the Moody property in a southerly direction to the Bonner County 
Road. Plaintiff Exhibit 25. The legal description of the Moody property is a bit 
inscrutable, but the easement appears to be for Syringa Creek Road. 
The testimony regarding any residences prior to the existing residences is very 
sparse. The testimony of Ella Smith regarding two different individuals who may have 
lived above his house did not even establish that such individuals had a vehicle. 
Furthermore, nothing is known about those residences. It is clear, however, such 
residences, if any, were located in Section 7, and therefore would not establish any use 
intended to benefit an owner of the Backman property. 
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The references to the "hippie house" were uncontroverted, and, indeed, during 
the Court's visit to the premises, the Court observed the "hippie house". Its history is 
unknown, and its right to use the existing roadway system (which apparently is not 
disputed) is not in evidence. 
References to the Sowder residence also are made. Powers indicated that he did 
have some contact with Sowder, so apparently the Sowder residence existed by at least 
the 1990's. However, there is no evidence that any inhabitant of the Sowder residence 
ever used the upper Turtle Rock Road to any extent at all. As to the Sowder residence, 
Powers testified the best route was by Inspiration Way and Redtail Hawk Road. 
There was testimony regarding a history of residences in Section 7 that may 
have made use of Syringa Creek Road. The evidence is quite vague. One such 
"residence" was nothing more than a cabin that Moodys used for hunting. Furthermore, 
using a road to get to alleged residences in Section 7 is not proof that the use was 
intended to benefit Section 8. 
In short, what little evidence there is of the nature of use of Syringa Creek Road 
by landowners in the area indicates the nature of the use was permissive or pursuant to 
an express easement, even for logging. 
Even if use of Syringa Creek Road did establish a prescriptive use into Section 8, 
Powers essentially abandoned the lower segment of the Upper Road during his 1994- 
1996 logging operation, instead using Redtail Hawk Road. The Middle and Lower 
Roads are temporary spur roads used during actual logging operations, and can hardly 
show intent to create roads providing permanent access over Section 7 as the servient 
parcel to Section 8. The Lower Road was physically closed down after 1996. 
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The Court finds that the previous use of Syringa Creek Road and any spur roads 
or skid trails did not establish a prescriptive easement across Section 7 to Section 8. 
II. EASEMENT BY NECESSITY 
With regard to the route of Turtle Rock Road and any one of its three (3) 
extensions (Upper Road, Middle Road, and Lower Road), the parties concede that there 
is no unity of title. At the time of the U.S. Patents, the north half of the northeast quarter 
of Section 7 was within a U.S. Patent of 1905. The southwest quarter of the southeast 
quarter in Section 7 was part of a second separate U.S. patent of 1904. The Modig 
parcel and the one-hundred twenty (120) acres in the northwest quarter of Section 8 
(the Humbird property as of 1943) were in two (2) patents as of 1907, separate from the 
1904 and 1905 patents. Therefore, but for the original common ownership of the United 
States, there has never been a unity of title of common ownership for the original 
Humbird Lumber property in question (the 1907 patents for the Modig parcel, and for 
the one-hundred twenty (120) acres in the northwest quarter of Section 8) and for either 
the property now owned by Spagons (in the southwest quarter of the northeast quarter 
of the northeast quarter of Section 7; a part of the 1905 patent) or the property now 
owned by McKenna's and Besslers (in the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of 
Section 7; a part of the 1904 patent). Defendant Exhibit KK. 
Plaintiffs candidly acknowledge existing ldaho case law indicating that unity of 
title cannot be established by relying upon the original ownership of the United States. 
Roberts v. Swim, 117 ldaho 9 (Ct App 1989). Backmans set forth a reasonable legal 
argument as why another rule of law might be better (at least for their purposes in this 
case). However, this Court will follow existing ldaho case law. Easement by necessity 
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as a "stand alone" legal theory, simply does not apply, because unity of title is lacking 
as to the properties covered by the entire length of the road access necessary to 
physically connect the Backman parcel to Baldy Mountain Road. 
Ill. PRIVATE CONDEMNATION OF A ROUTE ACROSS TURTLE ROCK ROAD AS 
EXTENDED BY EITHER THE UPPER ROAD, THE MIDDLE ROAD, OR THE LOWER 
ROAD 
All parties agree that the Backman parcel is legally landlocked. There is no 
deeded access. Furthermore, without either a prescriptive easement or an easement by 
necessity as sought by Backmans in this litigation, the record establishes that there is 
no known legal access to the one-hundred (1 00) acres. 
The record is less clear with regard to whether the one-hundred (100) acres is 
physically landlocked except by a route across the east half of Section 7. Mr. Rasor did 
testify that, as far as he can tell, the only access to the one-hundred twenty (120) acres 
would be through the east half of Section 7. Mr. Rasor is an extremely well qualified 
witness, whom the Court finds entirely credible, but that particular statement is deemed 
by the Court to be somewhat conclusory. If there were further specific facts and 
observations which Mr. Rasor had identified as the basis for that conclusion, he was not 
given opportunity to explain his basis. Other evidence of aerial photos does show that 
tracks or other ways of access have in fact reached the one-hundred twenty (120) acres 
without crossing over into the east half of Section 7. Furthermore, the value of real 
property with views over looking Sandpoint and Lake Pend Orielle is substantial, and 
houses now appear high above on mountain sides which years ago would have been 
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considered totally impractical for residential purposes. The Court would have to rely 
upon speculation and conjecture to conclude that the only physical way to build a road 
to reach the one-hundred twenty (120) acres would be to cross the east half of Section 
ldaho law does not favor legally land locked parcels which would prohibit any sort 
of productive use. Cases talk about not depriving property of the use to which it is 
naturally fitted, which apparently depends upon the circumstances. It is true that ldaho 
law does not permit a private property owner to condemn a way over the land of another 
private property owner simply because the condemning land owner has a subjective 
desire to implement a certain use as a matter of personal preference. Larson v. Cohen 
125 ldaho 82,84 (1993). 
Defendants concede that the ldaho Constitution contemplates that lumber 
companies have the right of private condemnation in order to access timberland for 
logging operations necessary to develop the natural resources of the State. Blackwell 
Lumber Companv v. Empire Mill Cornwany 28 ldaho 556 (1916). The ldaho Constitution 
does not specifically mention that the right of private of condemnation is available for 
roads leading to residences from highways, but that right is statutorily expressed in 
Section 7-701 (5), I.C. 
Although the power of private condemnation is established, it is difficult to find 
ldaho cases where an ldaho Appellate Court has actually upheld the right of one private 
landowner to condemn a right of way over the ground of another private landowner. In 
Gibbens v. Weisshauwt, 98 ldaho 633 (1977), the ldaho Supreme Court declined to find 
an easement by necessity, and mentioned in dicta that the right of private condemnation 
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would be available, to the three or four houses which were being denied the easement 
by necessity, as the alternative means by which the residences could obtain road 
access. However, the opinion suggests that any approved right of private condemnation 
might only exist as to the existing houses (which were being deprived of their only way 
out to the public road by the Supreme Court's decision finding no easement by 
necessity). 
There are of course no residences on the Backman property. Therefore this case 
is an effort to privately condemn an access for purposes of a proposed residential 
development. This is not the high density development of Aztec Ltd. Inc. v. Creekside 
Inn Company 100 ldaho 566 (1979) which the Supreme Court noted was a commercial 
enterprise. On the other hand, Mr. Backman, a self described builderldeveloper, 
purchased the property first and foremost as a commercial development. The property 
was immediately subdivided and listed for sale. 
There is no history of any previous effort at residential development in Section 8. 
There is no history of any kind of road access into Section 8, other than for logging. 
Instead, the entire residential development concept was based upon an erroneous 
assumption that the one-hundred (100) acre parcel actually had deeded access. 
Therefore the private condemnation claim seeks to have a residential 
development built in a large acreage historically devoted exclusively to timber, on the 
erroneous assumption that the ground had deeded access, appropriate for the 
proposed commercial enterprise. 
In Gibbens, supra, the ldaho Supreme Court held that the residences had no 
easement out to the public road. The ldaho Supreme Court then noted that the 
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availability of the private right of eminent domain, to acquire access from highway to 
residences, meant that the denial of an easement by necessity would not create an 
undue hardship on the parties who had been using the road in question. Unlike 
Gibbens, in this case there is no established residential use. Indeed, the record 
established not only the absence of such use, but that the history and topography of the 
ground was exclusively a logging use. 
Backman did have good reason to believe he had deeded access. He advertised 
his one-hundred (100) acres for sale shortly after purchase as having "deeded access 
on well maintained roads". His advertisement describes Redtail Hawk Road as the 
access. Defendant Exhibit T. 
The Powers warranty deed to Backman did describe a recorded access 
easement. The parties in this case have stipulated the express easement did not exist. 
The location of the easement described in the recorded instrument has not been 
identified on the ground in this record. Although Powers was the owner of the ground 
allegedly benefited by the express easement, and according to the Powers warranty 
deed at least some of the instruments were recorded during his ownership, Powers 
stated he had no idea where the route of the supposedly express easement might 
appear on the ground. 
In the advertisement, the phrase appears of "Private estate or split into smaller 
parcels ... can be split into twenty (20), or split into five (5)  or ten (10) acre parcels with 
County plat process." Defendant Exhibit T. The exact date of the advertisement is 
unknown, but the placement of the advertisement was on behalf of Backman. 
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Backman testified he did split his one-hundred (100) into five (5) different twenty 
(20) acres parcels, as that was easily done under County zoning ordinances at the time. 
Backman did testify that he was at least considering building a home for himself, but his 
primary goal was to list and sell the parcels. Powers had purchased the one-hundred 
twenty (120) acres for $100,000.00 (one-hundred thousand) in 1993. Backman 
purchased his one-hundred (100) acres in December 2004 for $475,000.00 (four- 
hundred seventy five thousand). Defendant Exhibit P. The advertisement for the one- 
hundred (100) acres on behalf of Backman had a stated price of $1,250,000.00; and 
Backman testified he had an interested buyer for $1,200,000.00 within a few months. 
In short the proposed use of five (5) residential houses is not only not for an 
existing use, it is a proposed use based entirely upon a misunderstanding of the access 
issue, and upon investment expectations based upon this mistaken belief of deeded 
access. 
Finally, the Court would note that objections were raised by landowners as to the 
Turtle Rock Road route in August 2004 when Powers tried to re-open the Lower Road 
for logging purposes. When Backman purchased in December 2004, he was 
presumably aware of the disputed nature of the Turtle Rock route even for logging. The 
basis for the belief in residential access was the title company's mistake in insuring the 
deeded access. As Backman testified, he had purchased the ground with deeded legal 
access, relying on the title insurance, and any problem was really up to the title 
insurance company to solve. 
The right of private condemnation for residential home sites has not been often 
successfully exercised in the State of Idaho. The claim here is for a commercial 
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development of residential home sites which has been proposed in timber land 
historically utilized exclusively for logging, and the proposed commercial development 
was based upon a totally erroneous assumption of deeded access. A claim by the 
residential subdivision developer that there is a Constitutional right to condemn an 
access, across the property of other private owners so as to provide the deeded access 
that was mistakenly thought to exist, calls for a cautious approach by a trial court. 
The ldaho cases discussing the right of private condemnation of access roads to 
residences use the test of "reasonable necessity". The burden of proving reasonable 
necessity is on the condemnor. Erickson V. Smith 99 ldaho 907 (1978). A private party 
is not accorded the deference given a public agency as to necessity and choice of 
route. Eisenbarth V. Delp 70 ldaho 266 91950). The private party must show an 
insufficiency of alternative routes. McKennev v. Anselmo 91 ldaho 118 (1966). Statutes 
conferring the power of eminent domain are to be strictly construed. McKenney, supra, 
construing Section 7-701 (5), I.C., applying to roads leading from highways to 
residences. 
The Court was not able to find any ldaho case applying the private right of 
condemnation to provide access to vacant land which could be used for a residence. In 
M-, the condemnor's testimony that he "may use" the property for a residence 
was held "much too remote or abstract to permit condemnation under Section 7-701(5), 
I.C." The Supreme Court did note that if there were evidence of a plan to use the 
property as a residence, the claim might be viewed differently. However, in McKennev, 
the property had apparently been previously used as a residence, (although the use 
was at least twenty one (21) years earlier, and the house was "dilapidated"). Eisenbarth 
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involved a condemnor seeking access to his residence. While the Supreme Court at 
least impliedly concluded a private right of condemnation existed, the condemnation 
was denied for lack of a showing of reasonable necessity. At noted above, Gibbens v. 
Weisshaupt is actually an easement case, but the ldaho Supreme Court did state 
therein that the right of private condemnation would apply at least as to existing houses 
which were already using the road in question. 
The ldaho Constitution does not expressly mention roads to residences. The 
ldaho Supreme Court has not specifically addressed any alleged unconstitutionality of 
Section 7-701(5), I.C., specifically declining to do so in Erickson v. Amoth because it 
was not necessary to do so. 
Although this Court upholds the constitutionality of Section 7-701(5) based upon 
Gibbens and Eisenbarth (and also because no party directly attacks the constitutionality 
of the statute), this Court is mindful that the holding in Eisenbarth (that there was no 
showing of reasonable necessity) made it unnecessary for the Eisenbarth court to 
actually reach the Constitutional issue. 
From the Court's review of the ldaho law, the degree to which a proposed 
residential use of vacant land comes within the Constitution's definition of complete 
development of the material resource of the State is a somewhat open question. Timber 
is a material resource. McKenney at p 123. But even the cases that solidly establish that 
rule set forth conflicting views of what constitutes a "material resource". In Blackwell 
Lumber v. Empire Mill, holding that timber is one of the state's great material resources, 
the Supreme Court noted the degree to which the welfare of the people of large 
sections of ldaho depended upon the timber industry and the necessary logging roads, 
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and that Section 14, of the Constitution, did not mean to differentiate between the "great 
timber industry and the mining or irrigation industry of the state". At p 582. Yet the 
dissent argued that at the time of the adoption of the Constitution, timber was not 
deemed a material resource, and that for ten (10) years after the adoption of the 
Constitution thousands of acres of growing timberland was destroyed "in order that the 
land might be reduced to a state of cultivation." P 583. 
To the degree proposed residential development of previously existing 
timberland is a development of the material resources of the state, it is nonetheless 
clear the power of private eminent domain for access roads to residences is to be 
strictly construed. It is interesting to note that most condemnation cases now are 
inverse condemnation claims, which arise out of situations where the taking power is 
not even being advanced by the public entity. Idaho's recent adoption of Section 7- 
701A, I.C., indicates a legislative instruction to further limit the power of condemnation. 
While the legislation may reflect a concern over condemnation by a public entity, and 
perhaps does not address a private party's right to condemn the property of another 
private party, the exercise of the private right of eminent domain is not an area of law 
where this trial court sees a lot of legislative and appellate suggestions that trial courts 
should be expanding upon the power that does exist. 
Where the power does exist, the condemnor must specifically disclose the 
purpose for which he is seeking to condemn the property. McKenney at p 124. 
Backman and Schrader have relied upon the residential access to highways provision of 
Section 7-701(5) I.C., as the purpose of their claim for private condemnation. 
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The specific use for which the Plaintiff seeks private condemnation is for five (5) 
single family residences, one (1) house each on five (5) twenty (20) acre parcels. As a 
practical matter, however, with the cross claim of Schrader, the legal relief sought is 
really for six (6) single family residences on one-hundred (120) acres. Given the 
historical use of the one-hundred twenty (120) acres originally owned by Humbird, the 
Court cannot come up with a supportable rationale to grant a Constitutional right of 
private condemnation for access to five (5) house on the one-hundred (100) acres of 
Backmans, but deny any access for a single family residence on the remaining Lenty 
(20) acre parcel now owned by Schrader. 
(A) No Reasonable Necessity Shown 
Regardless of whether the proposed use is five (5) or six (6) single family 
residences, the Court concludes that there is no reasonable necessity shown as 
Constitutionally required. 
The burden of use on the privately condemned way would expand the residential 
use from zero to five or six houses. Some ldaho cases analyzing the easement by 
necessity have concluded that an expansion of that degree is not afforded under the 
easement by necessity analysis. By analogy, a Constitutional right to create that same 
degree of expansion of burden of use does not appear to be consistent with prior ldaho 
cases. 
If the Court were reviewing a claim for only one residence, then the Constitutional 
provision merits some sort of relief. However, this is not a claim for one residential use. 
(The Court would note that the sale advertisement for the Backman one-hundred (100) 
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acres does include the phrase "private estate", which the Court assumes would mean 
only one home on the one-hundred (100) acres; however, no evidence was introduced 
on that point, and no claim for one single family residence is advanced; so the Court 
would only be speculating on a theory no party is submitting to the Court.) Although the 
Court is aware of the "lesser included" analysis for a use lesser than the use actually 
claimed by a plaintiff, in this case the analysis of even a single residential use raises 
questions of what ground (Backmans' one-hundred (100) acres or Schrader's twenty 
(20) acres) within the one-hundred twenty (120) acre parcel would benefit; which route 
should be used; and how to determine any issues of compensation. These issues are 
simply not ripe for determination in the context of this record. 
The same analysis would apply with regard to a logging easement. Most 
important, there is no claim for a logging easement asserted. The Idaho Constitution 
does make clear that lumber companies and the logging industry have the private right 
of condemnation. Backman did testify he would log the ground or mine it for 
landscaping rock if he did not get residential access. However, other than this statement 
of intent, should Backman's claim for residential access fail, no evidence was 
introduced, and no legal argument has been advanced, for a logging easement. Such 
claim has not been expressly sought in this case. Whether the cost of any road, once a 
route had been selected and the issue of just compensation determined, could be paid 
for by the value of any of the timber which the hypothetical logging company proposed 
to remove, would be a matter of complete speculation and conjecture for this Court on 
this record. 
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As to the condemnation claim for which the condemnor has specifically disclosed 
the purpose for which condemnation is being sought, the Court finds that condemnor 
has failed to meet the burden of proof establishing reasonable necessity. 
(B) Insufficient Evidence of the Absence of an Alternative Route 
Furthermore, in considering a condemnation route for an access across the east 
half of Section 7, the route of Turtle Rock Road and one of any of the three (3) 
extensions does not appear to be the most reasonable route. Although there was very 
little evidence regarding Redtail Hawk Road as an alternative route, the Court has 
ridden by vehicle the entire length of Redtail Hawk Road and lnspiration Way. The 
Court has also walked the route of the abandoned section of Syringa Creek Road 
between lnspiration Way and the current termination of Turtle Rock Road. Condemning 
an access over that abandoned section would require building a new road over difficult 
terrain, in close proximity to existing residences. Similarly, an access over either the 
Middle Road or Lower Road would require road construction that would noticeably 
impact the sewient estate. The Court finds that the plaintiffs have not established a 
reasonable necessity to privately condemn a road across the route of the old Syringa 
Creek Road (lower segment of Upper Road), the Middle Road, or the Lower Road. That 
route requires either building what would essentially be a new road in difficult terrain, or 
making significant road improvements which would substantially impact the nature and 
character of the sewient parcel, when compared to an existing road that is already 
available. (Redtail Hawk Road and lnspiration Way). 
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While neither party has specifically argued the issue of an alternative route as it 
may bear on the reasonable necessity of private condemnation, the evidence in the 
record essentially establishes an existing alternate route. The condemnor has not 
shown an insufficiency of alternative routes to the proposed route over Turtle Rock 
Road and any of its three (3) extensions. 
The evidence is undisputed that Redtail Hawk Roadllnspiration Way had 
essentially replaced the old Syringa Creek Road as the access to the Backman property 
during the 1994-1996 logging operation. Backman testified he always used Redtail to 
get to the property. Powers, even in 1994-1996, found Redtail Hawk to be the better 
road, even for logging. 
Having personally traveled both routes by foot or vehicle, the Court finds that the 
impact upon the sewient parcels would be considerably greater by the Turtle Rock 
Road and extensions route than by the Redtail Hawk Road route. If the parties had 
expressly litigated the issue of alternative routes, the Court knows not the result, but, on 
this record, there are sufficient facts regarding available alternative routes to preclude a 
finding of reasonable necessity for condemnation of an access over the old Turtle Rock 
Road and any of its extensions. 
Finally, with regard to either just one residence, or the logging use, the issue of 
alternative routes is not just between Redtail Hawk Road and the Turtle Rock Road 
route. It would be speculative on this record for the Court to conclude that, if only 
logging, or if only one single family residence, were to be permitted, then the only 
physical way in to the one-hundred twenty (120) acres would be over the east half of 
Section 7. The availability of other routes that might be topographically available for 
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these more limited uses, and any ability to secure easements over other routes from 
other directions that might well be more available, expedient, and less burdensome than 
the proposed routes across Turtle Rock Road, are matters that this Court simply cannot 
determine on the record in this case. 
IV. COMBINING DIFFERENT LEGAL THEORIES TO ESTABLISH A LEGAL 
RIGHT OF ACCESS FOR ENTIRE LENGTH OF PROPOSED ROUTE 
Backman claims a "catch-all" provision for establishing a legal right of access 
over the entire length of the Turtle Rock Road and Upper Road, Middle Road or Lower 
Road extensions. As discussed above, the Court has declined to find a private right of 
condemnation for legal access over Turtle Rock Road and its extensions to the one- 
hundred twenty (120) acres of Backman and Schrader for five (5)  or six (6) single family 
residences. Therefore, even if there were a prescriptive easement or an easement by 
necessity across the Modig parcel, no right of private condemnation exists across the 
Spagon, Bessler or McKenna properties. The issue is therefore whether a combination 
of prescriptive easements and easement by necessity claims can provide legal access 
over Turtle Rock Road and any of its extensions across the east half of Section 7 to the 
ground in question in Section 8. 
The Court has found that the history of Syringa Creek Road, whether combined 
with Power's use during his ownership or analyzed independently, does not support a 
finding as to that route that all the required elements of the basic prescriptive easement 
claims have been established by clear and convincing evidence (Huahes v. Fisher 474, 
483). All parties agree that, at the very most, the easement by necessity claim for 
Section 8 is limited to crossing the Modig parcel (in the east half of the east half of 
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Section 7). Because of the unity of title requirement, easement by necessity fails as to 
the McKenna and Bessler properties in the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter 
of Section 7. Therefore, on the findings of the Court previously discussed, a 
combination of easement by necessity and prescriptive easement theories still fails to 
extend the right of access out to the city of Sandpoint property in the southwest quarter 
of Section 7. Combining these theories does not provide a complete route to Baldy 
Mountain Road. 
The Couit also adds that, at least on the facts of this case, it would be 
inappropriate to use an easement by necessity theory to "bridge" a gap in a route 
otherwise established by a prescriptive easement. The easement by necessity is based 
upon the severance of a parcel from a common ownership parcel that deprives the 
severed parcel of legal access to a public road. Roberts v. Swin 117 Idaho 9 (Ct App 
1909). When Humbird sold the Modig parcel in 1943, the Modig parcel did not have 
direct access upon a public road. The access out to Baldy Mountain Road would only 
be prescriptive, and, on this record, for logging only. A claim for access for five (5) or six 
(6) residences in Section 8, based upon easement by necessity across the old Modig 
parcel, would expand the scope of the prescriptive easement that is relied upon to 
"bridge the gap" between the Modig parcel and Baldy Mountain Road. If the Court were 
to do so, the Court would essentially use the easement by necessity theory to expand 
the scope of the prescriptive easement. By "combining" the two theories, the Court 
would be extending the easement by necessity theory to ground where that doctrine has 
no legal application. 
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The Court finds that plaintiffs have failed to establish by clear and convincing 
evidence that there is a prescriptive easement over Turtle Rock Road and any of its 
three (3) extensions for purposes of logging on the one-hundred twenty (120) acres of 
Backman and Schrader, or for purposes of permanent year round residences. The 
Court finds that the claim of easement of necessity over the described route does not 
apply, as all parties concede the required element of unity of title is lacking. 
The Court finds that plaintiffs have failed to carry the burden of proof on the issue 
of reasonable necessity for a private right of condemnation over the described route for 
the purposes of either five (5) or six (6) residences on either the Backman one-hundred 
(100) acres or the entire one-hundred twenty (120) acres in question in Section 8. 
Having held that there is no reasonable necessity shown for the proposed use of five (5) 
or six (6) residences, it is unnecessary to address any issue of the constitutionality of a 
private right of condemnation for the degree and extent of residential development 
proposed by the plaintiffs. The Court concludes that a right of private condemnation for 
at least one residence would be constitutionally permissible. The Court declines to 
address the issue of reasonable necessity as to a single residence, or the issue of a 
private right of condemnation exclusively for logging purposes, as these claims are not 
expressly before the Court, and the record is insufficient for the Court to properly 
resolve such claims. 
Finally, the Court declines to apply a combination of the three theories of the 
plaintiff to provide an access where no access can be established under a single theory. 
First of all, the Court finds that plaintiffs have not met their burden of proof on the 
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elements of the three theories. More importantly, the Court concludes it is inappropriate 
to "combine" theories on the facts of this case, where "combining" theories has the 
practical affect of extending the application of one theory to ground where that theory 
admittedly has no application - a "substitution" of theories, rather that a "combination". 
Counsel for defendants may prepare a proposed judgment. The Court suggests 
that counsel for all parties confer regarding the form of any proposed judgment. Counsel 
for any of the parties may submit alternatives for a separate proposed judgment. 
DATED this /: day of November, 2007. 
I LdW - .  /- 
Charles W. Hosack, District Judge 
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KEVIN SCHRADER, 
Cross-claimant, 
v. 
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JAMES and LINDA SPAGON, KENNETH and ) 
PRlClLLA LLOYD, BRUCE and DEBORAH ) 
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GRANT. 
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This case was tried before the Court in the Courthouse in Sandpoint, 
Idaho, on September 4, 5, 6, and 7,2007. 
PlaintiffsICounterdefendants Bob Backman and Rhonda Backman 
("Backmans") were represented by Jeff R. Sykes and Jason G. Dykstra. 
Defendant and Cross-claimant Kevin Schrader was represented by Brent 
C. Featherston. 
DefendantsICounterclaimants Christopher Grant and Susan Grant 
("Grants") were represented by Peter C. Erbland. 
DefendantslCounterclaimants James Spagon and Linda Spagon, Kenneth 
Lloyd and Priscilla Lloyd, Bruce Johnson and Deborah Johnson, Weston 
Millward, Pend Oreille View Estates Owners' Associate, Inc., Gregory Zinves and 
Theresa Zinves, Christopher Bessler, and Patrick McKenna and Michelle 
McKenna (collectively, together with Grants, ("Defendants") were represented by 
Scott W. Reed. 
Defendants Thomas Lawrence and Debra Lawrence did not appear or 
participate in any manner in the trial. 
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Witnesses testified and documentary and photographic evidence was 
received. Counsel for the parties submitted briefs upon the law before and after 
trial. 
The Court, being fully advised, entered its Memorandum Opinion on 
November 11, 2007, which shall constitute findings of fact and conclusions of law 
under Rule 52(a), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the claims 
asserted by Backmans and Schrader for prescriptive easement, easement by 
necessity and to condemn a private roadway over and across Defendants' 
properties, to provide legal access across the east half of the east half and the 
southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of Section 7, Township 57 North, 
Range 2 West Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, for six (6) residential home 
sites on six (6) separate twenty (20) acre parcels owned respectively by 
Backmans and Schrader and located in Section 8, Township 57 North, Range 2 
West Boise, Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, are denied; and the amended 
complaint of plaintiffs Backman and the cross claims of cross-claimant Schrader 
are each hereby dismissed with prejudice, based upon the Court's Memorandum 
Opinion entered November 11,2007, incorporated herein. 
DATED this day of January, 2008. 
VdQJQJ.. 
Charles W. Hosack, District Judge 
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l hereby certify that on the 3rd day of January. 2008, that a true and 
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prepaid, Interoffice Mail, Hand Delivered or Faxed to: 
m&laintiff's Attorney Jeff Sykes, 755 West Front Street, Ste 2,Boise, ID 83706 
m s  Defense Attorney Scott Reed, PO Box A, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 /'ls Defense Attorney Brent Featherston, 113 S. Second Ave, Sandpoint, ID 83864 
fh& Defense Attorney Peter Erbland, PO Box E, Coeur dlAlene, ID 83816 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner 
FILED 1 - 3 - 0 
AT 8: 90 o,ciock 14 M 
CLERK, DISTRjFT C O U ?  
Depu Clerk + 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
BACKMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
) CASE NO. CV2006-365 
vs. ) 
JUDGMENT 
JAMES and LINDA SPAGON, KENNETH and ) 
PRlClLLA LLOYD, BRUCE and DEBORAH ) 
JOHNSON, THOMAS and DEBRA 1 
LAWRENCE, KEVIN SCHRADER, WESTON ) 
MILLWARD, PEND OREILLE VlEW ESTATES ) 
OWNERS' ASSOC. INC., GREGORY and ) 
THERESA ZIRWES, CHRISTOPHER 
BESSLER, PATRICK and MICHELLE 
1 
McKENNA, CHRISTOPHER and 
1 
SUSAN GRANT, 
1 
Defendant. ) 
JAMES and LINDA SPAGON, KENNETH and ) 
PRlClLLA LLOYD, BRUCE and DEBORAH ) 
JOHNSON, THOMAS and DEBRA 
LAWRENCE, WESTON MILLWARD, 
) 
PEND OREILLE VlEW ESTATES 
) 
OWNERS' ASSOC. INC., GREGORY and ) 
THERESA ZIRWES, CHRISTOPHER 
BESSLER, PATRICK and MICHELLE 
) 
McKENNA, CHRISTOPHER and SUSAN 
GRANT, 
1 
Counterclaimants, 
) 
v. 
) 
) 
BOB AND RHONDA BACKMAN, 
) 
1 
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Counterdefendants. ) 
) 
KEVIN SCHRADER, 
Cross-claimant, 
) 
JAMES and LINDA SPAGON, KENNETH and ) 
PRlClLLA LLOYD, BRUCE and DEBORAH ) 
JOHNSON, THOMAS and DEBRA 
LAWRENCE, WESTON MILLWARD, 
) 
) 
PEND OREILLE VIEW ESTATES 
OWNERS' ASSOC. INC., GREGORY and ) 
THERESA ZIRWES, CHRISTOPHER 
BESSLER, PATRICK and MICHELLE 
1 
McKENNA, CHRISTOPHER and SUSAN 
1 
GRANT. 
Crossdefendants. 
1 
1 
1 
This case was tried before the Court in the Courthouse in Sandpoint, 
Idaho, on September 4, 5,6, and 7,2007. 
Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants Bob Backman and Rhonda Backman 
("Backmans") were represented by Jeff R. Sykes and Jason G. Dykstra. 
Defendant and Cross-claimant Kevin Schrader was represented by Brent 
C. Featherston. 
DefendantslCounterclaimants Christopher Grant and Susan Grant 
("Grants") were represented by Peter C. Erbland. 
DefendantslCounterclaimants James Spagon and Linda Spagon, Kenneth 
Lloyd and Priscilla Lloyd, Bruce Johnson and Deborah Johnson, Weston 
Millward, Pend Oreille View Estates Owners' Associate, Inc., Gregory Zirwes and 
Theresa Zirwes, Christopher Bessler, and Patrick McKenna and Michelle 
McKenna (collectively, together with Grants, ("Defendants") were represented by 
Scott W. Reed. 
Defendants Thomas Lawrence and Debra Lawrence did not appear or 
participate in any manner in the trial. 
Backman v. Spagon Bonner CV2006-365 2 
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Witnesses testified and documentary and photographic evidence was 
received. Counsel for the parties submitted briefs upon the law before and after 
trial. 
The Court, being fully advised, entered its Memorandum Opinion on 
November 11, 2007, which shall constitute findings of fact and conclusions of law 
under Rule 52(a), Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the claims 
asserted by Backmans and Schrader for prescriptive easement, easement by 
necessity and to condemn a private roadway over and across Defendants' 
properties, to provide legal access across the east half of the east half and the 
southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of Section 7, Township 57 North, 
Range 2 West Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, for six (6) residential home 
sites on six (6) separate twenty (20) acre parcels owned respectively by 
Backmans and Schrader and located in Section 8, Township 57 North, Range 2 
West Boise, Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho, are denied; and the amended 
complaint of plaintiffs Backman and the cross claims of cross-claimant Schrader 
are each hereby dismissed with prejudice, based upon the Court's Memorandum 
Opinion entered November 11,2007, incorporated herein. 
DATED this 2 day of January, 2008. 
c&J~. - 
Charles W. Hosack, District Judge 
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Judgment 
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Atforneys For Plaintiffs Bob and Rhonda Bachan 
IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR T]KE COUNTY OF B O W  
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
BACKMAN, husband and wife, 
Plaintiff, I 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. 
SPAGON, husband and wife; KETWETH G, 
LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD, husband 
and wife; BRUCE JOHNSON and 
DEBORAH JOHNSON, husband and wife; 
THOMAS L. LAWRENCE and DEBRA A. 
LAWRENCE, husband and wife; KEVIN D. 
SCHRADER, a single person; WESTON 
SCOTT MILLWARD, a married man; and 
PEND ORELLE VIEW ESTATES 
OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, mC., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation; GREGORY Z W S  
and THERESA ZRWES, husband and wife; 
CHRISTOPHER BESSLER, an individual; 
Case No. CV-2006-00365 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO 
WALLOW PART OF DEFENDANTS'/ 
COUNTERCLAIMANTS' COSTS 
PLAAMTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLOW PART OF 
DEFENDANTS1/ COUNTERCLAIMANTS' COSTS - 1 
,!. J A N .  17.  2008 2: 15PM MEULEMAN MOLLERUP 
ROBERT WALSH and LYNN WALSH, 
husband and wife; and PATRICK 
McKENNA and MICHELE McKEWA, 
husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
AM) RELATED CROSS-ACTION. I 
COME NOW Plaintiffs BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA B A C W ,  by and t h r o w  
their attorneys of record, Meulemaa Mollerup LLP, and pursuant to 54(d)(6) of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, hereby object to Defendants/Counterclaimants Memorandum of Costs and move to 
disdlow the claimed costs as a matter of right and discretionary costs. 
DATED this 17th day of January 2008. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17' day of January 2008, a true and conect copy of the 
foregoing document was swved by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
Scott W. Reed, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
Post Oftice Box A 
401 Front Avenue, Suite 205 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Telephone: 2081664-2161 
Facsimile: 208/765-5117 
Counsel For Defendonts/Counterclaimants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Ziwes, 
BessIer, Millward, McKenna and the Association 
f i  U.S. Mail 0 Hand Delivered 0 Overnight Mail & ~acsimile 
PLAWTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLOW PART OF 
DEFENDANTS1/ COUNTERCLAIMANTS' COSTS - 2 
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Brent C. Feathenton, Esq. 
Featherston Law Firm Chtd. 
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Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 2081263-6866 
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Counsel For Defendant Schrader 
U.S. Mail 0 Hand Delivered Overnight Mail Facsimile 
Peter C. Erbland, Esq. 
Paine, Kamblen, Coffn Brooke & Miller LLP 
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
Post Office Box E 
Coeur dlAlene, Idaho 83816-0328 
Telephone: 2081664-81 15 
Facsimile: 2081664-6338 
Counsel For Defendants Grant 
)eP U.S. Mail 0 Hand Delivered o Overnight Mail )bFacsimile 
With copies via U.S. Mail to: 
The Honorable Charles W. Hosack p w o  Copies] 
Judge of the First Judicial Dislrict 
Kooted County Office 
Post Ofice Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 85816-9000 
Michael E. Reagan, Esq. 
Liesche & Rea,nan, PA 
1044 Northwest Boulevard, Suite D 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
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Atrorneys For Plaintrrs Bob and Rhonda Backman 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI33 FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A m  FOR THX C O W  OF BONN= 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
BACKMAN, husband and wife, 
VS. 
Plaintiff, I 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. 
SPAGON, husband and wife; KENTETH G, 
LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD, husband 
and wife; BRUCE JOHNSON and 
DEBORAH JOJ3NSON. husband and wife; 
THOMAS L. LAWRENCE and DEBRA A. 
LAWRENCE, husband and wife; KEVIN D. 
SCHRADER, a single person; WESTON 
SCOTT MILLWARD, a married man; and 
PEND OREILLE VIEW ESTATES 
OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, MC., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation; GREGORY ZlRWES 
and  THERESA ZRWES, husband and wife; 
CHRISTOPHER BESSLER, an individual; 
I 
Case No. CV-2006-00365 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO 
DISALLOW PART OF DEFENDANTS'/ 
COUNTERCLAIMANTS' COSTS 
PLAWTIFFS' MOTION TO DISALLOW PART OF 
DEPENDANTS1/ COUNTERCLAIMANTS' COSTS - 1 
i, JAN. 17.  2 0 0 8  2 :  15PM MEULEMAN MOLLERUP 
ROBERT WALSR and LYNN WALSI-I, 
husband and wife; and PATRICK 
McXCENNA and MICHELLE McKENNA, 
husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED CROSS-ACTION. I 
NO. 9 6 7  P. 3 
\ 
COME NOW Plaintiffs BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA BACKMAN, by and through 
their attorneys of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and pursuant to 54(d)(6) of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, hereby object to DefendantsICounterclaimants Memorandum of Costs andmove to 
disallow the claimed costs as a matter of right and discretionary costs. 
DATED this 17th day of January 2008. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
R, Syke 
ttomeys for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 17' day of January 2008, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
Scon W. Reed, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box A 
401 Front Avenue, Suite 205 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Telephone: 208/664-2161 
Facsimile: 2081765-5 1 17 
Counsel For Re$endants/Counterclaimants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Zinves, 
Bessler, i'vflward, McKenna and the Association 
f i  U.S. Mail o Hand Delivered n Overnight Mail 4 ~acsimiie 
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Brent C. Feathenton, Esq. 
Featherston Law Finn Chtd. 
113 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 2081263-6866 
Facsimile: 2081263-0400 
Counsel For Defendant Schrader 
U.S. Mail u Hand Delivered D Overnight Mail Facsimile 
Peter C. Erbland, Esq. 
Paine, Hamblen, C o f f i  Brooke & Miller U P  
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
Post Office Box E 
Coeur dqAlene, Idaho 8381 6-0328 
Telephone: 208/664-8 115 
Facsimile: 2081664-6338 
Counsel for Defendants Grant 
p) U.S. Mail 13 Hand Delivered Overnight Mail )#acsimile 
With couies via U.S. Mail to: 
The Honorable Charles W. Hosack pwo Copies] 
Judge of the Fist Judicial District 
Kootenai County Office 
Post Office Box 9000 
Coeur d'AIene, Idaho 8381 6-9000 
Michael E. Reagan, Esq. 
Liesche & Reagg  PA 
1044 Northwest Boulevard, Suite D 
Coeur d7Aene, Idaho 838 14 
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Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #SO58 
Jason G. Dykstra, ISB #6662 
MEULEMAN MOLLJ5RWP LLP 
755 West Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-9712 Facsimile 
sykes@lawidaho.com 
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Anorneys For Plaintiffs Bob and Rhonda Backman 
IN ME DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHOMDA 
BACKMAN, husband and wife, 
Plaintie 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. 
SPAGON, husband and wife; KENNETH G. 
LLOYD and PRISCILLA I.LLOM, husband 
and wife; BRUCE JOHNSONand 
DEBOR4H JOHNSON, husband and wife; 
THOMAS L. LAWRENCE and DEBRA A. 
LAWRENCE, husband and wife; KEVIN D, 
SCHRADER, a single person; WESTON 
SCOTT MILLWARD, a mamed man; and 
PEW OREILLE VIEW ESTATES 
OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, MC., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation; GREGORY ZlRWES 
and THERESA ZJRWES, husband and wife; 
CHIUSTOPHER BESSLER, an individual; 1 
Case No. CV-2006-00365 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO 
AMEND FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND 
TO AMEND WDGMENT 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND TO AMEND JUDGMENT - Page 1 
7' JAN. 1 7 . 2 0 0 8  4 :  1 7 P M  MEULEMAN MOLLERUP 
, . i 
ROBERT WALSH and LYNN WALSH, 
husband and wife; PATRlCK McKENNA 
and MICHELLE McUNNA, husband and 
wife; and CHRJSTOPHER E, GRANT and 
SUSAN R. GRANT, husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
AM) RELATED CROSS-ACTION- 
NO. 974  P. 3 
! 
COMES NOW, Plaintiffs Bob Backman and Rhonda Backman ("Plaintiffs'?, by and 
through their counsel of record, Meuleman Mollerup LLP, and move this Court to amend and 
supp1ement its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law pursuant to Idaho RuIe of Cid 
Procedure 52(b) and to amend the Judgment entered on January 3,2008, pursuant to Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 59(a). 
This motion is made and based upon the records and files herein, Plaintiffs' Memorandum in 
Support of Motion To Amend Findings of Fact and To Amend Judgment and the Affidavit of JeffR 
S~rkes in Support of Motion To Amend Findings of Fact and To Amend Judgment; and Notice of 
Lodging Trial Transcript filed contemporaneousIy herewith. 
DATED this 17' day of January 2008. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
BY: 
Attorneys For Plaintiffs 
Bob ~ackman and Rhonda Backman 
PLAINTIFBS' MOTION TO AMEND FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND TO AMEND JUDGMENT - Page 2 
'" JAN. 1 7 .  2008 4 :  1 7 P M  M E U I E M A N  M O L L E R I J P  NO. 9 7 4  P. 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1 7 ~  day of January 2008, a true and wnect copy of the 
foregoing document was sewed by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
Scott W. Reed, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box A 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 8 16 
Telephone: 2081664-21 61 
Facsimile: 2081765-51 17 
Counsel For Defendmts/Counterclaimants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Zimes, 
Bessler, Millward, McKenna and the Association 
-.s. Mail Hand Delivered o Overnight Mail A~acsimile 
Brent C. Feathers- Esq. 
Featherston Law Firm Chtd. 
1 13 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208/263-6866 
Facsimile: 208/263-0400 
Counsel For Defendant Schadev 
a . S .  Mail Hand Delivered o Overnight Mail wcsimile 
Peter C. Erbland, Esq. 
Paine, Hamblen, Coffin, Brooke &Miller LLP 
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
Post Office Box E 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83616-0328 
Telephone: 205/664-8115 
Facsimile: 2081664-6338 
Counsel For Defendants Grrmt 
W . S .  Mail a Hand Delivered U Overnight Mail <~acsimile 
With co~ies  via U.S. Mail to: 
The Honorable Charles W. Hosack [Two Copies] 
Judge of the First Judicial Dismct 
Kootenai County Office 
Post Office Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND FTNDINGS 
OF FACT AND TO AMEND 3UI)GMENT -Page 3 
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, . I 
Michael E. Reagan, Esq. 
Liesche & Reagaa, PA 
1044 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
I 
PLAMTX1FFS' MOTION TO AMEND FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND TO AMEND JUDGMENT - Page 4 
3)? 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that a copy of the above and foregoing has been faxed this 23rd 
day of January, 2008 to: 
JEFF R SYKES 
JASON G. DYKSTRA 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
755 WEST FRONT STREET, SUITE 200 
BOISE, IDAHO 83706 
FAX # (208) 336-9712 
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1 13 SOUTH SECOND AVENUE 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
F A X  # (208) 263-0400 
PETER C. ERBLAND 
PAINE, HAMISLEN, COFFIN, 
BROOKE & MlLLER 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
P. 0. BOX E 
COEUR D'ALW, IDAHO 83816-03284 
' FAX # (208) 664-6338 
HONORABLE CHARLES W. HOSACK 
i Oaiclw~ 
Scott W. Reed, ISB#818 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box A 
Coeur dtAlene, ID 83816 
Phone (208) 664-2161 
FAX (208) 765-51 12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER' 
1 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
1 
BACKMAN, husband and wife, 
1 
1 
1 
Plaintiffs, 1 
1 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. 
1 
1 
SPAGON, et al., 
Defendants. 
1 
1 
1 
Case No. CV-2006-00365 
CERTIFICATION ON TRANSCRIPT 
EXCERPTS AND EXHIBITS SUBMITTED 
BY DEFENDANTS AND 
COUNTERCLAIMANTS IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND TO AMEND 
JUDGMENT 
Scott W. Reed certifies as follows: 
I. I am attorney of record for defendants and counterclaimants Spagon, et 
al. I participated in the trial of this case and I have a copy of the original Trial Transcript 
consisting of Pages 1 through 709, inclusive, prepared by JoAnn Schaller, a Duly 
Qualified and Certified Shorthand Reporter for the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho. 
2. Attached hereto is a true and correct copy of the Trial Transcript Excerpts 
as referenced and referred to in the Briefs of Defendants and Counterclaimants in 
Certification of Transcript Excerpts 
And Exhibits 
Opposition to Plaintiffs Memorandum and to Plaintiffs' Proposed Modification of 
Judgment. 
3. Attached hereto are true and correct copies of four aerial photographs 
. 
taken from Plaintiffs' Exhibit 43 prepared by Dr. Michael Folsom and deeds entered as 
~ttorn-efendants and 
Cross Claimants Spagon, et al. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a copy of the above and foregoing has been sent by first 
class mail, postage prepaid, this 12'~ day of February to: 
JEFF R. SYKES 
JASON G. DYKSTAN 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
960 BROADWAY AVENUE, SUITE 500 
BOISE, IDAHO 83706 
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
113 SOUTH SECOND AVENUE 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
PETER C. ERBLAND 
PAINE. HAMBLE. COFFIN, BROOKE 
n -, - A T T O W  
P.O. '"7 
- 
Scott W. ~ $ e d  
& MILLER 
Certification of Transcript Excerpts 
And Exhibits 
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1 the relevance of thlR I mean, 1 understand the dynamic of It. 
2 of course, and I know why you want it In. But in terms of. 
3 dedsions, I actually have to dedde what difference does it make 
4 as to the degree of dissatisfaction Mr. Backmrn has wlth Chlcago 
5 Title . I am not following -- I mean, there is a lot ofappeal 
6 to thls, and 1 understand that, but in terms of the decisions I 
7 need to actually make, how does thls get me anywhere? 
8 MR. REED: Welt, the basis for it, your Honor, k that 
9 there's a Utle insurance policy out there that is already 
10 admitted lnto evidence, and the litigation Is all a matter that 
11 is not really in Mr. Backman's control. I f  he got his Utle 
12 Insurance micy he wouldn't be a plaintiff In thls iawsult. 
13 THE COURT: Well, he sUll owns the property and 
14 he's -- interest. So l don't thlnk that3 -- and just exactly -- 
15 1 just don't follow -- l am going to sustain the objxtlon. 
16 Maybe you can educate me soma other way, but I am mlssinp the 
I 7  point at thls stage. So. 1'11 go ahead and sustain the 
18 objection, lust on the grounds of relevance and it's wmulauve. 
19 (ExhlbIt No. Defendants' 22 offered and rejected) 
20 0. BY MR. REED: Mr. Backman, if y w  are unsuaessful In 
H thls lawsult, and you do not haw access to the pmperty, you 
U would then expect to obtatn the $475,000? 
13 A. It would seem reasonable. 
14 Q. And you would then be finished and completed paymenh 
5 to Mr. Powers? 
46 
1 A. State that agah. please. 
2 Q. YOU -- would you proceed wlth the payments and then 
3 obtain title to the property or would you seek to revind the 
4 contrad wlth Mr. Powers? 
5 A. I would sttll owe Mr. Powws money. 
6 MR. REED: I have no further questions. 
7 THE COURT: Any redirect? 
6 MR. SYKES: Yes. your Honor, briefly. 
0 BY MR. MR. SYKES: 
1 Q. Mr. Backman, you tesUned earller In questioning fmm 
2 Mr. ErMand that, correct me If 1 am wrong, that you would Bke 
3 to have or you thought you had access on Redtall Hawk Road up to 
4 the upper l w d  up to the top section, top wrtion of Sectlon B of 
5 your property; is that correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. NOW, If you had no legal rlght to that access, IS  
B access up Turtle Rock Road and on the lower or the upper or the 
B middle mads acceptable? 
Q A. Yes. 
I Q. Explain why. 
2 A. Well. they all work. mey all access the property. I 
5 can get where I want to go fmm any one of them. 
I Q. And you are not a lawyer; is that correct? 
i A. No. 
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'I I )  97 1 Q. Do . understand all the nuances ans t\.. ..ies behind 
2 the concept of easement by prescripuve easement? 
3 A. I'cant say 1 do. 
4 Q. How about this idea that has been touched on easement 
5 by necessity, do y w  know anythlng about that? 
6 A. Welt, I understand the word "neceerty." 
7 Q. Is a fair to say that If you don't have 8- on 
8 Redtall Hawk Road for some legal purpose and y w  do have a legs 
9 basls to pet access over Turtle Rock Road that wouid be 
10 acceptable? 
11 A. That would be fine. 
12 Q. Al l  right. Yw mentioned also in response to 
13 quesUoninp that your prlmarf purpse when you hought the 
14 property, I thlnk we d i & d  thls, Is for five riddenual home 
15 sltes, correct7 
16 A. mat's nght. 
17 Q. And that Is probably the highest and best use for the 
18 poperty? 
I 0  A. Yes. 
20 Q. NOW, if you are not able to have that would you put 
21 me property to some other use7 
22 A. Well, yeah, I have a lot of money In It, and ral would 
23 be IooWng fw any way I wuld to mover. And as 1 say, stone 
24 is probably the most obvlous thlnp, and there is a lot of money 
25 in stone. 
98 
1 Q. And Umber, there Is Umber t h e r '  
2 A. mere is a little Umber. Yeah, l guess we would just 
3 rape and plflage, y w  know. 
4 Q. Well, 1 g u w  the end-all and be-all is that If the 
5 cholces between landlocked property that you can't get to and 
6 property that you can get to for mlnlng purposes,, would you take 
7 mlnlng purposes? 
8 A Absolutely. 
9 a. Has there ever been any wnslderation of bulldlng y w r  
0 own house there7 
1 A. Oh, absolutely. 
2 Q. Explah that, &se. 
3 A. Well, you know. we have looked at the view sltes up 
4 there, and mere Is one that we pamcularly ilke. knd my wife 
5 and I have discussed, you know, that If the market would wme 
6 back we would love to sell our own place and bulld a home up 
7 thereourselves. 
B (1. And that k something that you conslder doing?. 
3 A. Absolutely., 
> Q. Well, fin~lly, the last question was the amount d cash 
I that you put lnto this. In  addltion to the cash, you have also 
1 entered into a p m m l s w  note with Randy Powers that requlres 
I you to pay back a certain amount of money7 
I A. Uh-huh. 
i Q.. 15 that yes7 
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Q And same qwstlons with regard to the upper mad that I 1 I M E  COURT: Why don't we take wwr afternoon recess here 2 asked you marnlng the lower and middle. Cud y w  find any I 2 before we get to redinxt, If any. Just take a Mef break here. 
3 Record of Survey for that road? 3 So wurt is in reces for about ten minutes. I 4 A NO. I (Recess) 
1 5  Q. mat mad cr- the property a' Schrader and ~oeem ( 5 THE COURT: AI right. Back on the rewrd. we are on 
6 and the rn that we have here shows, trust me, that there is 6 redlred. 
7 no obfnbon fmm Mr. Schrader and there appears to be an 7 MR DYKSTRA: May I approach the witness? 
8 easement fmm Ms. m r s .  But n also rmaes the prww ol 8 M E  COURT: All ripht. GO ahead. 
9 m e  defendants ~n this wse by the name of Spagon, Spaeon. Y w  S REDlRKT EXAMINATION 
10 see that? I 0  Q BY MR DYKSTlW Mr. Rasw, handing you a 1968 USGS 
11 A Yeah. 11 quad, w l d  y w  take a lwk at that and Identlfy n for our 
example? 
A Same thing. )(as to be w ~ n e  Wnd of We document. 
Q. In  this cese did you have an opportunity to I& at the 
Pend Orellie Mew Estates Declarations of Covenants, Conditions 
and Resbidlms7 
A Briefly. 
Q. Ymwing you ExhlMt No. 36, whlch has been admitted 
into evidem, do you see paragraph 3.047 
A Yes. 
Q Did you have a look at that when you were doing ywr 
work? 
A I dld. 
Q. And that colncMes wlth the Remrd of Sumey, Record of 
12 Q. Did you find any evidence that the Spwons had granted 
13 pennissim to ~ r .  Backman or his pr&mswm in Interest, 
14 Mr. Powem, othm, to cross their pmwtv? 
15 A Na that Ifwnd. 
16 Q. Yw ter;tlfied earlier that, and these are my mxds, not 
17 yours, paraphrasing yDur comments, that simply mating s survey 
18 ofa mud does nu create the legal entitlement -- creating 
19 tracts docs wt m e  legal ln-in them? 
20 A Not on a Recad of Survey. On a subdlvlslon plat you 
21 wn. 
22 Q There has to be something else that - 
23 A Tltk document, yes. 
24 0. Uke -7 
25 ' A Uwert. 
176 
1 Q. What about other types of rrstrlMons on roadways, Mr 
2 Q. And is It steep to the east of the property7 
3 A i t  Is. 
4 MR. DYKSTW I believe we are all In agreement that 
5 this document can be admitted; Is that mnwt? 
6 MR. REED: NO objealon. 
7 MR. ERBLAND: No objection. 
8 ME CWRT: mls 8s Exhibit NO -- 
9 MR. DYKSIW 49. 
I 0  M E  CWRT: All right. So Exhibit No. 49 Is admitted. 
I 1  (Exhibit No. PtalntHfr 49 offered and admitted) 
12 Q. BY MR DYKSTRA: You have also been asked. Mr. R w r .  
13 abut the widths ofthe various muds. and did you have the 
14 oppwtunlty to measure the width a' the driving -- the drivable 
12 w r d ?  
13 A. mat's a wemment quad sheet dsendpolnt. 
14 Q. And Is the Baaman property vWMe a, that quad? 
15 A. We have drawn in and highlighted the back boundary of 
16 theBadunanpmpeny,yer 
'I7 Q. There was a dlxussion, m e  dlswslon of the 
18 topopraphy and the steepnar of- of the surrounding 
19 vmperties. thst quad help you to explain the topography 
20 amund this pmpeny? 
21 A I t  Is Wettv much self-explanatory, if you imked at 
22 one of these much. Closer thfm contwr lines are the steeper 
23 the ground. 
24 Q. So if you (ook at that quad It would appear that swth 
25 a' the mdunan pmperty b relattveiy steep; is that fair to say? 
I78 
1 A Verymuchso. 
1 15 Survey mowing that the Pmd Orellie View Estates mads are 1 I 5  surface of the hewer mad h various spots? I 1 16 private mads, wnect? 116 A. Yes. I 
/ l7 A Correct. Iq7 Q. What Wnd d numbwr did yw come up with? I 
Q. In fact, it says, quote, W d  rights d way are pr(vale A. h e  a' It had no width because the mad wavlt there 
19 mads, maintained for the use and benefit of the Tract Ownen and anymore. Other places it may have been anywhere fmm eight to 32 I 
20 their guests, and those others entitled by legal imtrument to 
21 the use of the same. Correct? 
22 A Correct.' 
23 MR ERBLAND: That's all the questions I have. Thank 
24 you. 
25 MR. REED: 1 have no qwsUm. 
20 feet. 
21 Q And some places was it even mws than 12 feet? 
22 A Y w  wuid say that. 
23 Q. Now, we talk abut the drivable wrface that would be 
24 the width for actual driving; Is that come? 
26 A Yes. 
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1 . (1. Bulldozer? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 . And would you have graded i t  out to the landing? 
4 A. Coned. 
5 . Describe for me the logging that you did Out there. 
6 Any idea in the amount of board feet you took out of that 
7 Wperty? 
8 A. Maybe 500,WO bitad feet. 
9 Q. How many truck loads is that? 
10 A. I think 500 or so. 
I 1  Q. And which way w u l d  the tntds come out of the 
12 pmperty? 
13 A. Well, the Rnt half up the& mme out to the doctoi"~, 
14 you know, Turtle. 
15 Q. So wouM you m e  out Turtle  rod^ Road and then past 
16 the gun range? 
17 A. Correb. 
18 0. TO ?nldy? 
IS A. Uh-huh. 
20 . So all 500 loads had to go out that way? 
21 A. Well, then when we got up to the top. we had that all 
22 graded out up to the creek, and we was working that top landing 
23 for maybe a month. And one day mme to work and there was a 
24 bunch of little mcks in the mad. And i was ttying to bulld 
25 rapport with that guy that llved -- there was another house rtght 
2%6 
1 on the meek, that Sowders. He had all those cats up there. Cat 
2 man, we called him. And 1 wanted to get along with him. I just 
3 assumed he put them mcks in that mad.' 
4 Q. But did you know who did it? 
5 A. Never did ask Sowden. But we were talking, and I 
6 stopped in to see him two or three Umes. 
7 0. So what did you do once you saw the mcks? 
8 A. We started using Redtall. 
9 Q. And that would have been, what, '947 
I 0  A. Correct. 
11 Q. DO you have any idea, can you show us on that survey 
12 whereabouts those rocks were? 
13 A. Well. It was about me top SO0 feet, right before you 
14 got into InspiraUon Way. I t  was right in here. And he had his 
15 house rlght in there, tw, the cat man. 
16 Q. Nobody ever told you why the mcks ended up there, huh? 
17 A. Nwer dld ask. I t  was Just kind of Wrtlng around. 
18 Q. You just went amund them and went down Redtail Hawk 
I 9  Road instead? 
20 A. Yeah. I t  was a better road. 
21 Q. Now, about how about the top part of inspiration Way 
22 where i t  croszrs into the Backman property and the Schradw 
23 property, what was i t  like? What work did you do up there? 
24 A. This stretch right here (indicatinw)? 
25 Q. Yes, slr. 
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1 A. 1 don't think we had to do much work from, oh, a 
2 hundred, mupie of hundred feet thls side of the creek, rlght In 
3 there. We didn't have to do much grading up to the Backman 
4 swihhback. That was kind of a steep little switchback. I can't 
( 5 rememher if we cut that a little bit. I don't think we had to 1 6 cut a, but we had a little problem. a few problems pn that I : throwhout the project 
Q. Okay. 
1 9  A. I heard you guys talking about a higher mad rlght I 10 there, and I couldn't really think of what was done. I 1i (1. So fair to say that from the middle bench of the ( 12 pmpetty you owned -- and at thb point in time you owned the 120 
13 acres, not Just the 100 acres, correct? I 14 A. correct. 
115 0. So from the lower portion all me mads went out on the 
lower road and came out Turtle Rock Road? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q And then on the middle wrtlon all of the i w s  came out 
on the mMdle mad and down Turtle R& Road and out to Baldy 
Mountain. And tlwn on the upper wrtlon, those came down Redtaii 
tlawk Road? 
A. Well, we trucked on that for maybe a month. 
Q. Okay. 
1% A. And a few times, even after the mdrs got mere, 
25 because they weren't tht big of rodrs but -- 
218 
I Q. Tell me what you mean by not that big, 
I 2  A. I'd say about that big. I :  Q. Yea big (Indicating)? A. correct. 
1 ' 5  Q. So they were something you wuW drive right over? 
1 6  A. Well. it might a snowed and covered them up quite a 
1, 7 bit. The driver wasn't supposed to go down there, but he did, I 8 And he didn't get t w  tore up, m It wasn'ttw big of a bo-boo. 
9 . And how many members of your crew did you have working 
10 upthere? 
11 A. I think we had a total of three. 
12 Q You guys work during the day? 
13 A. Correb. 
14 Q. Did you work -- how omen durlng the mume of this 
15 bme did you work? I guea that Is a bad qusion. Dld you work 
16 Rve days a week' Four days a week? 
17 A. We shwld always be thwe five and work elght or nine 
18 hours a day probably. I t  is pretty slow. 
19 Q. Pardon me' 
1 20 A. I t  was a pretty slow project. 
21 (1. Explain mat to me, 11 you would. 
22 A. The type of gmund i t  was, it was slow golng 
23 Expensive logglng. I sue% you would say. 
24 Q. Did yov work all seasons? 
25 A. correct. J 
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I I A. Correct. 
Q. or the aackmn property in SeMon 87 ' 
A. Correct. 
4 0. That was about a year and a ha t  after you finished the 
5 logging? 
6 A. I'm a thinking. 
7 Q. When you finished up the logging shlff, you have to 
8 deal with any slash piles or any duff k f t  on the property? 
9 A. We went back and burned them that fall after the first 
10 rain. 
11 0. SO that would have been how far along afte'r you had 
12 flnbhed the actual logging? 
13 A. A few monms, 1 am audng ,  maybe three months 
14 0. And then what, another 12 months after that y w  go in 
15 and push in this mad aams S d o n  87 
16 A. Correct. 
I 7  Q. What else did you use thb Sa lon  8 proPwhl f w  
18 during --let's put it this way. Yw owned the -On 8 
I 9  property unul you sold i t  to the &+&mans in late 2004. What I 20 else dld you use the property f w  during that tlme? 
121 A. well, we used to go bmq dcking up there qulte a bit 1 22 and had a lot of friends that liked to hunt. They wanted to use 
1 23 It to hunt. They would ask permission. Mr. Mariey used to ask 1 24 permission to hunt it. 
26 Q. Did you go hunfing up there? 
224 
1 A. I did. 
I 2  Q. What else do you use the property for? 
1 3  A WelL we was gmwlng bees on i t  again. And we would 
4 monltor the growth and mortality. 
5 Q. now do you go abu t  doing that? 
6 A. YOU have to walk wound and lmk at It and see how 
7 healthy different areas are and M a r s  going on. 
8 Q. So you drive in on the roadways to get in there and 
9 then go walk the property? 
10 A Correct. Camp there a time or two. 
11 Q Okay. How often over the nnext -- after the logging Is 
12 done, after the next four years, after that would you be heading 
13 up to that property? 
14 A. well, that nm year after the logging we were wor*ing I I 6  on mat slide down below on the lower mad, so we would go in 
I 16 there every week twice a week and water the willows we planted in 17 there. 
I18 Q. What do y~ m a n  the willows? What did you do? I 19 . A. We tried to do some reforestation along that Side 
20 area, so we planted some willows. We was fertilizing and hauling 
21 water to them. Not tw many of them made it. 
22 Q. What was the purpose of that, to stabilize the bank so 
23 it would stay open? 
24 A. m i d  the soil in #ace. We had numerous things we 
25 trled to stabilize that soil In there. 
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1 Q. Okay, so continuing on over the nextiea years how 
2 often would you head up to that property? 
3 A. Well, we gwd up there about every week there for thi 
4 first year until it snowed. And then after that we would go a 
5 couple of tlmes a month. 
6 Q. And you would -- that conunued on until you sold the 
7 property? 
8 A. correct. 
9 Q. And you would get up there by driving on whlch 
I 0  roadways? 
11 ' A. Used thernall. 
'12 . So you would use that Redtail M w k  Road and TuMe R 
13 Roads? 
14 A. C o m d  And the gate popped up here on this right in 
16 hont of this mad here (lndkatlnp). Well, first there was 
' 16 bulldlng materi?ls showed up on it. And 1 didn't want to move 
17 them physlciily. 1 just walked through mere. Two w three 
18 kips thrwgh there arid a n  mat. That was right in front of 
19' that culvert bulldlng materials. 
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. And then a short while after that a gate wme on, a 
22 l d e d  gate. 
23 Q. When did the gate and me building miterials show up? 
24 A. I'm thinking we finished Mging in '95, '96. 
26 Q. '96, '97, yes? '96 or so? 
22 
1 A. Rve years after that. 
2 . Five years after? So we would have been looking 2001 
3 A. 2001. 
4 Q. That is the f i m  time you a gate show up there? 
5 A. Yeah. 
8 Q. And that gate, say, what is it it  is a oreen gate. 
7 isn't it? 
8 A. C o w .  
9 Q. .It is up there today? 
I 0  A. Yeah. 
11 Q. And so that showed up some seven years after you 
12 purchased the property, eh? 
13 A. Comct. 
14 Q. Wring those years after you finished logging did you 
15 continue'mintaining the roads? 
16 A. Yeah, we were up there on top once, but in '04 1 
17 figured thet that lower road had stablllzed enough, I took a cst 
18 in there and opened that up agaln, because we had noticed some 
19 Umber dylng that needed to come Into that lower landing. 
20 Q. This was on the Umber monitoring that you would do Up 
21 there -- 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. -- every month. Okay. And so what happened? What 
24 the outfall bum that 2004 Inddent? 
25 A Well, a week or so after, 1 got a letter from an 
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1 0. When you purchased it In 1993 you actually purrhased it 
2 from a cDmpany that held it as Umber ppperty, correct? 
3 A. correct. 
4 Q. Shammck? 
5 A Correct. 
6 (1. It had been togged about SIX yeam before you purchased 
7 it? 
8 A. I believe so. 
9 (1. Based on your experience from looking at it, about six 
10 years, right? 
H A. Correct. 
I2 Q. And it had even been logged before,that because that's 
13 what it was, it was timber production pmperty, Warn% it? 
4 A cwrea. 
6 Q. And as far as you knew hMn what you saw, that Was the 
6 only use, commercial use anyway, of that propelty, c o d 7  
7 A. cones. 
8 (7. There weren't any houses on it7 
9 A NO. 
!O Q. f t  wasn't belng mlned? 
!I A Correct. 
12 Q. And other than people golng onto it to shoot gmuse and 
13 to hunt or maybe to hike onto it, that's all the use that R was 
14 put to, correct? 
!ti ' A correct. 
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I Q. And you actually believed, didn't yw, that because 
2 others had used itas timber prodwtion property and had built 
3 those mads. those three roads we are telklng about -- 
4 A correct. 
5 0. -- that you could use those roads? 
6 A Correct. 
7 Q. And because that's the way it was, wasn't it? 
B A That's the way I thought the law was, yeah. 
9 Q. And that's the way, klnd d the  way it was around 
0 mnner County, wasn't It, as y w  were growing up -- well. not 
1 gmwlng up, but as you worked Into the logging business? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q 50 you assumed that because others had gone In there 
4 and nobody had objected, msslng thelr land, that you muld do 
5 thesame? 
B A. Yeah, I tried to flnd out Wnd of what the law was, and 
7 R appeared to me that a premiptive easement was g d  enough to 
B use. 
9 Q. You thought you had a premiptlve easement? 
3 A. yes. 
I Q. You found out later on that property owners that owned 
Z property underneath those mads, some of them, objected to you 
3 ussing, correct? 
t A Yes. 
5 Q Now, do you know -- let's just get this out of the way. 
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1 Do you know what the elements of the law are k prescrlptlve 
2 easement? Can you tell me that as you wt here today? 
3 A ' Just usage, continued usage. 
4 Q. For how long a pnod  of time? 
5 A well, I muidn't give you a defin~te date. 
6 Q. Okay. That% fine. So, conbnuous usage, and you 
7 flgure that this quailfled, right7 
8 A Correct. 
9 Q. And so even in 1993, other than some of the People th 
10 you have Idenufied, most of that area was stiil undeveloPed. 
11 wasn't l? 
12 A CMect. 
13 Q. Stlll wild and unenclosed? 
14 MR. FEATHEWTON: Your Honor, I object to the form I 
15 the question. These are legal mnduaons. Uwnsel keeps uslng 
16 the lwal terminology in the terms of a question to a b y  
17 men. 
18 M E  CWRT: Well, I think I can sort that wt. I 
18 understand the a n m y  is &ng a term of a h  I also 
ZO understand Uk?t the lay person is going to be resp~ldlng to it in 
Z I  the ordinary s e w  and the lay p e ~ n  Is not Wing to teli the 
22 ~ o u n  any legal wncluslon. 50 it is the attorney that is Wino 
23 to teli the Court the legal mnduslon, but 1 think 1 urn Rgure 
M that out. 
25 MR. FEAMEWTON: 'Thank you,  YOU^ Honor. 
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1 M E  COURT: N m a l  quesflons, nonnal answer. We wl 
2 overrule the obWtbn. we can go forward. 
3 MR. ERELAND: Just doing my lob. 
4 Q, BY MR. ERBLAND: So -- all light. YWr logging 
6 operation lasted two years, didnZ it? 
6 A. cwrea. 
7 Q. It began -- well, you bought this pm@rty in December 
B of '93, so let's just move right to '94. It began in the winter 
9 of'%?, correct? 
0 A It was '93. wasn't it? 
1 , You bought it in December of '93. So did you start 
2 iogglng right away? 
3 ' A. Yes. 
4 Q. Immediately7 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Okay. Fine. The last month of '93. and then R went 
7 on for about two years, correct? 
8 A. mght. 
9 Q. And then It ended? 
0 A Yes. 
1 Q. I t  had a deRnlte beginning and it had a definite enlR 
2 A. Cwnct. 
3 0. A two-year period of time? 
4 A. conect. 
B (3. ~ n d  you pu~hased the property for lo#9lw. didn't You? 
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25 Q. Were you here when Mr. Rasor tKtMed there are 1 76 b seven and a ha6 but in any event, from '96 to 'W you never 
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I Q. And as far as you know, had not been used for anything 
2 other than mcreauon for about slx year37 . . 
3 A. Yes. what1 assumed. 
4 Q. YOU pushed -- welt, yvw pushed the dirt across the 
5 creek7 
6 A. No. 'that was on the side of the hillside there where 
7 that Wnd of slid over the road. And that was abwt 500 feet 
8 long, that stretch. And below that there was gmd llat mad 
9 suflace still existing, a couple of stretches of that. There was 
10 another l i l e  ueek dmps in there or Just a seasonalthing that 
I1 I dcm't beneve there was a culvett in that. So we had to be ' 
12 careful. It was that seasonal. 
13 Q So you ope& the mad? 
14 A Corred. 
15 0. You l w d 7  
16 A. cwrect. 
17 Q. ell of your operauons to start with starting in 
I 8  late '93 and In the wlnter of '94 were off of the lower mad7 
19 A. Correct I was Wing to think.# I had done any 
20 grading above that, but 1 think I was pet ty  much straight fmm 
21 the bottom. 
22 Q. And you are pulllng w t  the Umber that Is merchantable 
23 at that point at that location? 
24 A. . Correct. 
1 here. RguraUveiy. You wotked down In there and pulled lops 
2 out in the winter.& 19947 
3 A. (Witness nods) 
4 Q. You then were done at this point, weren't you? 
5 A. With that lower mad? 
6 Q. Yes. 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And at the end of the whole Job, after two years, the 
B state told you dose fhat mad7 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. And you did7 
12 A. Yes. 
13 a. And you didn't open i t  up again until when? 
14 A. Aupust '04. 
15 Q. So for 1996 you obliterated the mad, in fact7 
16 A. coma. 
17 Q. And for elght years, for elght years from the point 
18 where the mad had washed out originally, you never went into 
19 that pmperty wRh a vehicle? 
20 A. Correct. And it would have been the late 96, isn't 
21 that what we -- 
22 Q. Yeah. 
23 A. At the very end of the Job. 
W Q. Right. And then 1 just added eight years, w maybe it 
25 Now I want to follow this low mad for a little Mt 125 openedup. I 
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1 w i l y  thme hen* m that p~~perty? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. DO you agree with that? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. so you are wotklng on the lower bench? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 (1. In  the spring of 1994 1 understand that there was a lot 
8 of rain7 
9 A. Yeah, we had quite a torrential bunch of rain tight 
10 there. 
. 
11 Q. And is that when the problems came up wnh the mek? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. And that is when the state got involved? 
14 A Correct. 
15 . And they told you to close that mad, $ildn't they? 
16 A. Well, we made repalrs to it tight there, and we 
17 continued to use it untll the eml of the fob, and then that's 
18 when that decision was made. 
I 9  Q. Okay. Great. you had pmMemswith the creek. I 
20 think maybe you pushed it a llttle bit tw much, you dldn't mean 
21 to, but It happened, right? 
22 A. Yeah, the cat was a ilttle tm big, and we weren't 
23 aware we were m that spring sllde area and just kind of start 
24 running over the mad. 
1 went back in there with a vehide? 
2 A. The Rrst  few years y w  were able to get a four-wheeler 
3 thmugh there, but then It prettygot JrMwer. 
4 Q. Now, a four-wheeler is a reopaUonal vehide, isn't 
5 n? 
6 A. Correct. But we do use it to smut timber. 
' 7 Q. To monitor? 
8 A; Yes. 
9 Q. But the road was obliterated? 
10 A. Yes. 
I 1  Q. In  'W you went In and tried to open the mad, didn't 
12 you7 
?3 A. Correct. 
14 Q. Why did you do that? 
15 A. We had some tlmber up there that was turning miw, and 
16 it looked like that was a couple loads of it that was ready, that 
17 was dylng, that red fir and blue spuce, and 1 wanted to get it 
18 out. 
19 Q. Understandable. So you went in again for lomlng? 
20 A. Correct. 
21 . .And you were stopped, weren't you? 
22 A. No. I did the Job. I t  was a big half a day and loaded 
23 the at. Kind of movinp the cat amund and were kind ofih that 
24 area. So I loaded the cat and moved out after the &ad m ' 
\ 
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Q. You opened n UP, y w  twk  out a i w d  or two? 
A. I didn't go back h there and log. 
Q. Oh, you didn't? 
A Before we got a chance to do# we received a letter 
from I Weve It was Scott Reed 
Q. Okay. And that's what l was r e f e m  to, you were 
stopped. Go ahead. 
A Well, that night the *lerNf called end sald what's 
wing on. And i told him that we were opening thls mad up for 
some fogglno. And that was about as far as h t  went. 
1 A. Yeah, l believe from the doctw's -- it was pretty much 
2 remote from the dodor's. It was just backs. 
3 Q a was just tracks? 
4 A Yeah. 
5 All fight, Could you point where it became remote? 
6 A. Yeah. If must have been fiwt here, because the doctor 
7 hasn't bought any more land bxause it was just abu t  tight on 
8 his ~oper ty  line k where the semi remote mad servlce appeared. 
9 O. And again was that lust din tracks? 
10 A Correct. 
a. And that's what 1 was gMng to. h '04 you are Q. It Is the old Iog@lng rmd? 
12 thinking abut goinn in and getting a couple of loads of lop. A. Comd. 
Q. so trace that for us. I 
14 A it was a dry time d the year. 
15 0. ~ndxiyouopenit? 
16 A I was kind ofmntinulw startup and matntenam on 
17 it, Wing to keep tlm w a t e r  of n. 
18 Q. so you open it, and that night you set a call fmm the 
19 sherim 
20 A Corn& 
21 Q. And then you were done at that point? 
22 A 'Ihe work was h e ,  and we were lond of waiting for our 
23 other job to Rnlsh befwe we were going to move in there. 
24 (1. And Yw dldnt? 
25 A Wedldn't, no. 
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I Q. Okay. And then you pot a letter fmm Scott Reed sayIng 
2 that you didn't have a right to ooss pmperty to go In thre7 
3 A cormct. 
4 Q. And so aRer that point when you got that letter you 
5 dldn't try to log that W? 
6 A O m ,  l thlnk we got kind of busy wlth othw 
7 things. 
8 Q. Okay. So you never Rally tested Mr. Reed's posltbn 
9 at that pmt? 
10 A NO. 
I 1  Q. Okay. And JIwthl after that you sold the property? 
12 A Corred. 
14 A It was -- here's the Rm Y, yeah, that-s just a 
15 lime wavs up horn the dadw's. l f  you shy on the matn mad, 
16 you m e  up here to the next Y. And there was a cutoff or tm, in 
17 here you wuid take. 
118 a. JUS~ ICZQQIW spurs? 
19 A Yeah, kind of, had a bunch of Ss in them. But W k 
20 the prevailing mad (lndicatlng). 
21 Q. Oby. cmss lust a creek? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. mere was another one of those bridges with 1- laid 
24 lengthwise in the creek bed? 
26 A Yeah. 
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1 Q. And began log gin^ the pmpertv oR of the middle wed, 
2 mmctl 
3 A correct. 
4 Q. now long d ~ d  that last? 
5 A. I think winter was coming. 
6 0. Remember you started in July of W. Wd you log it 
7 thmush the summer? 
8 A I think we might have worked here for a month and then 
9 moved up on top. l thlnk. I remember -- thet sounds a little 
10 contrary to what I thought yesterday, but I remember golnp ba& 
11 on tw maybe and wurktng flnlshlng the top OW before winter 
12 pms(bly. 
125 thls locatkn where the culvert eventually was placed? r,'371 -r 
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13 Q. Lets talk abut the mlddk mad. When did you begin 
14 ustng the midde roed for your logging operation? 
15 A I believe in 3uiv d 9 5  -- '94. 
16 0. '94, okay. Maker sense, k u s e  You were done working 
17 down below? 
18 A C o r n .  
19 Q. You now felt Ilk you wanted to log the middle port1011 
20 ofyourpwety, correct? 
21 A Cwrecr. 
22 0. 50 in o&r to get to the middle mad you did the same 
23 thlng, mrrect? You would go down Baldy, Turtle Rock Road, take 
24 a right, go upTurtk Rock Rwd, a graveled portion of it, to 
13 Q. Plow, looking back now as you St here today, you worked 
14 it maybe about a month, went UP top, and then d ~ d  you come back? 
I S  A To the middle, yeah. 
16 Q Sothen what? 
17 A I thlnk mc vnwked out the middle end dmpped back to 
18 the bottom. I think we finished the top ti-. 
19 Q Okey. When y w  wwked In the middle, there came a 
20 polnt where somebody bk%ked mad -, rlght? 
21 A Not whlk we were logging. 
22 Q When did they block It? 
!&I A I would say '98. 
24 Q And where was i t  blocked? 
' 1 ;  Q. And where was the lhcabon where y w  testifled that you 
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A See, I had a gate, and then somebody else put a gate 
UP. 
Q Okay. On the lower mad? 
A Yeah. 
Q. Do you know about how much timber you got off of the 
middle bench area? 
A I would say a couple hundred thousand bmrd feet. 
Q. When you Anlshed the overall logglng job whlch lasted 
two years, the state requtred you to take same steps to remedy 
that issue with the creek on the middle road too, dtdn't they? 
A. 1 thlnk standard just water bats anyvAIere there is down 
@ope on the mad. 
(7. You put a culvert In? 
A. Conect 
-7 277 
Ii7 Q. DM the stete recommend that you put a culvert In? I$8 A. No, they didn't. Iqs Q. What did they recommend? I 20 A. mey told m to take the wooden btidge out. 
21 0. So you took the wooden bridge out, and y w  put a 
22 culvert in? 
23 A. Yeah, that was my own thought so l could dnve that for 
24 access. 
26 Q. And that was at the end of the logolnglob? 
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1 A. Very end, yeah. 
2 0. So now just a week running through that four-fwt 
3 culvem 
4 A Cwren 
5 (1. Dld you understand that that was on somebody else's 
6 pmpertv at thls amel 
7 A. I was aware of It. 
8 Q. Okay. Now, on the middle mad, once you put the 
9 culvert in after the hwyear logging job, how &en drd you go 
110 backthere? 
I l l  A. Well, once a month. 
Q. Same thing that you deuribed eartiei) I: A m -  
1 la Q.. Intermittently, didn't go thmugh In the winter months 
15 a there was too much snow on the gmund, that type orthing? II6 * c m & .  
1 i7 Q. And that was for the p u v  in me early years after 
18 the logging Job to monltw, to make sure that the logging 
19 practices, slash, etcetera, was taken care of? 
20 A. correct. 
21 . And then In later years less and less? 
22 A. Cwrwt. We went back late '97 and built that road 
23 thmugh there. 
I 24 Q. Rlght, that spur that you were thinking about gdng in 1 25 further and logging but didn't? 
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1 A. c o m t .  
2 Q. And then did you access It once in awhile for 
3 recreation, deer hunting? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. All right. Let's talk about the upper mad. You 
6 worked a while on the land off of the middle mad, then &nt up 
7 and logged the upper mad, correct? 
8 A. Umed. 
8 Q. Tell us how you access the. upper mad. 
10 A. Well, 1 started out I come right up the old mad that 
11 f?fadeUch had showed me. ~ n d  we used mat, and I think we hauled 
12 out of f6r a month maybe. And one morning some &I showed up In 
13 that mad. 
14 Q. Where? . . 
15 A. l r s  just below that Michael Sowdenen house. It might 
16 have been ripnt In here (Indkating). 
17 Q Can y w  give us a year when those mcks s h W  up? 
18 A. Was there In the logging, so -- 
IS Q. '94 W'95? 
20 A. Correct. 
21 Q. And then so as a result of those mdrs showing up, how 
22 did you get up mere? 
23 A. Well, we started using this Redtail Hawk. 
24 Q. Okay. And so you -- as a result of that you stoppd 
1 25 using Turtle Rock7 I 
1 A. Primady. We were all movtng equipment back and 
2 fonh because quite a Mt of shwmg It. ~ n d  then hwn talking 
3 to Michael Sowders, there was improvement to Redtell Hawk Road 
4 and kind of wanted m include hlm -- well, he was a landowner up 
5 there and the only one up there. mey Wnd of wanted to get him 
8 involved. mey offered hlm power and stuff U k  thls, utllltles. 
7 He never dM lwok up to anythmg. So l kind of thought he was In 
8 on the gmund Roa of any lmpmvements mat were going on on 
9 that Redtall Hawk Road. 
I 0  Q. So in 1995 after the mck showed up you primarily used 
11 Redtall Hawk Road -- 
12 A. coma. 
13 Q. -- for yow IwgIng? 
14 A Correct. So when the mck showed up I didn't do 
15 anythlng other than talk to Michael Sowders. We never really 
I 6  dluussed the mdrs. 
17 Q. Well, i f  you had what you believed to be a right to use 
18 those mads by prescription, why dldn't you push the Issue? 
I S  A. Well, me mad was stlll usable, you know, when they 
20 put the rocks (n. And 1 was )us wanting to get along wlth 
21 everybody. 
22 Q. And mat Is typically what you do, isn't it7 You ask 
23 landowners For permision and try to develop what I thlnk you 
24 said was a rappart with them to access their pmpeity? 
1 25 A. yes: I 
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I :  Q. ne told you that, didnZ he? A. YOU know, I kind of read i t  once, but it was a lot A. well, we all knew it wasn't in bia& and white. I 5 legal, and I really didn't know. And it rnenuoned Humbiz 
.. 
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l 6  Q. Where was his property? 1 6 and the Department of lands. 
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1 Q. YOU knew you didn't have acceaamss Mariey's . 
2 property, dldn't you? 
3 A. Yes. 
1 7  A. But he never said don't use my mad. 1 7  Q. Was it one ofthme three mads we have been h 
1 resuit? ( ! 
2 A twn?d. 
3 " Q. Where was that access7 Do you know? 
l a  Q. Right. Rut you never believed you had access across 1 8 about here today? 
9 it, did you? 
I 0  A C o w .  
11 Q. Where was his property? 
12 A. It was right here (lndlcstlng). I f  he WOUM have said 
But I kind of read it. 
Q. SO IS it fa& to say you don't know which one o f t  
threc roads, if any of them, get described? 
A Umea. 
MR. ERBUND: Thanks. mat's all the questions 
THE COURf: Mr. Reed. 
MR. SYKES: lust one second, your Honor. 
Go ahead. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. REED: 
Q. Mr. Powen, you were jud dCm'iblng having rew 
9 A. You know, I don't know how it was legally descr 
10 mere was a lot of legal description to it. Well, 1 can't real 
1 say that. But Humbird Lumber was mentioned, and they 8 
12 somebody a right to thls And I can't tell you the years el 
that I couldn't have used hls mad, I would have used my road. 
Q U n d e m .  
A His mad was a iHUe better. 
Q. HOW long did you spend lopping off ofthe upper mad? 
A Two months, three months maybe. 
Q. And then h e n  you were done up there, did you go beck 
with any l w l n o  equipment? 
A. No, never was back with mechlnew. 
Q. All nght ~ n d  then 1 believe you t&Ified that you 
had went back down to the tower mad, and we already covered 
that? 1 24 A. Corrgt. 1 24 policy. Let me show you ~efendan's Exhibit 0. I'm not : 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Q. And you got your own Utle poilcy, didn't you? 
A. Correct. Q. Let me back up a little bit and give you Exhait N 
25 O. And then you sold the pmpeny, or reached an agreement 
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1 wtth Mr. Backman to sell the property. for $475,000? 
2 A. Correct. 
25 whether you haw that therew not. But was that the Poll1 
1 you read? 
2 A. This looks like the one from Shamrock. Is that 
Exhibit N is the deed Fmm your mother to you, the warrant 
This is the deed that you got from your mother? 
A. Right. 
Q. That's c o w ?  
A. Yeah. 
Q. Dated December 3,20047 
A (Wltness nods) 
Q. Is that what that says at the bottom there? 
A. Yeah, because-- 
Q. Dwm there? 
A. Notarized in '04. 
(1. Dated down there December 31 
A. (Witness nods) 
Q. That Is the deed that you got from your mother, I 
5 . Again from Alliance Title? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. And you understood that that UUe policy provided 
8 access also, didn't you? 
9 A m e  one I received? 
10 Q. Yes. 
I 1  A. Yeah, it became aware to me there was one available, sn 
12 1 bought one. 
(3 Q. Good. Okay. And based on that then you wemable to 
14 enter into negotlauons with Mr. Backman through his realtor and 
15 sell the property? 
16 A. Yeah. mere was a local boy that was kind of talking 
17 to me about the property, and Dwg Ward and I had worked 
18 together. And he was working with Mr. Backman, 1 thlnk. And 
5 
6 
7  
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
25 Q. Okay. And so the property value went way up as a 1 25 A. No. The policy followed the deed when we remrr 
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I 9  then when the UUe policy came into effect, the value of land 
20 went up. 
21 Q. Because no longer was 'Ae access ju* for prescriptive 
22 easement for iogghg, but it was an actually legal deeded access? 
23 A Yeah. They had found an old language that said that 
24 there was easemew to that property. 
19 nat? 
20 A. Yes, this b the deed. 
21 Q. And the policy date here is In December 9, '047 
22 A. Rtght. 
23 Q. So the pollcy would have followed the deed? You 
24 the policy right after you got the deed? 
I : atthefiitingstatimaumeortwo. 
Q. Dorm at the filling station, but you didn't see him on 
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1 7  MR REED: ~oiicy. I 7 of time, the prqxrty that k to the wcst here, this was all 
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1 we were logglng. I m~ght have d ,m down 
' 
4 MR. REED: Olfer in evidence Exhibit 0. , 
5 (Exhibit NO. Defendants' 0 offered) 
6 MR. SYKES: IS 0 that policy? . 
I 8  MR. S Y K ~  ObJENon, your Honor, relevance. 1 8 owned by Wsiana-PacifK, was it not, as far as y w  knew? 
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1 Q Right. Within a few days? 
4 theproperty7 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. And, Mr. Rawn, when you were logging at that Period 
1 9  MR. FEAMERSTON: I'll loin In the 0bleblm. I 9  A. I beliweso. 
MR. REED: m e  wltnes fks&bed having read, unlke I l4 A. Yes. 15 Mr. t)aclunan, havlng read the pollcy in some detail and when he 15 I Q. aut noM of Dr. Lammce there were no houses a n w e r e  
10 ME COURT: Let's see, the relevance? 
$1 MR. REED: The relevance, your Honor -- have you fwnd 
12 the policy yet? 
13 M E  COURT: I belleve so. 
16 looked at the easemenk that were In there, he concluded that 
17 those were worded eaRments and that themfo~ he was entlH€d 
18 to have clear UUe to the pollcv. And LtK deed that is Exhibk 
I 9  N Ilkewise mntalns the exact same desulpam, part 2, ofthe 
20 same easements so the relevance is that this k what he relled 
21 upon In detenninlng that he now had deeded access to the pmpecty 
22 and was able to pmceed wlth the sale. 
23 THE COURT: Well, I g u m  basically it goes to the 
24 welpht. I will overrule the objection as to relevance. 
25 (ExhfW No. Defendants' 0 admftted) 
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I 0  Q. AII rlght. And where you were actually logging you 
i ta!ked to the Lawren€es, and you %id, 1 thlnk, h. LamefIce had 
12 been the d o e  for your We, and he was agreeable to your 
13 parking your equipment there and so fth; Is that right? 
16 i n t h a t w t t y ?  
17 A I don't belleve there was eny. 
18 Q. And you dldn't, 1 think ycu M R e d  in your 
18 deposRlon, and I'm sure earlier than hem, that y w  never saw 
20 smekJdY7 
21 A. 1 dldn't, other than that one neighbor down off of 
W. Mwntaln Vlew Road. 
23 Q. mat was the only one? 
24 A Correct, 
25 . But that was not a neighbor who was In this property? 
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Q. BY MR. REED: mank you, Slr. I wlll take those back I :  A. NO. 1 i now. Q. And when you were using the Redtall Hawk Road there 
A This seems qufte wndensed. It seems like the me  l I : werenohouseshhere? I : got -- A Correct. 
1 5  (I. mere were more pages.  here were m e  pages In the ( 5 Q. And there were no houses dawt here where we have the ( 6 total pollcy. You are quite mmQ Mr. Powers. I 6 property dthrlstopmr W e r  ls!isted right down In here. In  
1s tJ~e marker up there? There we go. I 7 other words, going horn the IntwseNon of Turtle Rock Road and Mr. Powers, men y w  ere lopeinp there In '93 and '94 8 Redtell to the Lawrence poperty, no one lived In thls prow*? 
and '95, you sald that you had talked to the Sowders, 
Mr. Smrders, who is about right In here (indlrating)? 
A He 1s right next to the ueek.  
Q. Right dose to the creek, all rlght. But he had a 
property up there, and I t h ~ k  you seld he had been logginp too? 
A. It was some old dash piles. 
Q. He had been lwglng too? 
A 1 never did confirm that. 
Q. But there had been t~gglng on his property? 
A mere was some Sash plies there. 
Q And he had no objection to your uslng his rood? 
A. coma. 
Q. Mdn't see anyone there? 
A. NO. 
Q. And there were no fences on the property? 
A. C o r n  
MR. REED: That's all the question5 I have. 
M E  COURT: Any redirect? 
MR. SYKES: Bmny, your Honor. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SYKES: 
Q. When you ended your iopehg opemUMl with regard to 
120 A Correb. 1 20 the middle road, you installad that culvert7 I 
25 Q. okay. ~ u t  you never talked to the Marleys? 25 for? J 
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21 Q. And you sald that the Marleys lived over In here 
22 somemere? 
23 A They were pretty close up there to where that high road 
24 lnte- with Redtall. 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. Why did you do that? 
23 A. So I muld mntlnue use. 
24 Q. What intent did y w  have to continue use of th?t road 
SEPTEMBER 4 - 7.2W7 COURT TRIAL 
M E  COUICT: ~ i l  right. Then I believe. Mr. PL -fs, you 
may step down. 
r * * * i  i 
MR. REED: Your Honor, plaintiffs' munsei has klndly 
allowed us the opportunity to present a WltneSS who would be 
unavailable tomwow or the next day. Should be rather brief. 
M E  COURT: All right. 
MR. REED: With that underrtand~ng we would like to 
call (inaudible). 
M E  COURT: I f  you would mme up to the wltness stand 
and then stop there so the clerk can swear you In, please. 
UNDA SPAGON, 
called as a witness at the request of the 
Defendants, belng first duly sworn, was examined and testmed as 
' I  \ 
. 
Q. But y w  put a wlvert In the middle mad? 1:: A Yes. O I R M  EXAMINATION 
> 287 -3 289 
I$ A Well, it was -- I knew it was dresuiptive easement, so 
2 1 understand y w  wn't use it f w  anything other than logging. . 
3 0. pardon me? 
4 .  A. YOU can't use that easement for anything other than 
5 logpmg. 
6 Q. And so you went and punched a road in across Section B? 
7 A. tom. 
8  Q. Now, after the loggicg operatlon ended, whlch was the 
@ primary access into Sertion 87 
I 0  A. Primary aaess was off of Tu& Rock. right up here 
11 (indicating). And y w  had these three spurs that ran off it. 
12 (1. After ywr i~pging operation ended, I believe you said 
13 that the hmver mad you had dosed? 
14 A Comb. 
I:: Q. So was the primary access In that middle road? 1:: WMRREED: MR. ERBIAND: Objebbn, leading. 0. Please state your name. 
I s  A Well, we would have -- l a  0. ~ n d  when did you buy that property, Ms. Spagon? 
19 THE WURT: I'll overrule. 
20 MR. SYKES: I can reask the question. 
I . BY MR SYKW. What was the primary access in? 
22 A At that point 1 was uslng all three of them. 
23 Q. All rlght. Fair enough, thank you. No further 
24 quesUons. 
25 MR. FEAMERSTON: lust one question. w l can. 
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1 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
2 BY MR. FEATHERSTON: 
3 Q LMd you ever dlxuss or mnslder bulidlng a home on 
4 Section 87 
5 A It is beautiful property, you know. 
6 Q I think you said in ywr  deposition you had thought 
7 about it or talked about It wrth your wlfe; is that right? 
I s  0. I f  y w  had kept It? I s  A. 1n mril of '99. 
I S  A UndaLsmSpspnn. 
20 Q. And your husband's name? 
21 A. lames Anthony Spegon. 
22 Q. And you own property there? 
23 A. Yes, wedo. 
24 Q. And you happen to be the lead defendant In this 
25 l a w i t ?  
280 
1 A. Yes. We are privileged for that. 
2 (1. And your husband. Could y w  point wt uslng that 
3 little pointer that e v y  b uslng there where your pmpem 
4 is7 You need toget doser so you can r w d  it? i f  you can read 
5 it and then step aside so His Honor may see where you are talklna 
8 about. 
7 A. m s  is the property that we oilginally bwght. 
1 10 A -- thinps went that way, yeah. 1 10 Q. And muid you describe the condition of the prope!ty as I I * 1  MR. FEAMERSTON: Thanks. I 11 y w  bought it in relation to mads? I I: M E  COURT: All right. Any rp- A. Well, the main mad was up through Redtail Hawk and to MR. ERBLAND: 1 want to make sure I heard meth lng Insplration Way. And lnsplration Way at that time went right I 
correctly. Can I ask him a question? 
M E  WURT: All right. 
RRROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. ERBLAND: 
Q. I believe you testitled that you put the wlvert in and 
you understand th8t your p~escriptive asement. you can't use It 
for any other purpose other than logging? 
A Well, that* what I think a prescri~We, Presuiptlve 
deals wlth. 
I 15 past the building slte of where we decided to build our home. 
15 0. And when you are speaklng of InsplraUon Way, could you 
1% pant that out? 
I 7  A. It is that one right there. 
18 Q. Rlght up there? 
1s A. Yes. 
20 Q So Inspiration Way as it presently is located is 
21 different t b n  when you bought it in 19991 
22 A. Yes. It was -- when we built that mad went right 
1 23 Q. mat's what your understendlng was? 1 23 past our front door. And so in 2003 we dedded to put the mad I 
24 A I was kind of aware of that. 
25 MR. ERBLAND: Thanks. That's ali I have. 
24 up at the top of our property. So we built that road. And at 
25 that time John Glllham, who was developing mperty up here -- 
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1 SHE COURT: Okay. 
2 . BY MR. WKES: Okay. Now, does the L box, does It 90 
3 all the way to the top of Sectton 81 Does it indude that full 
4 120 acres? 
5 A On my diagram it does. 
6 Q Okay. And just so we get dear, because 1 know we are 
7 PutUng two thtngs together here, and we just want to make sure 
8 we are an on the same page and we know what we are taiklng 
9 about. So o n  you warn us thmugh now the exhiblt that% on the 
10 screen and explaln to the Coun your findnw, based wwn your 
11 intwpretabon of the aerial photographs and wa*lng the propertv 
12 and talklng with Mr. Smith? 
13 A me pmes is fairiy sbaighffmard. It is 
14 IdenURWon InterpretatJon fmm the aerlal phoWraPh, the 
15 same prows 1 just illustrated w&h the red imaoe. And that Is 
I 8  to Rnd and ma* the presence of linear -- curved, linwr 
17 OpeMnQs in the forest that are mnnebed to the outside tmMC 
18 way, the outside mad map which makes them tramcable traces. 
19 mey are not just errant lines off In the forest. Those things 
20 do exist, but it is m b l e  to make a d)sUMtlon from them. 
21 (1. And what did you Rnd as a result to the 1933 
22 phomgraph? 
23 A That there was a tramcable mad, as I denne mad, 
24 ordinary motor vehide mad, from Baidy Mountain nomt bto the 
25 scuthcm w o n  of the site. 
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Q Okay. Can y w  show that with the pointer? 
A (Witness complies) 
Q. So, that's the datker ilne? 
A. yes. 
Q. Yau have an annotation on the bottom of the exhlbt 
thwe. 
A Yeah, wider Hnes are mads, end the narrower lines are 
tracks. And, again, a track is a baRtc way that requires 
spedallzed vehicles. 
Q. And so tell the Coun wttat ywr opinion is as of 1933 
what the aaers to the site was. 
A. In 1933 there was reliable easy motonzed veh~de 
ac- to the southern pomm of the site uslng mnventlonal 
vehicles. 
Q. Fmm Baidy Mountain Road? 
A Y e s  
Q. And where is Baldy Mountaln Road on there? 
A (Wibreu IndIQtes) 
Q. Thank you. m'smava onto the next image. mis is 
uhtbtt 43. And ft is 43-1. Can you Menu& Utls one for us, 
this photograph and where It came fmm? 
A The 1946 photograph a m  horn the U.S. Geological 
survey. 
Q. Ail right. And you did an analysis of this photograph; 
5 COURT TRI 
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A Yes. It would be the same procedure repeated on all\ 
them lo focus In on the slte itself. I n  this case the photograph 
Is oriented wlth north to the tight. Yw would have to onent it 
on seen, narrow down to the area of interest and examine the 
for- cover using vanous contrast stretch methods, find the 
roads, trace the mads up onto an overlay, and this s all done 
on screen. 
Q Aml you d ~ d  that? 
A Yes. And that% the result of what I found. 
Q. Walk us through this, where Baldy Mwntain Road is and 
wihat your opinion b regerdln(l access to the site. 
A. Baldy Mountain Road 1s off to the south here. m e  rest 
of It does not show because n doesn't show on that particular 
(maw. Thls is the mad from the Ulls Smith pmperty that has 
been extended end impwed and extends all the way north, curving 
amund lnto the area that now I wwld understand as InspfreUon 
way, and M fnto fmm sedion 7 to Sectkm 8. m e n  Is also a 
18 spur of road that extends M h thb d m  (IndfCsUw). 
19 Q. Okay. And that's going off to the east? 
20 A To the east and into Section 8, towards SKtion 8. 
21 Q. NOW. y w  see the survey that is off to your right-hand 
22 sidethere? 
23 A Yes. 
24 Q. oDes that lower spur -- well, ~ I I y ,  does the road 
25 up through the Yte p m p q  and the spur mmspond with mads 
I 373 
on the survey? 
A. It oanewonds to some of it. mere have been y)me 
changes h the mads slnce then. 
Q. Explain that, would you please? 
A mls mad here came up from the south, amnecfed. 731s 
8s a w o n  of It whlch has b m  abandoned and is still vlslble. 
l t  extends up In this direchon and extended off here 
(tndiaWng) in a madway which is piwmtly vslble but not any 
longer walkable -- not any longer trafRcaMe; you can walk It. 
Q. Aml then conunue on. How about the lower spur that we 
were talking about? 
A lbat is this way rlght here which extends off Into this 
de&ion. lhere Ls a slightly different poNon to it here. 
m e  meds have chnnged a lot thmwh the years. Some new parts 
built, some OM part5 moved. m e  old parts abandoned. So this 
(tndlcaung) track In 1946 was a mad in the %me spM. 
Q. And on the darker lines you sakJ that those were roads? 
A Yes. 
I 9  Q. Did you find evidenoe that these mads terminated 
20 anywhere other than into Section 81 Or did you nnd that they 
21 went on outsMe S d o n  8? 
22 A I found that they did not contlnue on thmugh. 
23 Q Ail tight. So this is 19467 
24 A. yes. 
25 isthat correct7 25 Q. So that's 13 years, roughly, afier the first aerial I 
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I A. That k also in the upper section. Also taken in the 
2 same area. Pretty much all these photcgtaphs will be fmm the 
3 same 200, 300-yard area in the vidnity of that log landlng 
4 feature. 
5 Q. And how old b that particular guy? 
6 A. Many decades. Not posslbie to be more specific than 
7 that. 
8 Q. And then desaibe this pa~tlcular photo~raph. 
9 A. That is also in the upper area, fairly dose to the log 
10 landing site. This is an old stump. It is high at. It has 
11 trees emwing on the top of it. And, again, these are onefmt 
I 2  units, so thls thing was Nt three and a half, four feet above 
13 the gmund which lndlrats that it was dok quite m e  time ago 
14 in an earlier eplsode of logging techndogy. 
15 Q. when you say quite some Ume ago, can you give us an 
16 estimate on that? 
17 A. Only an estimate, many decades, 40 years, 50 years. 
18 Q. And is this another example of the same? 
I 9  A. Of another d d  Sump that is a k  being mlonixd by 
20 replacement vepetatlon. 
21 Q. Now -- 
22 MR. SYKES: Your Honor, I am going to move for the 
23 admisslon of Exhlblt 42, the gray mles, whlch we -- Mr. Fdsom 
24 has testified about. 
25 THE COURT: Ail right. Now, o r i g l ~ l 4 2  indudes what 
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1 YOU are calling the gray scales and also some other materials. 
2 The offer of the whde thlng or -- 
3 MR. REED: What are you talking about7 
4 MR. SYKES: I am talking about the gray wales that he 
S prepared. That point forward. 
8 MR. REED: Gray. 
7 MR. SYKES: Yeah. 
8 MR. REED: I have no objection to the gray scales. 
9 MR. WKES: And 1 don't have a gwd way to deflne it 
10 but -- 
I? MR. FEATHERSTON: That b seperate fmm the report 
I2 or -- 
I3 M E  COURT: That's what we are trying to dear up. 
4 MR. SYKES: They are actU#iy part of the report. And 
5 1 move the admission of the entire report but subject to if you 
6 guys are Cplng to object or stipulate to that. 
7 MR. ERBLAND: I f  you will stipulate to the admission of 
8 Creed's (phonetic) report? 
9 MR. SYKES: Ymh, that's fine. 
0 MR. ERUND: Okay. We will agree. 
1 MR NKES: We Wli i  stipulate to the admission Of t h m  
2 two expert repats in toto. 
3 ME COURT: So 42 is admitted by Npulation. And 
4 there was some sort of reference to pmbabiy a defense exhibit. 
5 MR. ERBUINO: Double G. 
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I I THt COURT: Defendants' double G k ao *d by 
2 Npulation. 
3 (Exhibit No. PiainW 42 and Defendants' GG 
4 mered and admitted) 
5 Q. BY MR. SYKES: Now we have admitted as an exhiblt yo 
6 entire report, which is exhibit -- loslng my mind here -- 42. I s  
7 that the complete repon you prepared in this matter regarding 
8 your investigation of the subject pmpemer7 
9 A Yes, it is. 
I 0  0. Okay. And then Exhlbit 43, thme are the aerial 
H photographs which were rdkd upon in the preparation ct the 
I 2  report7 
13 A. Yes, they are. 
14 Q. And your report sets fcrth your oplnlons In here that 
15 you have testified m today? 
16 A l ' m m 7  
17 Q. Sorry. SWng here M n g  down at thls. 
18 A You ere going to ask me a question. 
IS Q. The report, that sets forth your opinions that you have 
M testJfled to here Way7 
!I A Yes, It is. 
!!d MR. SYKES: Thank you. I have no further qWons, 
!3 your Honor. 
# M E  COURT: Ail right. Well. we are a lmle bit 
5 before noon. Do y w  want to stan in with cross-examination and 
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1 go for a while? We still have some direct, so let's go to 
2 direct. 
3 MR FEATHERSTON: Want me to start now? 
4 MR. REED: mat wiii take us past lunch. 
5 THE COURT: M's  see H we can get through direct. I 
6 dont kmw how much you have, so. Mr. Featherston, go ahead. 
7 MR. FEATHERSTON: It will be a little while, but I will 
8 WtobeasquicLasIcan. 
B D I R M  DUMlNAnoN 
D BY MR. FEATHERSTON: 
I 0. ~ r .  ~@snm, I want to step ba& Mr. Sykes asked y w  
Z some questcons about your experience and y w r  badcgmund as a 
5 faculty member at the -- In the gc~gtnphy department at Eastern 
1 Washington Univenity. What I didn't hear is Wat are the 
i various disclpllnes that you have obtained degrees In that go 
I into your credentiak as a faculty member at the university. 
r A. Well, we are a mall depettment. We do a lot of 
I thlnps. So my areas of technical competence in which 1 fed 
I conwent enough to present m&as an expert would be aerial 
I photograph interpretation, wetlands and wetlands ecology, sol1 
sclence, and land use. 
Q What spedficaily is your ph.D. degree in7 
A. It is in physical geography. 
0. What d m  that mean? 
A Oh, yes, that's a hard question. 
- 
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1 on the east that goes -- comes into the Badunan pmperty, and 
2 then you don't show K as going any particular place? 
3 A It did wnnect to another -- to other track that were 
4 farther to the east. 
5 Q. 50 it wwid be a wnneNon over to the east to -- for 
6 loggkng pu- they were gohlg in that dlrettlon, apparently7 
7 A It's possibfe. 
8 Q. And we have -- and here we have finally put in -- is 
9 this the Red Hawk? 
10 A yes. 
11 Q. The Red Hawk Road appeats here. Can we have the nexl 
12 one7 
13 This again is a Sioux Falls, 1998, August 11. high 
14 &&ion scan. I didn't mean to say %am. Thls s h w  a msd 
1 5 that goes up and shorn mnmctlng in and that% -- doem't appear 
16 to be wnwent with the others that we have i&ed at 
17 previously in me middle. 1s there m y  pamcular expianaUon7 
18 To add to that q w o n ,  slr, there doesnt seem to be UP hne -- 
19 I wn't tell &!ether that hs mMdk mad or the u p w  mad or 
20 what. 
21 A. That's the middle mad. 
22 (1. Thst's the middle mad. 50 again, this is a matter of 
23 parallax. 
24 A yes. 
25 Q. Everything has moved a llme bit and chanped their 
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1 shape a little bit? 
2 A The imape show It diffeRnUy. 1 am sure the road -- 
3 Q. And again we have an actual mad that umes off the 
4 lower part here that comes 017 the public mad and then anoUler 
5 Wac& that corn up t~ that polnt, and that was appardy 
6 vistble in 1998 and somethinp that was a IopginB track7 
7 A yes. 
8 Q Next. And hen we have the 2004 digital orthoquad. 
9 Tell us one more Ume what a digital orthoquad is. 
10 A An orthoqusd h an orthogonal quadranule. What h a m  
H here is very clever. They take a scanner and separate a 
12 photogreph into ib picture elements. Then they will take each 
13 one of those picture elements and subtly adjust its slm, make it 
14 blgger, make it mailer, so that if a photograph is of the hill, 
5 you get a different swle here than here because you are Josr 
6 to the airplane. WM the orthoquad does is pmends the world 
I7 ts flat so mat the smk is In fad reliable. Had we had 
8 orthoquads back to 1933.1 wuld have made thk map we are 
9 talking aboue. 
'0 Q. I don't suspect in 1933 anyone would have been asking 
'1 you to do that, but that's ail right. 
2 A yes. 
I Q we will go on with this. NOW, at this point we have 
t coming off the 1-shaped a track only7 
i A Yes. 
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1 Q. That goes in there. That's what 1 am out, is 
2 a track only7 
3 A ves. 
4 Q. And we also in what apparently is the middle mad again 
5 have two tracks going into the Backman property7 
6 A Ves. 
7 Q. And the only mad that comes in in 2W4 Is that same 
8 lime dip into n at the top of the proprtv; is that right7 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. ~ n d  o m e w  we have -- at that point we have 
11 depldions of a number of mads that have been constructed 1 a
12 perrod of Ume bmveen 19 -- certainly between 1991 and 2004 for 
13 the rettdential development that you ww up t h e m  
14 A. That's what It looks like, yes, 
16 (asusion on the ~mrd)  
16 Q. BY MR. REED: Your conduslon, you have already 
17 answered onfly, M, ~ E o n d u s l o n  is mNten on pspe 10, is 
18 that mmw vehide'fraffic has had mnUnuMp access by road to 
19 the sits sfna before 1933. By slte you aretalkinp about bath 
20 thosepdrrt?lsofklb) 
21 A Yes. 
22 Q. The mad pattern has &anged bemmlnp denser by 
23 episcdes and providing motor veMe access to more and more of 
24 the slte. And that's pamcularly true now, the entire area has 
15 --the area of Sectm 7 n w  has m d s  that are bulk and 
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1 improved and the ones that are depicted on Mr. RssoZs pian 
2 there? 
3 A Ves. 
4 Q. And all of that, aomrdlnp to ywr  vlew, was wused -- 
5 ail of that up unUl the rrsidenual developnmt, was caused by 
6 timber h a l v e  artcvW7 
7 A That seems to be the most logleal expla~tion for the 
9 Q. And you say n was -- mere was elaborate network d 
0 tracks that were never intended for use by mrventlonal vehicles. 
1 Logpino aNviFI. once we leave the hone era, was mnducted by 
2 
 ally by skidders, tractors, and then, aECOTding to Mr. Powem, 
3 mailer iqlging bu&s that were able to get into the property 
4 and haul lops out7 Is that your undear!diw7 
5 A. Yes. 
6 CI. Okay. So would it be fa t  t o  say mat up unul or 
7 rather through the period of Ume that is shown in your pictures, 
8 up to 1992, that the mads in that entire a m ,  regardies Of 
9 what you cdllcd them, orlplnated ir.1099ing actlv~es7 
0 A I would apree with that as a statement, yes. 
1 MR. REED: I have no further qwstlonr 
! M E  COURT: Any redirect7 
i MR. SYKES: 1 have nothing further, ywr Honor. 
MR FEAMWrON: One qustlon. 
M E  CWRT: All ripht. 
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that is, I think, something that you described as not as reliable 
as the USGS? 
A Well, 1 give you the same paragraph back again, Mr. 
Reed, IS that what I was not able to do is to tease out'the finer 
network of tracksout of it, became the resolving power of that 
image isn't very gwd. The plantmetry is fine. The facts, the 
things I have found are there, and that's where they are. 
Q. When you start to resolve it, It isn't as reliable as 
U.S. -- 
A. I could not work my techniques on this one and the 
other Bonnet County. 
Q Flne. This is another one from Sioux Falls? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. What is a phor~grammetry? 
A I wouid like it -- It would have been very convenient 
and neat and convlndng had I been able to give you a map from 
which the mads Just grew from a single place. But this built-in 
thlng in the technology doesn't let me do that. That road is 
there. Now, It mlght be drifting a blt here and there in that 
red rectangle, because the different images were taken by 
different airplanes in different places. And the parallax on 
this site is widely exawerated because of the steepness of the 
slope. Urnitatton to the technology. 
Q. So the mad hasn't changed. Did the rclstion to the 
line -- 
A. That mad has not chanped. 
?(* er 1 387 ' j  ' 7 9  
117 A. ~ o e s  to it. I 17 picture was enher directly over or not diredly over, it would / 
14 Q. 1981. ~ n d ,  again, we ilnd reapwrlng here a track 
15 that wmes from what appears to be a public mad to the south 
16 that g a s  into the Backman property? 
118 . AII~ you saw that as being a lwging tradil 
14 Q. It Is the same mad you are lwklng at? 
15 A. There are m e  others that have. 
I 6  Q. Sure, but because of what you are mWng about and the 1 
I 19 A. very ~ i h i y .  
I m  Q. Very llkelv, okay. It appears on this m e  that the 
I 21 little hwk that went Into the Backman p m w  has -- is not the 
22 same place it was the last time. 
A. Yes. 'That's what it appearsIlke. And there is a very 
24 straighttonvan) technological reuson related to the imagery why 
25 that is so, which I can do In a paragraph. if you wwld like. 
1 %  0. Flne, I would. 
2 A. It Is call parallax, if you will indulge me. 
3 a. r WIII. 
4 A. Can I see your thumb? No, no. Just hold it out there 
5 in fmnt of you. Put it in front of my nose. 
6 Q. Whlch eye? 
7 A. Doesn't matter. One eye. now, don't move but change 
8 eyes, and your thumb appeals to move. 
be swmwhat different? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. And again this is the Bonner County assessor putUn9 
out something In whlch werythlng seems to be a mad. Again, is 
ma another one of those that is not as rellable as the USGW 
A. It 1s not as a- It doesn't glve me the detail. 
Q. Fine. 
A. So I muld not reliably find the things that weren't 
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mads. So, yes, everything on there appears to be a mad because 
that Is all I wutd see on that Image. 
Q. flne. The next one. 
This is 1992, May 25, USGS high resolution scan. Thls 
IS another one that came fmm Sioux Falls? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And here again, you have not made the roads quite es 
wide as you did In your other images or the tracks seem to be a 
1 9  Q. No, it was your head. I 9 little bit smaller. That is just a matter of scale, is it? I I: A. Probably. Q. I understand. thank you. I: A. res. 0. But what you are showing then are three different what I 
112 A. mat is called parallax, and that Is sort of a pador ( 12 y w  Call mads golng into the Backman property? I 
i 3  mom Vickery version of what the aircraft sees when it is 
14 lwking straight down on something. That is a cylinder versus 
15 from the slde where it turns into a red8Me. 
16 Q. All right. 
17 A. All right. The image is taken by the aircraft fmm a 
18 particular place. I n  the middle It Is lwWng straight down and 
19 it is -- the pianimetry is true. It is an wthogonal lmape. Out 
20 to the slde we have something called radial dlstortlon in which 
21 the tops of the hills are laid out radially away. I Vied very 
22 hard to make a co-sequence overlay of the mads, and It dldn't 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And again we have another one of these, that is 
15 somewhat different location. tracks that comes almost to the 
16 Backman property? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And it wwld appear from this that at least for logging 
19 p u m s  it was possible to go from south from the Backman 
20 pmperty to the public mad, ~f you wanted to. You were able to 
21 Icg it, YW should be able m -- 
22 A I f  UMt's what those mads were for and those are 
23 work, because what -- in order to do that we would have to do 
24 what is called photogrammetry, and y w  hlre somebody else to do 
25 that. I am not a photopramlst. 
23 tracks and they wnnea, I wwld agree. I n  some of these tlmes 
24 it Was ~osslble. 
25 Q. Okay. And we also have a funny little track over here 
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' 1 ' Q. And when you say 50 percent what do you mean? Is t iat  
: 2 a distance? 
3 A. mat means that we have wmpleted 56 percent of the 
/ 4 road so far that we set out to complete. 
1 5 Q. And when you have it &mpleted what would the road be? 
' 6 A. ~t would be gravel from the beginning, Baldy MoUntaln 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. How tong dld K take? 
3 A. About eight months. 
4 Q. And since you acquired the property how many other 
5 houser; have been constructed on that proprty? 
6 A. On my property? 
1 7 Road, all the way to the end, which would end at the green gates 1 7 Q. Not on your property, In the whole area. I 
8 on Turtle RocA  cad. The mck on Redtall Hawk Road and the end 8 A Uh -- 
9 of Destiny Lane. 9 Q. The area I am talking about Is the area under FOVE and 
(1. m e  end of whlch? 10 also that in which you have a working arrangement with others. 
A DeMny Lane at the Mmenna residence. 
(1. Dws your work include work on InsplraUon Way? 
A. No. However, I have a working relationship with the 
people on Insplratlon Way. And so I have been asked to do some 
work Wvately on that road. I haven't done It yet. However, 
there was a time -- there has been times when I hlred the grader, 
and I wlled the owners on that land and &ed them if they would 
lih me to mntraa the grader to do thelr mad In whW wse 
they have to pay separately. But it just M't pay to bring 
that klnd of equipment up there and send them home so they w n  
get thelr road done. 50 I usually wll them a few days before 
and say hey, I got the grader, would y w  like them to do the 
road. 
Q. But they are billed separately, and they are not 
14 A m y .  Let me think about that for a s ~ c n d .  
12 Five. 
13 Q. And these are fairly large houses? 
14 A yes. 
15 Q. And the construction d those houses Involves what as 
16 far as the mad is mncemed? 
17 A Well, cement trucks, lob  of conshutIan workers. 
18 -me heavy t ~ c k s  haullng rock In, movlrm rr& amund. Uwally 
10 Caterpillars to make their driveway. So mere's a b l r  amount 
20 of -- and a lot of times before a homeowner wlll bulM. they have 
21 m do some logging, they wlll have to haul some togs out. So 
22 there is an awful lot of traffic produced by each home that is 
23 bulk. 
24 Q And the effect upon the mad from that traffic Is what? 
458 
I A. That's correct. 
2 Q. now about snowplowlng? 
3 A. Every homeowner, whether they are in POVE or not, psys 
4 separately. 
5 Q. And that ts based on what? How do you calculate the 
A It is tough. And we have wnslder+ ss WVE of 
458 
1 assessing people as they bultd a dollar amwnt to help us repair 
2 the mad after they are done but have not done it yet. We 
3 havenqt mme to an igreement on that. 
4 Q. In  your work have you kept m e  kind of personal 
5 supervision over who Is on the mad? 
1 s payment? 6 A. oh, yes. 
*, 
A We wimlnte it based on the distance from Bafdy 7 Q. Tell us about it. 
E, . 
g 8 Mountain Road. So some people p y  for two mlles of mad to be 6 A. Well, it is Mnd of neat. People stop and talk to me 
' 
9 plowed --nobody would pay for two mlles, sow. Sane people pay 9 and thank me for my work. They realize that l have a better fob 
i: 10 more. Uke, if t k y  live on the end of the mad they pay more. 10 and that 1 don't -- thlslsnt how I make my livtna. And in the $ I 1  Q. And when it is 100 percent done, when will that be, I 1  beginning it was ail volunteer time until It got way out of hand 
"2 based upon your -- 12 hours wise. So they just appresiate it. I bsk -- we Wed to do 5: 
13 A. A long time from now, because I only get abwt $5,000 a 13 the work committee thing in the beglnnlng of the subdlViSIOn. F; 14 year to work with. It just went up a iittle bit because somebody 14 But that dldnZ work verywell. Everybody has got busy lives and 
:,i 
8. 15 said we are now charging $600 per household. So that's almob 15 things to do outslde of malntsinlng mads. And it is hard to get 
k 16 nothlng. I spend about half of that in maintenance now bewuse 16 -body meether on a partirular day to bring thelr lopper5 out 
i;' 
. 17 there is so much traffic that it destroys the gravel. And peopk 17 and brush a road. So l klnd of gave up on that aRer the first c,. p. 18 who are buiidlng, they have a lot of trucks that destroy the 18 couple of years trying to get everytvdy together to help me. And 
K 
6: IS gravel. And the ~ O W P ~ O W  throw B~~MI. 50 I am constantly 10 most of the tlme when 1 order gravel It Is Mondsy.thmugh Friday, 
i 
p 20 Rsurfadng what we have already done to try to keepit from 20 so everybody has to work. 1 am lucky where I work, you know, a 
i; 21 eroding. 21 week o; two at a Ume and then I am back, so I can have some 
i 22 Q. now many -- first of all. you bought the property, the 22 Monday throuph Fridays to work on it. 
So they stop and they talk to me as they drtve by 
A. correct. 1 24 almost always. I f  they are in a hurry they won't stop, but they 1 
wave, 
-
. ~ o s t  ofthe time, though, they wlll stop. And then there 
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1 over the top of it to om. 
2 Q. What you have dercrfbed here has been idenufled in the 
3 coune of this ma1 as the lower ma07 
4 A. yes. 
5 Q. What kind of a road was that? 
1 A. BLM. 
2 Q. owns property to the noith of mat? 
3 A. TO the north and east and one piece to the west. They 
4 own tro pCxes up there. 
5 Q. And the mad as it was or@inaliy located bar* In the 
I 9 wassow~hnboMs(des,andwjMtetitmmebadrlnand I 9 of least resistance, get in as cheap as yw can and you know, I 
6 A. Very wet, and we had a hard Ume holding it. So after 
7 we got m s  lower prtlon logged out, we abandoned i t  and put 
8 draining in and let It slough in and then seeded It, because i t  
I 10 then just kept the drainage open unul it had s h o d  -if up Q. So ail the area that you are talking abwt  and all the 11 wlth tEp. Jeedlng and sMI; m u s e  the ody way you can hold 1.( mads that vme there were logging mads and nothlng more than I 
6 1970s was straight up thmugh here? 
7 A Straight up through here. It was mt -- just a logging 
8 access. B&k in 11,- days mads were all bullt for the wune 
1 12 mat mad even today at today's standards would be to be a full 1 12 that? I 
A Bgause of the wet You are baslcally -- I t  Is still 1 16 and '96 that you am aqualnted with, number of houses, they - 1 
13 bentn mad, whid, lz to exevate out of the bank, no flll, and 
14 put curtain drahs in at great expense. 
15 Q. What weum require you to do that May? 
I 7  part cf the head waters of Syringa creek. And all ot thls Is wet 
18 thmuph there, and it teals dorm and goes to the ueek, you know. 
19 It is Just full of rprlng.. 
20 9. DwstJ~eForest~cesActaPPly? 
21 A yes. ~ n d  back whm we put mat mad In, you know. all 
22 of the mads; went up and accessed anywhere into the f3I.M gmund, 
23 and all of thet robDdy e m  knew what forest prablces were then. 
24 Q. Okay. There were no regulauom, aU right. Md you 
25 have any other mads mat you used in mat logging operauon to 
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1 get to what Is now the Backman p m W 7  
2 A No, not at that ume. 
3 Q. At  any wbsquent time? 
4 A. ARemards, but we did not put them in, and it would 
5 have wme OR from the mtchbadr on the upper mad. 
6 Q. Can you point mat out? 
7 A. okay. l t  would be right up in here (~ndiwung). 
13 A Nothlng more. Nobody ever dreamed there would be homes 
14 up there ever, you know. 
16 Q. Okay. Up until the devebpment mat went in about 1995 
1 17 divided the into ZDaoe track? 
18 A. yes. 
18 Q. Up unut then were there anything up mere other than 
20 iceolng mds?  
21 A No. 
22 MR. REED: I have no further questions. 
23 M E  COURT: Mr. Erbland? 
24 MR. ERBUUYD: NO questions. 
25 M E  CWRT: Doss. 
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7 MR. SYKES: Thank you, your Honor. 
2 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
3 BY MR. SYKES: 
4 Q. Mr. Moody, my name is lei7 S y k .  A pleasure to meet 
5 you. 
B A. Yes. 
7 Q. I have a few questions for you today. You Pointed out 
Q. There is a ilme tum-amund there? 
A. night. 
9. A tmok mat wmes into the properly. What Mnd of a 
mad was that? 
A. lust a onelane iogghg access only, steep, nermw. 
mcky, mugh. 
Q. Were there any mads other than l04ging mds; that came 
out of th ppmprty that Louis Modlg aquired? 
A. NO. 
. During ywr experience? 
A. No. Because thlz mad, the uppw mad from this 
8 Q. YW are pointing to the divislon mat Is what we WR 
9 me u r n  mad, and that is between SeNm 7 and Section 8? 
10 A. Yes. 
, 11 parents and unde, right? 
112 A. my grandparents, my unde, and my mother and father. 
13 Q. And when you logged in Section 8 were you wwWw for 
14 me property owners that owned Section 87 
15 A yes, l was. It was WZ Forest Pmducts Incorporated. 
16 Q. night. Now you also said thefe was a wbin somewhere. 
17 Can you point that out for me? 
18 A. Yes. Thwe Is thb little spur mad that went right up 
I 9  into here. . 
20 Q. Uh-huh. 
21 A. And it was right - rlght about in there is a Rat UP 
8 the e p m p e r t y  whkh ywr  family owned? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. You actwlly didn't own the property; It was your 
22 property line here on up which goes on and rrtrich was in one of I 22 there, and Mere was remnants of IL As a matter of fact i t  23 me deeds where my u d e  had granted rlght of way to the U.S. 23 became my parents' front living room. 24 gwemment was so they muld log that property up above In 1%. 24 Q. me remnants d the wMn -- any ldea from family ' 
25 Q. And Ux government, BLM? 25 hhtory of when that was put in? I 
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I I A My Father-in-law had an easement so when we Inherited I 1 A. Turn at it is Turtle Rock Road, go back past the I 2 it, it was w r  easement also. I 2 shmtingmnge, and here's the function of Turtle Rock and l 3  0. ' You g@ it hwn Louisiana-Pacific and iuisiena-~adfic 1 3 Redtail. so then we go up here. mere is a switchback there, 
1 4 at that time cm'ned most of the rest of the pm~&rty? , I 4 and we keep golng. So our property mmer is right there. We 
A PassaMe. It wasn't really a mad. ks we used it. we 
maintained it. Uke, as we were buiMmg, there was a hum mud 
hole. We had to - actually, there was a lost veMde in it. We 
fixed it as we could, as we used it. And aRer we moved up 
there, it was fixed in little poNons as d e  had marey, or 
whoever drove lt would fix a portlon d it. Uke a ked of 
gravel or road paper, or just, y w  btow, simple whBtever we 
needed to pet past. 
Q. YW mmtbned there was a lost vehlcle in the mad? 
A m l l y ,  there was. 
0. Tell us a- that. 
A I t  wasjvrt a -- It was A the m n p  when we were 
bulidlno, and one d the m l e  thM were helplnp build Wr 
5 A mevhde--yes. 
6 Q. you staned building in 19967 ' 
7 A. Yes. 
B Q. And what was the condition of the mad at that time? 
10. 
Q. Ywr son has 10 up there, okay. So the meds that go 
OW Redtail Hawk Road are mads that you built, driveways that 
you bulk for y w d f ?  
A lust that one. 
a. Ivr t  the one right there? 
A. RIght. We bottl use the same driveway. 
Q. Same driveway. All rloht. And you have been there in 
the 10 years since the house was completed? 
A (Wlmea nods) 
Q. Whet's been the -- well, nmt of all, the road Is 
lrnpmved s o d a t ?  
A. Y e ,  little by llttle. 
5 have a gate, and then we have a dnveway. 
6 Q. so all of that pmperty in that area is Mariey 
7 P~pertv? 
8 A. We have 30. mere's 30. And then there's w r  son has 
la ( 22 house, the vehlde just sank. ~ n d  so then we twk  ancther Q. ~ n d  then that's been, as you say, mmarily by the I 
1 23 vehicle and it got stuck mo. I t  was a huge hole. But It was -- I property owners below y w  withln that what Is shown there as a / 
1 24 and then there's been othcr b l ~  major places that mre fixed. I 24 dedkated easement, the douMe line? 1 
1 24 124 an exception? A mis is ~atdy Mwntaln ~oad. . .  I 
26 Yw wwld hsve to put big mdq and then you would have to put 
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1 mad paper, and then you wwld have m put gravel and just Siowiy 
2 build up pottlons the mad. 
3 Q Now, Yellomtone Basn and Mwntaln Vlew punhas& the 
4 property fmm Lculsiana-Padtk In -- 
5 A Idon'tkmwthat. 
6 Q. Md the mad bgcme improved after you built ywr 
7 house? 
B A Dnl~astherewouMbea(xopem,av~.andthm 
9 mething w l d  bppen to the road, and we would do a pottlon and 
10 then andher property owner. mere wasn't very many pwde when 
I 1  wemwedupibere. 
12 Q. But as time went on did the mad get better? 
13 A It is bener, slowly better. 
14 Q Don't lose any more vehides in it? 
I S  A Yeah. 
16 Q ~ n d  so ~u have lived there since 19967 
17 A 1997 In April we moved. 
19 Q All rght. And dws your son have a hwse on his 
19 property? 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q nnd, egaln, If you wuld use the polnter and d m b e  
22 how you get to your pope*. 
23 YOU go dm*, there and you are coming off -- 
26 A Rlght. We drive through. We drive thfwgh the Pend 
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1 hellle Vlew Estate Anodation. Befwe there was like an 
2 cqpnlzed aaodation, popwty owners helped mlntau, or build 
3 w add to the mad foundation. 
4 a. Now, y w  have an easement to ywr  pmperty so you don't 
S need permIslm fmm anybody. But do you have any association 
8 with -- any relation with the assalation? 
7 A NO. 
8 0. Have y w  ever met Randy Powers? 
9 A I didme tlme. 
10 Q About when was that? 
I 1  A It was the summer of '97 or '98. 
12 Q. And how did that happen? m b e  the dmmdences. 
13 A. Well, I was outside with w r  grandchildren, and I cvuld 
14 hear thls motor bike driving around, and there wasn't anybody 
I 5  that lived up there. He was gdnp up a lot of different trails 
16 and meds. So I was amMe, and finally he came up w r  dnveway 
17 and came over to me, stand~ng on the deck. 
18 Q. Dld he Introduce himself7 
19 A He sa~d I urn Randy Powem. 
20 Q What was the conversbon? 
21 MR SYKES: Objection, hearsay. 
22 MR FU\MERSIDN: loin In the obleNon. 
23 M E  CWRT: Well, techntcally it is hearsay. Is there 
26 0. Y w  cune om Baldy Mountain Road. 25 MR. REED: NO. J 
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P. 0. Box A 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
) Case No. CV-2006-00365 
1 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA ) RESPONSEOF 
BACKMAN, husband and wife, ) DEFENDANTSICOUNTERCLAIMANTS 
) TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO 
Plaintiffs, ) DISALLOW COSTS 
v. 1 
1 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. 
SPAGON, et al., 
Defendants. 
1 
1 
1 
A. Expense of  Video Deposition: 
Plaintiffs have lengthy objections to the following costs itemized in the 
Memorandum of Costs of DefendantslCounterclaimants. 
Naegeli Reporting 
Video Depositions 
Bob Backman, Rhonda Backman and Doug Ward $2,276.20 
Plaintiffs admit that Idaho appellate courts have not made any rulings related to 
allowability of costs for video depositions. Memorandum in Support, p. 3. Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum has quoted verbatim from the portion of Taxation of Costs Associated 
with Videotaped Depositions under 28 U.S.C.A. § 1920 and Rule 54(d) of Federal 
Response to Motion to 
Disallow Costs 
Rules of Civil Procedure, "156 A.L.R. Fed 31 1 (1999): Under the subtitle (b) Cost held 
not taxable" (1) 
DefendantslCounter-claimants are delivering to the Court with this response the 
complete annotations which have seven pages of cases allowing the costs as 
compared with three pages of disallowance. pp. 337-334. 
In any event, the applicable Federal Rule 54 is very different from the explicit 
directions in ldaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54(d)(l)(c)(9). 
1.R.CIV.P. 
Rule 54(d)(l)(c)(9). Costs- Items allowed. 
(C) Costs as a Matter of Right. When costs are awarded to a party, 
such party shall be entitled to the following costs, actually paid, 
as a matter of right: 
... 
9. Charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition 
taken in preparation for trial of an action, whether or not 
read into evidence in the trial of the action. 
F.R. Civ. P. Rule 54(d) 
(1) Costs Other than Attorneys' Fees. Except when express provision 
therefor is made either in a statute of the United States or in these rules, 
costs other than attorneys' fees shall be allowed as of course to the 
prevailing party unless the court otherwise directs; . . . 
The authors in Wright, Miller, Kane, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE, 
state that, unlike Idaho, it is a very open question as to when costs of depositions are 
allowed whether transcribed or taken by video in any federal case: 
(1 ) Counsel for plaintiffs did not furnish to the undersigned nor presumably to the Court copies of either 
the A.L.R. citation nor of the cases cited. 
Response to Motion to 
Disallow Costs 2 
(S 2626. - Depositions 
There has been some confusion with regard to the taxability of 
expenses incurred in the taking of depositions, a question that is of 
importance because of the widespread use of depositions in federal 
litigation. The rules themselves do not indicate whether these 
expenses are taxable as costs and the existing statutes offer only very 
limited guidance. The matter is left to the discretion of the district 
court, which rarely will be interfered with on appeal. 
lbid Vol. 10, s2626, p. 421. 
.v 
Plaintiffs do not challenge that these depositions were taken. The charge reflected 
was the actual bill received. The depositions were taken in preparation for trial of the 
action. I.R. Civ. P. Rule 54(d)(l(c)(9) explicitly allows the cost whether or not used in trial. 
The costs must be allowed. 
B. Expert witness fees. 
Expert witness fees were necessarily incurred, necessary and exceptional and in 
the interest of justice. I.R. Civ. P. Rule 54(d)(l)(D). 
The charges made to defendants and counter-claimants by Richard F. Creed of 
$3,228.38 and by Graydon Johnson for $3,000.00 were very reasonable for the work 
done by each. In 2002, the Idaho Supreme Court raised the amount allowed by right 
of expert witness fees from $500.00 to $2,000.00, recognizing that the $500.00 would 
not begin to cover any expert in today's practice. 
The $2,000.00 will cover a witness such as Nancy Rink who drew most of her 
testimony from her publication about Humbird Lumber Company that was directly in 
point. The $2,000.00 generally will not cover any qualified expert witness who must 
devote any significant amount of time whatsoever to the case. 
The timing of the expert witness testimony was a critical matter in this case. The 
Response to Motion to 
Disallow Costs 
USGS in Sioux Falls, SD, Mr. Johnson provided a very solid and practical doubting 
perspective to Dr. Folsom's interpretation of those photographs. The measure of the 
success of Mr. Johnson's testimony is that the Memorandum Opinion does not make 
any mention of Dr. Folsom's interpretation. 
To sum up, the case itself was exceptional. The testimony of Richard Creed and 
Graydon Johnson was necessary and exceptional in order to counter what plaintiffs 
were attempting to create. As Dr. Folsom asserted in his testimony and in his created 
illustrations, his distinction between "road" and "track" were unique and indeed 
unprecedented. Countering this testimony was necessary and exceptional. 
C. Costs of Mediation were s~l i t .  
Plaintiffs are correct in denying the mediation costs. There was an agreement to 
split the same. 
 respectfully submitted this 13'~ day of 
February, 2008. 
Scott W. Reed 
Attorney for Defendants I 
Counterclaimants Spagon, et al. 
Response to Motion to 
Disallow Costs 
report of Dr. Michael Folsom was received in May and that of Scott Rasor in July. The 
full extent of Dr. Folsom's knowledge was not available until after he was deposed on 
July llth. Scott Rasor was originally set to be deposed on July 1 lth, but that deposition 
did not take place until August. Scott Rasor's map was made available shortly before 
his deposition. 
Undersigned counsel for defendants/counterclaimants guessed that Scott Rasor 
was going to testify as to the location of various roads and trails, but his conclusions 
were not available until his report had been received and he had been deposed. As to 
Dr. Folsom, counsel did not have a clue as to the nature of his testimony until his report 
was received and more fully explained in his deposition on July 1 lth. 
It was then necessary to scramble to find witnesses who could respond to both 
Scott Rasor and Michael Folsom. Richard Creed was retained after another potential 
expert had declined. Mr. Creed did some quick work to come up with a report. A 
significant part of his time was spent being deposed by counsel for plaintiffs. The same 
was true for Graydon Johnson. 
Idaho Civil Rule 26(b)(4)(C) requires that any party deposing an expert witness 
must pay the fees and expenses reasonably incurred by the opposing party in obtaining 
facts and opinions from these experts. 
On November 27,2007, a letter was sent to attorney Jeff R. Sykes seeking 
reimbursement for $929.05 billed by Richard Creed for expenses related to his 
deposition and for $775.00 billed by Graydon Johnson. Copies of the letter and bills 
are attached to this response. Neither sum has been paid. These amounts are owing 
separate and apart from the $2,000 limitation. 
Response to Motion to 
Disallow Costs 
The issue could be resolved by requiring allowing the costs sought for the 
testimony of both of these witnesses at their deposition and then treating the $2,000.00 
as applicable to time spent outside the depositions.(2) 
This case itself was exceptional in an attempt to rebut the testimony sought by 
plaintiffs to support its very creative and inventive but totally unsubstantiated theories of 
road access. 
Richard Creed was a highly knowledgeable road expert having spent a career in 
the Forest Service and then became available as an expert witness in many matters 
thereafter. 
With Graydon Johnson, the need was to get Mr. Johnson to apply his expertise 
in computer technology to the interpretation of the subject of aerial photographs with 
which he had had little experience. 
The whole subject of aerial photography is itself exceptional. One would 
measure the exceptional nature of the testimony by Dr. Folsom's admission that he had 
never been asked in litigation to do the sort of interpretation to which he was testiwing 
in trial. 
Counsel for both parties agreed to waive the time limitations set forth in the pre- 
trial order in order to allow the depositions to be taken of Richard Creed, Graydon 
Johnson and Nancy Rink shortly before trial, and to have the deposition of Scott Rasor 
also taken in the period of time very close to trial. 
The effect of Mr. Johnson's testimony was to discount the "road" and "tracks" 
analysis made by Dr. Folsom. This was not easy. From photographs obtained from 
(2) This would allow for Richard Creed $2,929.05 and for Graydon Johnson $2.775.00. ~efendants/~ounte.rclaimants are of the 
oplnion that the full amount s of $3,228.38 for Creed and $3.000.00 for Johnson should be allowed. 
Response to Motion to 5 
Disallow Costs 
, - s G j - -  
USGS in Sioux Falls, SD, Mr. Johnson provided a very solid and practical doubting 
perspective to Dr. Folsom's interpretation of those photographs. The measure of the 
success of Mr. Johnson's testimony is that the Memorandum Opinion does not make 
any mention of Dr. Folsom's interpretation. 
To sum up, the case itself was exceptional. The testimony of Richard Creed and 
Graydon Johnson was necessary and exceptional in order to counter what plaintiffs 
were attempting to create. As Dr. Folsom asserted in his testimony and in his created 
illustrations, his distinction between "roadn and "track" were unique and indeed 
unprecedented. Countering this testimony was necessary and exceptional. 
C. Costs of Mediation were split. 
Plaintiffs are correct in denying the mediation costs. There was an agreement to 
split the same. 
Attornev for D 
~ounte;claimants Spagon, et al. 
day of 
- 
Response to Motion to 
Disallow Costs 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a copy of the above and foregoing has been sent by first 
class mail, postage prepaid, this 13'h day of February, 2008 to: 
JEFF R. SYKES 
JASON G. DYKSTAN 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
960 BROADWAY AVENUE, SUITE 500 
BOISE, IDAHO 83706 
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
113 SOUTH SECOND AVENUE 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
PETER C. ERBLAND 
PAINE, HAMBLE, COFFIN, BROOKE 
ATORNEYS AT LAW 
Response to Motion to 
Disallow Costs 
PETER C. ERBLAND 
PAINE HAMBLEN LLP 
701 E. Front Avenue, Suite 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-0328 
Telephone: (208) 664-8 1 1 5 
Facsimile: (208) 664-6338 
ISBAitt2456 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA BACKMAN, ) Case No. CV 2006-00365 
husband and wife, 1 
) DEFENDANT GRANTS' JOINDER 
Plaintiffs, ) IN DEFENDANTS SPAGON, 
) LLOYD, JOHNSON, MILLWARD, 
VS. ) ZIRWES, BESSLER, MCKENNA 
) AND PEND OREILLE VIEW 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. SPAGON, et ) ESTATES PROPERTY OWNERS 
al., ) ASSOCIATION, INC.'S 
) OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
Defendants. ) PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF 
) JUDGMENT 
1 
) 
1 
COME NOW, defendants Christopher E. Grant and Susan R. Grant, and join in defendants 
Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, McKenna and Pend Oreille View Estates 
Property Owners Association, Inc.'s Opposition lo Plaintiffs' Proposed Modification of Judgment 
filed by Scott W. Reed in conjunction with this matter. 
DEFENDANT GRANTS' JOINDER IN OPPOSITION TO 
PROPOSED MODIFICATION OF JUDGMENT - 1 
-1P/" 
DATED this day of February, 2008. 
B 
Attorney for Defendant Grants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE + 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the f i  day of ~ebruary, 2008,I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Jeff R. Sykes Brent C. Featherston 
Richard L. Stacey Featherston Law Firm, Chtd. 
Meuleman Mollemp, LLP 1 13 S. Second Avenue 
960 Broadway Ave., Ste. 500 Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Boise, ID 83706 
A S .  MAIL 
d . S .  MAIL 
- 
FAX to: (208) 263-0400 
- 
FAX to: (208) 336-9712 
- 
Scott W. Reed 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box A 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 16 
d U . S .  MAIL 
FAX to: (208) 765-5 1 17 
- 
H \CDAWCSU4914\0000I\plead\COf65962 WPD 
DEFENDANT GRANTS' JOINDER IN OPPOSITION TO 
PROPOSED MODZFlCATlON OF JUDGMENT - 2 
PETER C. ERBLAND 
PAINE HAMBLEN LLP 
701 E. Front Avenue, Suite 101 
P.O. Box E 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-0328 
Telephone: (208) 664-8 1 15 
FacsimiIe: (208) 664-6338 
ISBA#2456 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOWER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA BACKMAN, ) Case No. CV 2006-00365 
husband and wife, 1 
) DEFENDANT GRANTS' JOINDER 
Plaintiffs, ) IN DEFENDANTS SPAGON, 
) LLOYD, JOHNSON, MILLWARD, 
vs . ) ZIRWES, BESSLER, MCKENNA 
) AND PEND OREILLE VIEW 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. SPAGON, et ) ESTATES PROPERTY OWNERS 
aI., ) ASSOCIATION, INC.'S 
) OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
Defendants. ) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
) MOTION TO AMEND FINDINGS 
) OF FACT AND TO AMEND 
) JUDGMENT 
1 
) 
COME NOW, defendants Christopher E. Grant and Susan R. Grant, and join in defendants 
Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, Zinves, Bessler, McKenna and Pend Oreille View Estates 
Property Owners Association, Inc.'s Opposition to Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion 
DEFENDANT GRANTS' JOINDER IN OPPOSITION TO 
MOTION TO AMEND FINDINGS OF FACT AND TO AMEND JUDGMENT - I 
to Amend Findings of Fact and to Amend Judgment filed by Scott W. Reed in conjunction with this 
matter. 
4"- 
DATED this fi day of ~ebruary, 2008. 
Attorney for Defendant Grants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-P- 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1 7 day of February, 2008,I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Jeff R. Sykes Brent C. Featherston 
Richard L. Stacey Featherston Law Firm, Chtd. 
Meuleman Mollerup, LLP 1 13 S. Second Avenue 
960 Broadway Ave., Ste. 500 Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Boise, ID 83706 sfG.~. MAIL 
&S. MAIL - FAX to: (208) 263-0400 
FAX to: (208) 336-971 2 
- 
Scott W. Reed 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box A 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83816 
- FAX to: (208) 765-5 1 17 
DEFENDANT GRANTS' JOINDER IN OPPOSITION TO 
MOTION TO AMEND FINDINGS OF FACT AND TO AMEND JUDGMENT - 2 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
ion: HOSACK030508P 
Add Ins: Sykes, Jeff 
That is correct. 
Add Ins: Reed, Scott 
Mr Featherston advised since we were not seeking 
costs against him he was not 
going to come. 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Will address motions to amend before we address 
costs. I've read the 
submissions. 
Add Ins: Sykes, Jeff 
Two issues were raised, one is the wild and 
uninclosed area where the road 
leaves the city, Turtle Rock Road, we believe 
there should have been a 
Snding. That property had already been 
subdivided and utilities placed. 
Powers said he went into that area, improved the 
road, installed culverts. 
The use in 1994 was hostile, and that use 
continued until 1994. His actions 
gave notice of using the land. And then the 
issue of condemnation. POVE put 
into the record that Backmans could not use Red 
Tail Hawk Road. That was not 
a viable roadway. Turtle Rock and Syringa were 
the roads going into Section 
7. Evidence established that Red Tail road was 
cut off. We were looking to 
condemn the road and then get to easement by 
necessity. We're looking for 
amendments and modifying the judgment. And then 
the value that needs to be 
paid for the private condemnation. 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I don't follow the POVE finding that takes it 
out of condemnation. Comments. 
Add Ins: Sykes, Jeff 
Once you reach the conclusion that the land is 
legally land locked, then 
easement by necessity. Burden of the PL is to 
ion: HOSACK030508P 
show this road is best to get 
into the property. 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Discussion. 
Add Ins: Reed, Scott 
Extensive opinion was done. This was a case 
where attorney fees would not be 
awarded. In 1994 a survey was done, there 
weren't any houses up there. There 
were no fences, the evidence establishes what 
the court found. Comments re: 
Cohn v. Larson, you cannot condemn a road to go 
in and build houses. There is 
no establishment of necessity. We don't think 
the elements are there to 
modify or amend the findings of the court. 
Add Ins: Erhland, Peter 
No argument. 
Add Ins: Sykes, Jeff 
Comments re: private condemnation, there isn't a 
lot of case law. 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
I did decide the case based on the 5-6 lots and 
the Turtle Rock Road and 
extensions. Comments regarding use of roads. I 
was addressing what PL were 
seeking. The combination of theories, the Court 
has found that combining 
theories is inappropriate, even if supported by 
the facts in the case. Id law 
is clear that you don't get easement by 
necessity by Baldy Mt Road. The law 
you can't do that directly. Easement by 
necessity the court finds not 
supported by the facts. The prescriptive 
easement claim is that up until 1994 
the ground was wild and uninclosed. The logging 
did not establish a 
prescriptive right into Section 8. Insufficient 
evidence. I don't find a 
prescriptive use on Turtle Rock Road. 
Sessi on: HOSACK030508P 
yideo and what was transcript, we- 
did file that with our cost bill, hands bill. 
..>, 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Reviews the bill. 
sion: HOSACK030508P 

Scott W. Reed, ISB#818 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box A 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Phone (208) 664-2161 
FAX (208) 765-5 1 17 
MhRtE SCOTT 
CLERK DlSJRJCT COURT 
/dn 
OEPOTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 1 Case No. CV-06=00365 
BACKMAN, 1 
1 ORDER AWARDING COSTS 
Plaintiffs/Counterclaimants 1 
1 
v. 1 
1 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. 1 
SPAGON, et a1 1 
1 
1 
Defendants/Counterdefendants 1 
1 
Defendantslcounterclaimants Spagon, et al, as prevailing parties filed a 
Memorandum of Costs. Plaintiffslcounterdefendants Backman filed timely 
objection to certain cost items. Pursuant to notice, hearing was held on March 
5, 2008. Plaintiffslcounterdefendants were represented by attorney Jeff R. 
Sykes. Defendantslcounterclaimants were represented by attorneys Peter C. 
ORDER AWARDING COSTS 1 
Erbland and Scott W. Reed. The Court, being fully advised, now therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the costs paid to Naegeli Reporting for 
Video Depositions in the amount of $2,276.20 is allowed in 111 with the 
condition that the amount of said bill which constitutes the cost of video is 
allowed only as discretionary costs based on circumstances special to the case. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the objection of 
plaintiffslcounterdefendants to the expert witness fees for Richard Creed and 
Graydon Johnson above the rule limit is granted and the fees for each witness is 
limited to $2,000 each. 
The parties have stipulated that $664.00 related to mediation should not be 
allowed so to be deducted fiom the Memorandum of Costs are $2,228.38 and 
$664.00 equalling $2,892.38. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that defendants/counEerclaimants be, and 
they are hereby, awarded costs as against plaintiffslcounterdefendants Backman 
in the total amount of $14,257.87. 
Dated this ./O day of March, 2008. 
lc 
CHARLES W. HOSACK 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER AWARDING COSTS 
%h5? 
CERTIFICATE. OF SERVICE 
I certify that a m e  co y of the foregoing was sent by first class mail, 
postage prepaid on the d a y  of March, 2008, to: 
JEFF R. SYKES 
RICHARD L. STACEY 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP, LLP 
960 BROADWAY AVENUE, SUITE 500 
BOISE, IDAHO 83706 
PETER C. ERBLAND 
PAINE, HAMBLEN, COFFIN, 
BROOKE & MILLER 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
P. 0. BOX E 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 838 16-03284 
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1 13 SOUTH SECOND AVENUE 
SANDPOINT, IDAHO 83864 
SCOTT W. REED 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P. 0. BOX A 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816 
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STATE OF IOAW 
CMJNTY OF BONHER 
FIRST JUDiClAL DIST. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Countv of Bonner ) SS 
FILEI~ 
2!lUUM 14 P 3: 28 AT O'clock - M 
.MARIE SCOTT CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
CLERK OlSTRlCT COURT 
& 
DEPUTY Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
BACKMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
) CASE NO. CV2006-365 
vs. 
ORDER DENYING 
JAMES and LINDA SPAGON, KENNETH and ) MOTION TO AMEND 
PRlClLLA LLOYD, BRUCE and DEBORAH ) and CORRECTIONS e, 
JOHNSON, THOMAS and DEBRA ) TO MEMORANDUM 
LAWRENCE, KEVIN SCHRADER, WESTON ) DECISION 
MILLWARD, PEND OREILLE VIEW ESTATES ) 
OWNERS' ASSOC. INC., GREGORY and ) 
THERESA ZIRWES, CHRISTOPHER 
BESSLER, ROBERT and LYNN WALSH, 
PATRICK and MICHELLE McKENNA, 1 
CHRISTOPHER and SUSAN GRANT, 
Defendant. 
1 
) 
) 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Findings of Fact and to Amend the Judgment having 
come before the Court, and the Court being fully advised; 
The Court having addressed additional findings or clarifications of findings, and, 
having stated its reasons for denial of plaintiffs Motion to Amend the Findings of Fact 
and the Motion to Amend the Judgment, the plaintiffs' motions are hereby denied. 
Having reviewed its Memorandum Decision, the Court, sua sponte, makes the 
following corrections (in italics): 
1. Page 15, second paragraph, is amended to read as follows: "As to the 
Middle Road, Powers did testify that he put in a forty-eight inch culvert in 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO AMEND 1 
BACKMAN v. SPAGON CV06-365 
replacing the bridge across the creek. However, the Middle Road was 
physically blocked for a period of time in approximately 1998, after the 
logging operation had been discontinued. In walking the Middle Road, the 
Court noted evidence that the Middle Road had been used for logging on 
the ground in Section 7 and on both sides of the creek. The timing of 
these logging operations in Section 7 is unknown. 
2. Page 20, second full paragraph, last sentence is amended to read: 
"However, by 1966, the route is that of Syringa Creek Road, as shown by 
the 1966 U. S. G. S. map, entering Section 8 at the southwest corner of 
the norfh half of northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 8 
(the Schrader twenty acre parcel)." 
3. Page 21, last four lines, is amended as follows: "Having found that the 
historical use that established Syringa Creek Road was permissive or 
pursuant to express easements, there is insufficient evidence in this 
record of independent, decisive acts indicating separate and exclusive use 
of Syringa Creek Road by owners of the one-hundred twenty (120) acres 
in Section 8 to prove adverse use by clear and convincing evidence. 
Hodains v. Sales supra. 
DATED this / /  day of March, 2008. 
6 .  - 
CHARLES W. HOSACK, DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO AMEND 
BACKMAN v. SPAGON CV06-365 
757 
Clerk's Certificate of Mailing 
I hereby certify that on the / p  day of March, 2008, that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was mailedldelivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, 
Interoffice Mail, Hand Delivered or Faxed to: 
&aintiff's Attorney Jeff Sykes (fax: 208-336-971 2) L~ fense Attorney Scott Reed (fax: 208-765-51 17) 4 nse Attorney Brent Featherston (fax: 208-263-0400) 
&nse Attorney Peter Erbland (fax: 208-664-6338) 
BY: 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO AMEND 
BACKMAN v. SPAGON CV06-365 
39-h 
STATE OF l O A M  
COUNTY OF BONNER 
FIRST JUDICIAL D1ST. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner 
) 
) SS 
FILED 
2M&lMR lh P 3: 28 AT O'clock - M 
MARIE SCOTT CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
CLEM DISTRICT COURT 
mn 
OEPTTY Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
BACKMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
1 
1 CASE NO. CV2006-365 
VS. 1 
ORDER DENYING 
JAMES and LINDA SPAGON, KENNETH and ) MOTION TO AMEND 
PRlClLLA LLOYD, BRUCE and DEBORAH ) and CORRECTIONS T% 
JOHNSON, THOMAS and DEBRA TO MEMORANDUM 
LAWRENCE, KEVIN SCHRADER, WESTON ) DECISION 
MILLWARD, PEND OREILLE VIEW ESTATES ) 
OWNERS' ASSOC. INC., GREGORY and ) 
THERESA ZIRWES, CHRISTOPHER 
BESSLER, ROBERT and LYNN WALSH, 
) 
PATRICK and MICHELLE McKENNA, 
CHRISTOPHER and SUSAN GRANT, 
1 
Defendant. 
) 
1 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Findings of Fact and to Amend the Judgment having 
come before the Court, and the Court being fully advised; 
The Court having addressed additional findings or clarifications of findings, and, 
having stated its reasons for denial of plaintiffs Motion to Amend the Findings of Fact 
and the Motion to Amend the Judgment, the plaintiffs' motions are hereby denied. 
Having reviewed its Memorandum Decision, the Court, sua sponte, makes the 
following corrections (in italics): 
1. Page 15, second paragraph, is amended to read as follows: "As to the 
Middle Road, Powers did testify that he put in a forty-eight inch culvert in 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO AMEND 
BACKMAN v. SPAGON CV06-365 
replacing the bridge across the creek. However, the Middle Road was 
physically blocked for a period of time in approximately 7998, after the 
logging operation had been discontinued. In walking the Middle Road, the 
Court noted evidence that the Middle Road had been used for logging on 
the ground in Section 7 and on both sides of the creek. The timing of 
these logging operations in Section 7 is unknown. 
2. Page 20, second full paragraph, last sentence is amended to read: 
"However, by 1966, the route is that of Syringa Creek Road, as shown by 
the 1966 U. S. G. S. map, entering Section 8 at the southwest corner of 
the north half of northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 8 
(the Schrader twenty acre parcel)." 
3. Page 21, last four lines, is amended as follows: "Having found that the 
historical use that established Syringa Creek Road was permissive or 
pursuant to express easements, there is insufficient evidence in this 
record of independent, decisive acts indicating separate and exclusive use 
of Syringa Creek Road by owners of the one-hundred twenty (120) acres 
in Section 8 to prove adverse use by clear and convincing evidence. 
Hodains v. Sales supra. 
DATED this / /  day of March, 2008. 
L - 
CHARLES W.  HOSACK, DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO AMEND 
BACKMAN v. SPAGON CV06-365 
37 
Clerk's Certificate of Mailing 
i hereby certify that on the / y  day of March, 2008, that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was mailedldelivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, 
Interoffice Mail, Hand Delivered or Faxed to: 
s i n t i f f ' s  Attorney Jeff Sykes (fax: 208-336-9712) 
-'D ense Attorney Scott Reed (fax: 208-765-51 17) 4nse Attorney Brent Featherston (fax: 208-263-0400) 
~ K n s e  Attorney Peter Erbland (fax: 208-664-6338) 
BY: 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO AMEND 
BACKMAN V. SPAGON CV06-365 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #SO58 
Jason G. Dykstra, ISB #6662 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 West Front Street, Suite 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-9712 Facsimile 
sykes@lawidaho.com 
I:\! 547 1 I I\APPEAL\NOTiCE OF APPEALDOC 
Attorneys For PlaintiffsIAppellants Bob and Rhonda Backman 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
BACKMAN, husband and wife, 
VS. 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. 
SPAGON, husband and wife; KENNETH G. 
LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD, husband 
and wife; BRUCE JOHNSON and 
DEBORAH JOHNSON, husband and wife; 
THOMAS L. LAWRENCE and DEBRA A. 
LAWRENCE, husband and wife; KEVIN D. 
SCHRADER, a single person; WESTON 
SCOTT MILLWARD, a married man; and 
PEND OREILLE VIEW ESTATES 
OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation; GREGORY ZIRWES 
and THERESA ZIRWES, husband and wife; 
CHRISTOPHER BESSLER, an individual; 
Case No. CV-2006-00365 
PLAINTIFFSIAPPELLANTS' 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
ORIGINAL 
PLAINTIFFS/APPELLANTSY NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
' 3 7 ~  
ROBERT WALSH and LYNN WALSH, 
husband and wife; PATRICK McKENNA 
and MICHELLE McKENNA, husband and 
wife; and CHRISTOPHER E. GRANT and 
SUSAN R. GRANT, husband and wife, 
DefendantslRespondents. 
TO: The Above-Named DefendantslRespondents: 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. SPAGON 
KENNETH G. LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD 
BRUCE JOHNSON and DEBORAH JOHNSON 
WESTON SCOTT MILLWARD 
PEND OREILLE VIEW ESTATES OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC. 
GREGORY ZIRWES and THERESA ZIRWES 
CHRISTOPHER BESSLER 
PATRICK McKENNA and MICHELLE McKENNA 
CHRISTOPHER E. GRANT and SUSAN R. GRANT 
TO: SCOTT W. REED, ESQ., whose address is Post Office Box A, Coeur dYAlene, 
Idaho 83816 (Attorney for all DefendantslRespondents, except Grants); 
PETER C. ERBLAND, Paine, Hamblen, Coffm, Brooke & M i e r  LLP, Post Office 
Box E, Coeur dYAlene, Idaho 83816 (Attorneys for Grants); and 
TO: The Clerk of the above-entitled Court. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named PlaintiffsIAppellants Bob Backman and Rhonda Backman 
(collectively, "Plaintiffs") appeal against the above-named DefendantslRespondents James A. 
Spagon and Linda I. Spagon; Kenneth G. Lloyd and Priscilla I. Lloyd; Bruce Johnson and Deborah 
Johnson; Weston Scott Millward; Pend Oreille View Estates Owners' Association, Inc.; Gregory 
Zinves and Theresa Zinves; Christopher Bessler; Patrick McKenna and Michelle McKenna; and 
Christopher E. Grant and Susan R. Grant (collectively, "Defendants"), to the Idaho Supreme Court 
PLAJNTIFFSIAPPELLANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
37 1 
from the following orders and judgments entered in the aboveentitledaction, the Charles W. Hosack 
presiding: 
a. Memorandum Opinion [following court trial] entered by the Court on 
November 14,2008; 
b. Judgment entered by the Court on January 3,2008; 
c. Order Denying Motion to Amend and Corrections to Memorandum 
Decision; and 
d. Order on award of Defendants' attorneys' fees and costs. 
The pleadings identified in foregoing Subparagraphs a., b., c. and d. are collectivelyreferred to as the 
"Orders." 
2. Plaintiffs have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, as the Orders described 
in Paragraphs 1 .a. and 1.b. are appealable orders pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l) I.A.R. 
3. The preliminary issues on appeal are: 
a. Did the District Court error by denying Plaintiffs' claim of a "prescriptive 
easement" to access Plaintiffs' one hundred (100) acres of landlocked property? 
b. Did the District Court error by denying Plaintiffs' claim of an "easement by 
necessity" to access Plaintiffs' one hundred (100) acres of landlocked property? 
c. Did the District Court error by denyingplaintiffs' claim "to condemn a private 
easement" to access Plaintiffs' one hundred (100) acres of landlocked property? 
d. Did the District Court error in awarding Defendants their costs of litigation? 
4. No order has been entered sealing any part of the record. 
PLAINTIFFSIAPPELLANTS' NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
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5. Is a reporter's transcript requested? 
a. Yes. 
b. Plaintiffs request preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(i) All testimony presented at the trial of this litigation, which tookplace 
on September 4, 5,6 and 7,2007. 
(ii) All testimony presented at the hearing on March 5,2008. 
6. Plaintiffs request that the following documents be included as exhibits to the Clerk's 
Record: 
a. Affidavit of Jeff R. Sykes in Support of Plaintiffs' Oppositionto Defendants' 
Motion For Summary Judgment served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about October 3,2006; 
b. Affidavit of Doug Ward in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' 
Motion For Summary Judgment served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about October 3,2006; 
c. Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment served 
and filed by Plaintiffs on or about October 3,2006; 
d. Motion For Partial Summary Judgment served and filed by Plaintiffs on or 
about December 27,2007; 
e. Affidavit of Richard L. Stacey in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion For Partial 
Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment 
served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about December 27,2007; 
f. Affidavit of Scott Rasor in Support ofplaintiffs' MotionFor Partial Summary 
Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment served and filed 
by Plaintiffs on or about December 27,2007; 
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g. Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law served and 
filed by Plaintiffs on or about August 28,2007; 
h. Plaintiffs' Trial Memorandum served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about 
August 28,2007; 
I. Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Memorandum served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about 
September 25,2007; 
j. Affidavit of Jeff R. Sykes Lodging Court Trial Excerpts served and filed by 
Plaintiffs on or about September 25,2007; 
k. Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Reply Memorandum served and filed by Plaintiffs on or 
about October 5,2007; 
1. Memorandum Opinion entered by the Court on or about November 14,2007; 
m. Judgment entered by the Court on or about January 3,2008; 
n. Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Part of Defendants'/Counterclaimants' Costs 
served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about January 17,2008; 
o. Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Findings of Fact and To Amend Judgment 
served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about January 17,2008; 
p. Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion To Amend Findings of Fact 
and To Amend Judgment served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about January 17,2008; 
q. Affidavit of Jeff R. Sykes in Support of Motion To Amend Findings of Fact 
and To Amend Judgment; and Notice of Lodging Trial Transcript served and filed by 
Plaintiffs on or about January 17,2008; 
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r. Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit Nos. 1 through 50, inclusive, all of which were 
entered into evidence at the trial of this matter that took place from September 4, 2007, 
through September 7,2007; and 
s. Defendants' Trial Exhibits A through ZZ, inclusive,all ofwhich were entered 
into evidence at the trial of this matter that took place from September 4, 2007, through 
September 7,2007. 
7. I certify that: 
a. A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Reporter; 
b. The estimated fee for preparation of the Reporter's Transcript Clerk's Record, 
determined pursuant to Rule 24@) I.A.R., has been paid; 
c. The estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record, determined pursuant 
to Rule 27(c) I.A.R., has been paid; 
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20, I.A.R. 
DATED this 19" day of March 2008. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
BY: / 
Bob ~ a i k m a n  and Rhonda Backman 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1 9'h day of March 2008, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
Scott W. Reed, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box A 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 838 16 
Telephone: 2081664-2 16 1 
Facsimile: 2081765-5 I 17 
Counsel For DefendantdRespondents Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Zirwes, 
Bessler, Millward, McKenna and the Association 
d S .  Mail D Hand Delivered Overnight Mail 0 Facsimile 
Brent C. Featherston, Esq. 
Featherston Law Firm Chtd. 
1 13 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 2081263-6866 
Facsimile: 2081263-0400 
Counsel For Defendant Schrader 
d M a i 1  D Band Delivered Overnight Mail 0 Facsimile 
Peter C. Erbland, Esq. 
Paine, Hamblen, Coffin, Brooke & Miller LLP 
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
Post Office Box E 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-0328 
Telephone: 2081664-8 1 1 5 
Facsimile: 2081664-6338 
Counsel For Defendants/Respondents Grant 
Wf6:S. Mail Hand Delivered !J Overnight Mail Facsimile 
With cooies via U.S. Mail to: 
Ms. Joann Schaller, C.S.R. No. 160 
Official Court Reporter, First Judicial District 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
501 Government Way 
Post Office Box 9000 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83 8 16-9000 
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Michael E. Reagan, Esq. 
Liesche & Reagan, PA 
1044 Northwest Boulevard, Suite D 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83 8 14 
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Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Jason G. Dykstra, ISB #6662 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
755 West Front Street, Suite 200 
! Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 342-6066 Telephone 
(208) 336-971 2 Facsimile 
sykes@lawidaho.com 
1:\1547.11 I\APPEAL\NOTlCE OF APPEALAMENDED.WC 
Attorneys For Plaintiffs/Appellants Bob and Rhonda Backman 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. 
SPAGON, husband and wife; KENNETH G. 
LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD, husband 
and wife; BRUCE JOHNSON and 
DEBORAH JOHNSON, husband and wife; 
THOMAS L. LAWRENCE and DEBRA A. 
LAWRENCE, husband and wife; KEVIN D. 
SCHRADER, a single person; WESTON 
SCOTT MILLWARD, a married man; and 
PEMD OREILLE VIEW ESTATES 
OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho 
nonprofit corporation; GREGORY ZIRWES 
and THERESA ZIRWES, husband and wife; 
CHRISTOPHER BESSLER, an individual; 
BOB BACKMAN and RHONDA 
BACKMAN, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs/Appellants, 
PLAINTIFFSIAPPELLANTS' AMENDED 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
Case No. CV-2006-00365 
PLAINTIFFSIAPPELLANTS' 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
ORIGINAL 
ROBERT WALSH and LYNN WALSH, 
husband and wife; PATRICK McKENNA 
and MICHELLE McKENNA, husband and 
wife; and CHRISTOPHER E. GRANT and 
SUSAN R. GRANT, husband and wife, 
TO: The Above-Named DefendantslRespondents: 
JAMES A. SPAGON and LINDA I. SPAGON 
KENNETH G. LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD 
BRUCE JOHNSON and DEBORAH JOHNSON 
-
WESTON SCOTT MILLWARD 
PEND OREILLE VIEW ESTATES OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, INC. 
GREGORY ZIRWES and THERESA ZIRWES 
CHRISTOPHER BESSLER 
PATRICK McKENNA and MICHELLE McKENNA 
CHRISTOPHER E. GRANT and SUSAN R. GRANT 
TO: SCOTT W. REED, ESQ., whose address is Post Office Box A, Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho 83816 (Attorney for all DefendantslRespondents, except Grants); 
PETER C. ERBLAND, Pahe, Hamblen, Coffii, Brooke & Miller LLP, Post Office 
BOX E, Coeur d'Afene, Idaho 83816 (Attorneys for Grants); md 
TO: The Clerk of the above-entitled Court. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1 .  The above-named Plaintiffs/Appellants Bob Backman and Rhonda Backman 
(collectively, "Plaintiffs") appeal against the above-named DefendantslRespondents James A. 
Spagon and Linda I. Spagon; Kenneth G. Lloyd and Priscilla I. Lloyd; Bruce Johnson and Deborah 
Johnson; Kevin D. Schrader; Weston Scott Millward; Pend Oreille View Estates Owners' 
PLAINTIFFS/APPELI.+NTS' AMENDED 
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Association, Inc.; Gregory Zinves and Theresa Zinves; Christopher Bessler; Patrick McKenna and 
Michelle McKenna; and Christopher E. Grant and Susan R. Grant (collectively, "Defendants"), to 
the Idaho Supreme Court from the following orders and judgments entered in the above-entitled 
action, the Charles W. Hosack presiding: 
a. Memorandum Opinion [following court trial] entered by the Court on 
November 14,2008; 
b. Judgment entered by the Court on January 3,2008; 
c. Order Denying Motion to Amend and Corrections to Memorandum 
Decision; and 
d. Order on award of Defendants' attorneys' fees and costs. 
The pleadings identified in foregoing Subparagraphs a., b., c. and d. are collectivelyreferred to as the 
"Orders." 
2. Plaintiffs have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, as the Orders described 
in Paragraphs 1.a. and 1 .b. are appealable orders pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l) I.A.R. 
3. The preliminary issues on appeal are: 
a. Did the District Court error by denying Plaintiffs' claim of a "prescriptive 
easement" to access Plaintiffs' one hundred (100) acres of landlocked property? 
b. Did the District Court error by denying Plaintiffs' claim of an "easement by 
necessity" to access Plaintiffs' one hundred (100) acres of landlocked property? 
c. Did the District Coud error by denying Plaintiffs' claim "to condemn a private 
easement" to access Plaintiffs' one hundred (100) acres of landlocked property? 
d. Did the District Court error in awarding Defendants their costs of litigation? 
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4. No order has been entered sealing any part of the record. 
5. Is a reporter's transcript requested? 
a. Yes. 
b. Plaintiffs request preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(i) All testimony md oral armment presentedat the trial of this litigation, 
which took place on September 4,5,6 and 7,2007. 
(ii) All mocedings on the record from the hearing 
on March 5,2008. 
6. Plaintiffs request that the following documents be included as exhibits to the Clerk's 
Record: 
a. Affidavit of Jeff R. Sykes in Support of Plaintiffs' Oppositionto Defendants' 
Motion For Summary Judgment served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about October 3,2006; 
b. Affidavit of Doug Ward in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' 
Motion For Summary Judgment served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about October 3,2006; 
c. Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment served 
and filed by Plaintiffs on or about October 3,2006; 
d. Motion For Partial Summary Judgment served and filed by Plaintiffs on or 
about December 27,2007; 
e. Affidavit of Richard L. Stacey in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion For Partial 
Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment 
served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about December 27,2007; 
PLAINTIFFSIAPPELLANTS' AMENDED 
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f. Affidavit of Scott Rasor in Support of Plaintiffs' MotionFor Partial Summary 
Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion For Summary Judgment served and filed 
by Plaintiffs on or about December 27,2007; 
g. Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law sewed and 
filed by Plaintiffs on or about August 28,2007; 
h. Plaintiffs' Trial Memorandum served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about 
August 28,2007; 
i .  Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Memorandum sewed and filed by Plaintiffs onor about 
September 25,2007; 
j. Affidavit of Jeff R. Sykes Lodging Court Trial Excerpts served and filed by 
Plaintiffs on or about September 25,2007; 
k. Plaintiffs' Post-Trial Reply Memorandum Sewed and filed by Plaintiffs on or 
about October 5,2007; 
1. Memorandum Opinion entered by the Court on or about November 14,2007; 
m. Judgment entered by the Court on or about January 3,2008; 
n. Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Part of Defendants'/Counterclaimants' Costs 
served and filed by Plaintiffs on or about January 17,2008; 
o. Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Findings of Fact and To Amend Judgment 
sewed and filed by Plaintiffs on or about January 17,2008; 
p. Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion To Amend Findings of Fact 
and To Amend Judgment sewed and filed by Plaintiffs on or about January 17,2008; 
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q. Affidavit of Jeff R. Sykes in Support of Motion To Amend Findings of Fact 
and To Amend Judgment; and Notice of Lodging Trial Transcript served and filed by 
Plaintiffs on or about January 17,2008; 
r. Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit Nos. 1 through 50, inclusive, all of which were 
entered into evidence at the trial of this matter that took place from September 4, 2007, 
through September 7,2007; and 
s. Defendants' Trial Exhibits A through ZZ, inclusive,all ofwhich were entered 
into evidence at the trial of this matter that took place from September 4, 2007, through 
September 7, 2007. 
7. I certify that: 
a. A copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on theReportera 
M s. J o m  Schaller. C.S.R. No. 160 
Official Court Re~orter. First Judicial District 
Kootenai Countv Co- 
501 Government W a  
Post Office BQX 9000 
Coeur d7Alene. Idaho 838 16-9009 
b. The estimated fee for prepamtionofthe Reporter's Transcript Clerk's Record, 
determined pursuant to Rule 24(b) I.A.R., has been paid; 
c. The estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record, determined pursuant 
to Rule 27(c) I.A.R., has been paid; 
d. That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. I.A.R. 
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DATED this 22nd day of April 2008. 
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP 
BY: 
Attorneys For Appellantsfflaintiffs 
Bob Backman and Rhonda Backman 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of April 2008, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below to the following parties: 
Scott W. Reed, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box A 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 838 16 
Telephone: 2081664-2 16 1 
Facsimile: 2081765-5117 
Counsel For Defendants/Respondents Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Zirwes, 
Bessler, Millward, McKenna and the Association 
,< 
~ u . s .  Mail U Hand Delivered Overnight Mail 0 Facsimile 
Brent C. Featherston, Esq. 
Featherston Law Firm Chtd. 
1 13 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 2081263-6866 
Facsimile: 2081263-0400 
Counsel For Defendant/Resvondent Schrader 
A. Mail Hand Delivered Overnight Mail Facsimile 
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Peter C. Erbland, Esq. 
Paine, Hamblen, Coffin, Brooke & Miller LLP 
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101 
Post Office Box E 
Coeur dlAlene, Idaho 838 16-0328 
Telephone: 2081664-8 1 15 
Facsimile: 2081664-6338 
Counsel For Defendants/Respondents Grunt 
... 
Hand Delivered o Overnight Mail Facsimile 
With cooies via U.S. Mail to: 
Ms. Joann Schaller, C.S.R. No. 160 
Official Court Reporter, First Judicial District 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
501 Government Way 
Post Office Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
Michael E. Reagan, Esq. 
Liesche & Reagan, PA 
1044 Northwest Boulevard, Suite D 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
BOB BACKMAN AND RHONDA BACKMAN, 
husband and wife, 
JAMES A. SPAGON AND LINDA I. 
SPAGON, husband and wife; KEITH 
G. LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD, 
husband and wife; BRUCE JOHNSON 
and DEBORAH JOHNSON, husband 
and wife; WESTON SCOTT MILLWARD, 
a married man; and PEND O'REILLE 
VIEW ESTATES OWNERS' ASSOCIATION, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit organization; 
GREGORY ZIRWES and THERESA 
ZIRWES, husband and wife; CHRISTOPHER 
BESSLER, an individual; PATRICK 
MCKENNA AND MICHELLE MCKENNA, 
husband and wife; ROBERT WALSH AND LYNN 
WALSH, husband and wife; CHRISTOPHER E. 
GRANT and SUSAN R. GRANT, husband 
and wife, THOMAS L. LAWRENCE and DEBRA 
A. LAWRENCE, husband and wife, 
KEVIN D. SCHRADER, a single person, 
Defendants-Respondents 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete Record 
of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellant Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court t h i s z d a y  of & 2008. 
\\\\lllll/l/ 
\\\ T JUO,~,"./ 
,,\ k\B5. . . . 
$,+..As~~4ii.~( 'x MARIE SCOTT 
- **  .o,S :g  .?,: Clerk of the District Court 
= - + .  : $$PJJ : 2 =  
= o .  FL 2: 0 = 
= z .  . r o~v\S\O a:a. C -2 . 0 a. 
.?$ER.?.. 'E. . . -. 
\QV,\\ 01  Deputy Clerk 
' /~~, ,~ , l \ \ \ ' \  
Clerk's Certificate 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
BOB BACKMAN AND RHONDA BACKMAN, 
husband and wife, 
and 
JAMES A. SPAGON AND LINDA I. 
SPAGON, husband and wife; KEITH 
G. LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD, 
husband and wife; BRUCE JOHNSON 
and DEBORAH JOHNSON, husband 
and wife; WESTON SCOTT MILLWARD, 
a married man; and PEND O'REILLE 
VIEW ESTATES OWNERS ASSOCIATION, 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit organization; 
GREGORY ZIRWES and THERESA 
ZIRWES, husband and wife; CHRISTOPHER 
BESSLER, an individual; ROBERT WAISIl AND 
LYNN WALSH, husband and wife; PATRICK 
MCKENNA AND MICHELLE MCKENNA, 
husband and wife; CHRISTOPHER E. 
) 
) SUPREME COURT NO. 35151 
) 
) 
) CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
GRANT and SUSAN R. GRANT, husband 1 
and wife; THOMAS L. LAWRENCE and DEBRA ) 
A. LAWRENCE, husband and wife, 
KEVIN D. SCHRADER, a single person, 
Defendants-Respondents 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that the following is offered as 
the Clerk's exhibit on appeal: 
Defendant's Brief in Support of Supplemental Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed October 2,2006 
Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
October 4,2006 
Certificate of Exhibits-1 
Affidavit of Doug Ward in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment filed October 4,2006 
Affidavit of Jeff R. Sykes in Support of Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment filed October 4,2006 
Plaintiffs' Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment filed October 
12,2006 
Certificate of Deposition Exhibits No. 9,10, and 11 filed October 12,2006 
Affidavit of Richard L. Stacey in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
December 27,2006 
Affidavit of Scott Rasor in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
December 27,2006 
Defendants' Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment against Defendants Kenneth G. Lloyd, and Priscilla I. Lloyd; Bruce Johnson and 
Deborah Johnson; and Weston Scott Millward filed January 10,2007 
Plaintiff's Identification of Trial Exhibits filed August 22,2007 
Exhibit List of Defendants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, 
McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association, Inc. filed August 23,2007 
Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law filed August 29,2007 
Plaintiffs' Pre-trial Memorandum filed August 29,2007 
Pre-trial Brief of Defendants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, 
McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association, Inc. filed August 29,2007 
Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of Defendants Spagon, Lloyd, 
Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners 
Association, Inc. filed August 29,2007 
Supplemental Memorandum of Defendants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, 
Zirwes, Bessler, McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association, Inc. on 
Recorded Easements April 2005 filed August 29,2007 
Affidavit of Scott W. Reed in Support of Defendants Motion to Strike Crossclaim of 
Defendant Kevin D. Schrader filed August 30,2007 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Crossclaim of Defendant 
Kevin D. Schrader filed August 30,2007 
Memorandum in Response to Defendants' Motion to Strike Crossclaim of 
Defendant Kevin Schrader filed August 31,2007 
Affidavit of Counsel in Response to Defendants' Motion to Strike Crossclaim of 
Defendant Kevin D. Schrader filed August 31,2007 
Supplemental Exhibit List of Defendants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, 
Zirwes, Bessler, McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association, Inc., filed 
September 4,2007 
Plaintiff's Post-Trial Memorandum filed September 25,2007 
Post-Trial Brief of Defendants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, 
Certificate of Exhibits-2 
McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association, Inc. filed September 26, 
2007 
Post Trial Brief filed September 26,2007 
Affidavit of Jeff R. Sykes Lodging Court Trial Excepts filed September 27,20007 
Reply Brief of Defendants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, 
McKenna, and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association, Inc. to Post-trial 
Memorandum of Plaintiffs Backman and Post-trial Brief of Cross-Plaintiff Kevin Schrader 
filed October 3,2007 
Post-trial Reply Memorandum of Defendants Grant filed October 3,2007 
Plaintiffs' Post-trial Reply Memorandum filed October 5,2007 
Memorandum of Defendants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, 
McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association, Inc. in Support of 
Defendants' Judgment filed December 20,2007 
Memorandum of Costs of Defendants and Counterclaimants Spagon, Lloyd, 
Johnson, Millward, Zirwes, Bessler, McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners 
Association, Inc. filed January 7,2008 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Part of 
Defendants'/Countercrclaimants' Costs filed January 17,2008 
Affidavit of Jeff Sykes in Support of Motion to Amend Findings of Fact and to 
Amend Judgment; and Notice of Lodging Trial Transcript filed January 18,2008 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend Findings of Fact and to 
Amend Judgment filed January 18,2008 
Brief of Defendants and Counterclaimants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, 
Zirwes, Bessler, McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association in 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend Findings of Fact 
and to Amend Judgment filed February 13,2008 
Brief of Defendants and Counterclaimants Spagon, Lloyd, Johnson, Millward, 
Zirwes, Bessler, McKenna and Pend O'Reille View Estates Owner Association in 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Proposed Modification of Judgment filed February 13,2008 
Letter from Brent Featherston to Marie Scott filed April 9,2008 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHBITS: 
1: Aerial Photograph 
2: Patient Recorded October 23,2007, page 186, Records of Bonner County, Idaho 
Supreme Court 
Certificate of Exhibits3 
3: Warranty Deed recorded August 20,1908 
4: Warranty Deed recorded February 2,1945 
5: Quitclaim Deed recorded September 19,1952, Instrument No. 43397 
6: Quitclaim Deed recorded March 21,1969, Instrument No. 120920 
7: Quitclaim Deed recorded April 7,1969, Instrument No. 121135 
8: Quitclaim Deed recorded June 26,1980, Instrument No. 229468 
9: Quitclaim Deed recorded March 21,1984, Instrument, whereby the Backman 
Property was conveyed from Pack River Management Company to Shamrock Investment 
Company 
10. Quitclaim Deed recorded May 10,1990, Instrument No. 374968 
11. Warranty Deed recorded January 25,1994, Instrument No. 439443 
12. Quitclaim Deed recorded February 8,1994, Instrument No. 440197 
13. Quitclaim Deed recorded May 10,1995, Instrument No. 465036 
14. Warranty Deed recorded December 9,2004, Instrument No. 665845 
15. Warranty Deed recorded February 11,2005, Instrument No. 670211 
16. Five separate Quitclaim Deeds recorded July 12,2005, whereby the Backmans 
subdivided the Backman Property into 5 (five) 20 acre parcels 
17. Warranty Deed recorded May 10,1995, Instrument No. 465037 
18. Warranty Deed recorded September 13,2002, Instrument No. 608618 
19. Warranty Deed recorded December 23,2004, Instrument No. 666818 
20. Patent No. 2443 dated May 20,1907, and recorded in the Official Records of 
Bonner County, Idaho, at page 483 
21. Warranty Deed recorded May 17,1907, page 587 
22. Warranty Deed recorded January 8,1945, Instrument No. 15340 
23. Road Easement dated May 18,1964, and recorded as Instrument No. 96152 
24. Road Easement dated June 26,1964, whereby the Long Lake Lumber 
Company granted the United States of America a road easement 
25. Easement Recorded May 21,1996, Instrument No. 106286 
26. Easement Agreement Recorded June 3,1994, Instrument No. 446468 
27. Record of Survey Recorded in June 1994, Instrument No. 447412 
28. Deed Recorded September 21,1994, Instrument No. 452610 
29. Easement Recorded May 22,2006, Instrument No. 704434 
30. Patent No. 1656 dated December 29,1904 
31. Patent No. 1805 dated May 5,1905 
32. Patent No. 1973 dated January 23,1908 
33. Land Purchase Agreement dated December 27,2004 
34. Promissory Note dated February 9,2005 
35. Backmans' Real Estate Mortgage entered in connection with the purchase of 
the Backman Property 
36. Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions of Pend O'Reille View 
Estates, Phase One, recorded July 26,1994, Instrument No. 449457 
Certificate of Exhibits-4 
37. Articles of Amendment of Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and 
Restrictions of Pend O'ReilIe View Estates, Phase One, recorded January 20,1995 
38. Articles of Amendment of Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and 
Restrictions of Pend O'Reille View Estates, Phase One, recorded September 15,1999, 
Instrument No. 551966 
39. Declaration of Non-Access Across Pend O'Reille View Estates, a Recorded 
Subdivision 
40. Letter dated April 9,2005, from Scott Reed to Doug Ward, Sundance Realty \ 
regarding access to the Backman Property. 
41. Diagram ident~fying property owners in POVE, access roads, and the road used 
by Randy Powers. 
42. Expert Report prepared on behalf of Backmans by Michael M. Folson, Ph.D. 
43. Dr. Folsom's aerial photographs of the Backman Property and surrounding 
areas 
44. Various photographs of the Backman Property and Surrounding Properties 
taken by Dr.Folsom 
45. Surveyor's Expert Report prepared on behalf of Backmans by Scott M. Rasor, 
P.L.S., President and Chief of Surveys of Meckel Engineering and Surveying, together 
with Easement Exhibit 
46. Survey prepared by Scott Rasor 
47. Rasor Photographs 
48. 1981 Survey by Tucker 
49. 1968 USGS Quad Sheet of Sandpoint 
50. Map from Mark Hall 11-15-04 
51. Record of Patents 10-28-08 
52. Deed of Distribution 2-10-04 
53. Declaration of Homestead DC Smith 10-14-40 
54. Deed of County Property 7-31-31 
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS 
A. Record of Survey, Gordon E. Sorenson, 6/14/94 
8. Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions, Pend O'ReilIe View 
Estates, Phase One, Bonner County, recorded July 1996 as Instrument No. 449457 
C. Articles of Incorporation Pend O'Reille View Estates Owners Association, Inc 
D. 1939 Metsker Map 
E. Hand Drawn Sketch of Turtle Rock, Redtail Hawk and Inspiration Roads 
F. ATEC Plat Backman Property 
G. Chain of Title Backman Property 
H. Warranty Deed, Humbird Lumber Co. to Lewis Modig December 22,1943 
I. Seven Deeds from Humbird Lumber Company to other grantees, 1915-1940 
J. Warranty Deed, Lewis Modig to William Moody, October 9,1959 
Certificate of Exhibits-5 
K. Warranty Deed, Lewis Modig to Clarence Moody 
L. Quitclaim Deed, Powers to McGhee, February 1,1994 
M. Quitclaim Deed, McGhee to Powers, May 5,1995 
N. Warranty Deed, McGhee to Powers, December 3,2004 
0. Owner's Policy Powres, $420,000 December 9,2004 
P. Land Purchase Agreement Powers/Backman, December 27,2004 
Q. Commitment for Title Insurance, Backman, $475.000 
R. Warranty Deed, Powers to Backman, February 10,2005 
S. Owner's Policy, Backman, $475.000 February 11,2005 
T. Sundance Realty Advertisement of Backman Property, March 2005 
U. Letter from Scott Reed August 19,2004 
V. Declaration of Non-Access, recorded April 13,2005 
W. Letter from Scott W. Reed to Doug Ward, April 18,2005 
X. Letter Ed Holmes to Chicago Title Ins., Co. April 26,2005 
Y. Letter Chicago Title Ins., Co. to attorney Holmes, May 19,2005 
Z. Letter Attorney Holmes to Chicago Title Ins. Co July 15,2005 (2nd pg missing) 
AA.Letter of Attorney Mollerup to Ed Morse, July 21,2005 
BB. Letter of Attorney Mollerup to Attorney Holmes, August 17,2005 
CC. Letter Bob Backman to Attorney Holmes, October 25,2005 
DD. Excerpt, answers to plaintiffs Backman to Interrogatory No. 7, June 2,2006 
EE. Photographs by Theresa Zirwes used in depositions of Randy Powers and of 
Theresa Zirwes. 
FF. Google Aerial photographs with Defendants' Certification, January 10,2007 
GG. Report of Richard F. Creed, P.E. on roads, August 14,2007. 
HH. Forests for Idaho Best Management Practices, 
11. Title 12, Chapter 23, Private Roads Standards Manual, Bonner County Idaho 
Supreme Court 
JJ. Rules Pertaining to the Idaho Forest Practices Act 
KK. Backman Road Exhibit 
LL. Backman Road Exhibit-Small Rendering of Survey 
MM.1946 Aerial with Google Photo Analysis 
NN. 1958 Aerial Photo Analysis 
00. 1992 Aerial Photo Analysis 
PP. 1981 Aerial Photo Analysis 
QQ. 1998 Aerial Photo Analysis 
RR. Miscellaneous Record 7:51-54 1920 
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IN WITNESS WHERE0 have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
court this a day of .w\% ,2008 
Marie Scott 
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Certificate of Exhibits 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
BOB BACKMAN AND RHONDA BACKMAN, ) 
husband and wife, 1 SUPREME COURT NO. 35151 
Plaintiffs/ Appellants, 
) 
) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
VS. 
) 
1 
JAMES A. SPAGON AND LINDA I. 
) 
SPAGON, husband and wife; KEITH 
G. LLOYD and PRISCILLA I. LLOYD, 
husband and wife; BRUCE JOHNSON 
) 
and DEBORAH JOHNSON, husband 
and wife; WESTON SCOTT MILLWARD, 
a married man; and PEND O'REILLE 
) 
VIEW ESTATES OWNERS ASSOCIATION, ) 
INC., an Idaho nonprofit organization; 
GREGORY ZIRWES and THERESA 
) 
ZIRWES, husband and wife; CHRISTOPHER ) 
BESSLER, an individual; ROBERT WALSH ) 
AND LYNN WALSH, husband and wife; 
PATRICK MCKENNA AND MICHELLE 
) 
MCKENNA, husband and wife; 
) 
CHRISTOPHER E. GRANT and SUSAN R. ) 
GRANT, husband and wife, THOMAS L. 
LAWRENCE and DEBRA. LAWRENCE, 
) 
) 
husband and wife, KEVIN D. SCHRADER, ) 
a single person ) 
\ 
Defendants-Respondents j 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, by United 
States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD and to each of the Attorneys of Record in this 
cause as follows: 
Certificate of Service 
JEFFREY R. SYKES 
755 WEST FRONT STREET, #200 
BOISE, ID. 83702-5802 
SCOTT REED 
P O B o x A  
COEUR D'ALENE, ID. 83816 
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF-APPELLANTS ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANTS- 
RESPONDENTS: 
JAMES and LINDA SPAGON 
KENNETH and PRISCILLA LLOYD 
BRUCE and DEBORAH JOHNSON 
WESTON MILLWARD 
PEND O'REILLE VIEW ESTATES 
GREG AND THERESA ZIRWES 
CHRISTOPHER BESSLER 
IN W 1 T N E S S ~ W . R ;  loye hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this= day o 
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